
DRAFT/ SENSITIVE/ PRE-DECISIONAL 

SUBJECT TO OGC REVIEW 

Transition Options - Potential Near and Medium Term Transition Steps 

End State Objectives: 

• Government to provide net worth support to government-owned Securitization Utility so as to 
provide liquidity, standardization, efficiency, and FDIC-like tail risk insurance to residential 
mortgage backed security market 

o Explicit guarantee by government-owned Securitization Utility of securities to end 
investor 

o The utility to be subject to national [FHFA] regulatory oversight 

• The first loss and most of the credit risk shall be taken by the private sector through well
capitalized First-Loss Providers (FLPs) 

o FLPs will be subject to rigorous counterparty assessments from the securitization utility 
and also wi ll be subject st rong prudential regulation [FHFA) 

• Securitization Utility and FLPs to be subject to same capital (Basel Ill) and supervision standards 
as banking sector, so as to create level playing field and minimize distortion 

• Strong regulation/governance 
• Increased transparency and better availability of data 

Legal Constraints: 

• FHFA mandate is to "conserve assets" while the GSES are in conservatorship 
• Treasury has to approve any asset sales and other actions out of the ordinary course 
• Existing legislation, HERA, fos1992 Act , [FIRREA], [FHLB Act], and other non-GSE specific 

legislation 

• Incremental amounts avai lable under the PSPAs after 2012 limited to $275 billion 
• More work remains to evaluate constraints to Treasury and FHFA action. Follow-up document 

to come 

Potential actions which could be taken in the short and intermediate terms 1 : 

1. Clear plan for ending FNM and FRE in their current form: Corporate Reorganization 

• GSEs could be restructured into three distinct corporate entit ies, a credit 
enhancement/mortgage insurance entity, a securitization utility, and a "bad bank" 

• Even before new corporate entities are established, the GSEs can start engaging in 
internal cost accounting and management organizational changes 

• Consider additional asset sales of non-core businesses and outsourcing non-core 
functions to third-party contractors 

• Management retention to ensure that human capital does not flee the GS Es 
o Clear communication with management about the transition path 
o Structuring of appropriate retention packages 

• Note: A complete reorganization may require FHFA to trigger receivership 

1 Note - these actions are for brainstorming purposes only and are subject to legal review. FHFA as conservator 
would need to determine what was most appropriate for their mandate as prudential regulator and conservator of 

the GSEs while in conservatorship. 
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a. Credit Enhancement/Mortgage Insurance Entity 
i. Timeline 

1. [Within 6 months] - FHFA lays out detai led restructuring plan 
2. (1 year] - Human capital and physical infrastructure from FNM and 

FRE's credit analysis teams contributed to newly formed subsidiary 
("GMIE") 

3. [3-5 years] - GMIE is either sold to private Ml or taken public 
a. Once sold, these businesses wi ll become fully private, 

receiving no government support and would not be 
attached to the existing charters 

b. GMIE(s) will be subject to ongoing regulation by [FHFA] 
c. Proceeds from the sale of this business will be returned to 

the taxpayer and help the process of recouping losses 
d. Potentially maintain some level of legacy 

debt/obligation/tax to repay assistance which was provided 
by the taxpayer 

ii. Consider t ransforming multifamily businesses into dedicated multifamily 
guarantors that could also be privatized as separate entities 

b. Securitization Utility will be a separate division, clean of all legacy assets and 
liabili ties of the old FNM and FRE 

i. Will retain keep-wells from the old FNM/FRE (or other form of support from 
the Treasury) to ensure that investors will be made whole on the securit ies 
that they purchase 

ii. Retains the charters from the old corporate entities 
iii. Timeline 

1. [6 months] - FHFA lays out detailed restructuring plan 
2. [1 year] - Human capital and physical infrastructure from FNM and 

FRE's securitization teams contributed to newly formed subsidiary 
3. [1.5 years] - FNM wraps all of FRE's securities to increase liquidity in 

the market and begin migration to a single securit y and TBA market 
4. Post-legislation: FNM and FRE securitization utilities will be merged 

with GNMA 

c. "Bad bank" consisting of retained portfolio, legacy guaranty liabili t ies and 3•d part y 
debt (equivalent of discontinued ops from accounting and management function) 

1. Bad bank will continue as a division of the securitization utility, so as to 
retain support of PSPAs 

ii. Timeline 
1. [3 months) - Operational plan of how to split up legacy assets 
2. [within 1 year] - clear timetable established for rundown and 

establish method for disposition 
a. Option 1: legacy assets remain in FNM and FRE corporate 

shell and employees are given retention packages to 
manage the unwind 

b. Option 2: Private money manager (e.g. PPIP-like manager) is 
contracted out to manage the assets and oversee the 
unwind 
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c. Option 3 (could occur in either of above scenarios) Consider 
structured sale to ensure taxpayers retain some equity-l ike 

upside 
3. [wit hin 2 years] - Consider other block asset sales 

a. NPLs, REO, et c. 
b. These sales would potentially realize a loss 

4. [within 2 years] - In order to ensure that Bad Bank is adequately 
capitalized for all future net worth deficiencies, consider revaluing 
full portfolio to disposition value - this would set the stage for 
faster recovery in value and could push more inventory of credit 
t hrough resolution process 

d. Consolidation of other assets 
i. Consider managing certain assets of FNM and FRE jointly (REO, etc) to 

realize economies of scale 
ii. Potentially merge management of retained portfolios and bad bank assets 

e. [Accounting/ Fiscal Consolidation] 
1. Mark to market accounting 
ii. USG accounting treatment 

2. Steps to Privatize the Mortgage Market 
• The Administ rat ion is committed to privatizing the mortgage market. 
• Transition should be managed at a measured pace that does not disrupt the still 

fragi le housing market recovery 
a. Capital standard changes 

i. Work with Fed to establish new risk-weighting for mortgage assets which 
are consistent w/ Basel Ill, where higher LTV mortgages require a greater 
capital charge. 

ii. Capital standards and g-fees become enforcement mechanisms for new 
"conforming" loan standards 

iii. The desired end state is 300-400 basis points of capital, which implies a 70-
100 basis point g-fee. This capital level will be a floor if Basel implies lower 

requi red capital levels. 
b. Pricing Changes 

i. Slowly phase in Basel Ill capital requirements over a [S] year t ime period to 
t he credit enhancement entities by raising G-fees to private market levels 

1. Consider different mechanisms/tr iggers for price increases to 
ensure that fragi le housing markets are allowed to continue to heal 

a. [No pricing/capital changes will occur before [4) consecutive 
quarters of nat ional house price increases] 

ii. Allow credit enhancement entit ies to implement more highly differentiated 
LLPAs pricing to allow true credit risk pricing - including differences 
between states to capture t he differences in the foreclosure process across 
state lines. 

c. Credit Risk Syndication 
i. Slowly lower government attachment point to bring more equity into 

housing finance system from private sector - either through down payment 
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at borrower level or other forms of credit enhancement at financing level, 
such as increasing amount of PMI or syndicating risk to capital markets 
through cat bonds, CMOs or other method 

d. Encourage Other Private Sector Participation 
1. Establish clear guidelines and incentives for private mortgage insurers to opt 

into [FHFA] regulation to gain access to the securitization utility and 
encourage additional entities to enter the market to provide credit 
protection 

3. Taxpayer recoupment 
Potential methods for taxpayer recoupment of their investment in FNM and FRE 

a. Increase g-fee on new originations 
b. Disposition of non-core assets, such as mult ifamily, shared services, etc. 
c. Better than expected disposition of REO through realizing economies of scale of 

consolidation and NPL disposition 
d. Sale of credit enhancement entities to the private markets 
e. Residual fee - RTC like solution of a (10] basis point tax on the securit ization utility 

4. FHA and FHLB Reform 
Reforms to ensure FHA and the FHLBs do not become the cheapest sources of funding for 
mortgages 

a. FHA, limit footprint through: 
i. Pricing/required ROEs - price FHA to be competitive to private market with 

some level of required return or market matched pricing 
ii. Restrict el igible borrowers (FHA credit box) 

b. FHLBs - limit level of advances which can be made available to banking sector 
c. Consider other "non-core" reforms 

i. FHA - governance changes 
ii. FHLBs- single district membership 

S. Increase Transparency 
a. Establish central mortgage data repository where both GSEs [and other mortgages 

insurers] are required feed data into and all members of the private sector have 
access to the data - (work with OFR) 

6. Servicing 
a. Establish t rue "master servicing" and fee for service model to help eliminate 

misalignment of incent ives in the servicing industry and eliminate problems 
associated with MSRs 

b. Securitization Utilities would only wrap loans where the master servicing in a fee for 
service model sits with the entity that held that first loss credit risk 

c. If enti re market switched to fee for service model, "fee for service securities" would 
become TBA eligible. 

7. Consider other initiatives to reform the mortgage contract and embed best practices 
further into the system 

a. Standardized mortgage cont racts with binding arbitration 
b. Simple terms and fact sheets for consumer protection 
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Key Questions/Open Items for Further Exploration: 

• What should be done with the multifamily businesses of the GSEs? 
• Can the dividends be adjusted such that we are not drawing to pay ourselves? 
• Are there restrictions on where the charter can sit and what entit ies the charter will be t ied to 

upon emergence from receivership? 
• Further exploration of the opportunities for public/private partnerships to sell some of the 

retained portfol io assets to ensure that the taxpayers retain some equity-like upside in the deal. 

• Can the commitment fee be set such that it is equal to the positive net income from the GS Es in 
every year in the future? 

• More detailed modeling work around taxpayer recoupment 
o What is the appropriate fee the securitization utility should charge to raise money, but 

not price itself out of the market? 
o Over what time horizon will taxpayers be paid back? 

• RTC was set as a 30yr bond, but paid back in 20 years, which was palatable. 
• Are there alternative ways to capitalize/pre-fund the newly constituted "good" entit ies? 
• How will we ultimately merge the FNM and FRE securitization utilities into GNMA? 
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PSPA Modification: Key Points To Make 

• The AdministTation remains committed to winding down the GSEs in an orderly 
and financially prudent fashion. 

• Gi,,en-th:is-e-&Hltttitment:-at1d·t·he-r-eee1tt·stabtlt,,a.tiot1·0f.t-he-GSEs'..finaneial-·pr0fi~; 
Wwe believe it is an appropriate time to restructure the financial support 
agreements Treasury has with the GSEs (the PSPAs) to.simplifv.the.arrangements 
and preserve operating support capacity. 

• We are i.t1 the process of working ·with the FHFA to modify the dividend Treasury 
earns on its preferred stock investment. The ctment fixed l 0% di vidend rate will 
be changed to one where the GSEs will pay to Treasury the net income they earn 
over time as they arc wound down. 

• This is important for a munber of reasons: 

=.=It meru,s the taxpayer will benefit from all future earnings of the GSEs 
Under the current framework we are I imited lo the I 0% dividend 

::::It will stop the circular process of the GS Es drawing on Treasury PSPA 
support in order to pay dividends back to Treasury 

--This. creates. a. binding.contractual. obligation .. requiring the. GS Es. topay .all 
earnings to the Treasury. Dividends. bv contrast, are discretionarv: the Board 
must.declare .a. dividend.which can. only_ be _paid if the GSE. is.profitable. 

-·---At-the--end-of.,2.0.l·2··atty-fl1tlir-e-sut>~l'·Of.·the-G&gs.ffe1n-the-f>.SP.A--wi!~-be 
....... eapped-at-$2-00,b-i-Uien·: 

::::·Fut1tre PSPA draws will only be made in d1e event that the GSEs have 
operating losses . 

.::.:It is consistent with our commitment that the GSEs will not return to theiJ 
past form. 

• The agreement is exl)ectcd to be finalized later this year, but has been agreed to in 
pri.tlciplc by both Treasury and FHF A 

We believe the taxpayers will be in a better position to benefit from any GSE 
profits as they are wound dow n. 
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ln no way does this change impact our pledge to stand behind tJ1esc institution( 
ability to meet tJ1eir commitments. 

Question & Answers 

• Why are you doing this now? 
Q_As the Enterprises begin their transition process (per FHFA's strategic 

plan). we wanted to make it clear to-the-·1naFk-et-s-ru1a·t-l1e-~1ous+ng 
eemm1t11+ty-fer-sheuki-we-sarheme-ewaer~}-that future PSPA capacity 
would not be used to fund dividends back to Treasury_and.that.the. GSEs 
pav anv and all profits back to the taxpayer. 
e 

• ls .the taxpaverfn.a .worse_g.f[position? 
o No - tJ1ev are in a better position. Under the current arrangement Treasurv·s 

upside was ca_p.ru,.q_at the 10% dividend., now the ~ayer. will .be Ute 
beneficiary of any future earnings produced by the GS Es. Also. the GSEs 
would be makin.g_a bindiJ1&.._contractual commitment to.turn ovcLRfofits_to 
taxpaycrs,.as _opposed. to. the current. discretionary, dividend. 

• Did the year end 2012 expiration a/Treasury's ability to provide un/;mi/ed 
support to the GSEs factor into this decision? 

o As we have always said, " we stand bel1ind tl1csc institutions so they can 
meet j,al,l-e4}-thcir commihncnts'· and con1inuc to fullill their important 
mission 

o Taking this step now is a clear sign the Treasury is fully committed to 
supporting these organizations as tl1ey transitiou 

• ls the remaining PSPA capaciry enough to suppon 1he GSEs ajler 2012? Should 
investors be worried? 

o As we have always said. '"we stand behind these institutions so they can 
meet their commitments" 

• · •·· [ Formatted: Indent: le~ I", Ho bullets or 
numbering 

Formatted: Indent: Left; 0.5'', No bullets or 
numbering 

.. · ·· Formatted: Indent: left: 0.5", No bul~ts or 
numbering 
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· ···N&·····tl-leyore-+1t-a-better--pooitci01t . ..{,foder-d1e--et1Fre1tt·-ar·nt1tgeme1tt-1-r-ooslM'y'·S·tl.l*ide-·\¥ilS 
eapf)ed,at·dte·-Hl%4i't<iGeG;-·n0w,the-~*·f)ayef··Wil~-be-tl1e--benefi0ia£y·0f-a£;t-f-uttJre 
ear-nings·-predt10ed-b-y--tl1e-GSEs 

• Will there be oli1er modifications to the PSPAs? 
o None are contemplated at this time 

• ··-- ··· ( Formatted: Indent: Left: ·0.25" 

....... . { Formatted: Ho bullets or numbering 
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PSPA Next Steps 

Term Sheet: Recommended Changes 
Proposed Chan2e 
Modify 10% Dividend To 
A Net Worth Sweep 

Accelerated Retained 
Investment Portfo lio 
Reduction 

Annual Plan To Treasury 
Detailing Steps To Be 
Taken To Reduce The 
Risk Profile Of Mortgage 
Guarantee Business 

Timing 

Details 
• Quarterly dividend payments starting in [2013] will equal 

the Net Worth of the GSE (i.e. GAAP Assets less Liabilities 
at qua1ter end) less a predefined Capital Reserve 

• The Capital Reserve will equal [$3.0B] between [January 
2013 - December 2017], after [December 2017] the Capital 
Reserve will fall to $1 .0MM 

• The mandatory "run off' factor for the retained investment 
portfolios will be increased from 10% per annum to 15% 
until such time that the GSEs portfolios reach a target 
$2SOB balance 

• A 15% requirement results in meeting the $250B target in 
2018 vs. 2022 ( with the 10% run off factor) 

• On an annual basis, each GSE will submit a plan to 
Treasury detailing how they will take steps through their 
portfolio wind down to reduce their financial and 
ooerational risk profile 

• On an annual basis each GSE will submit to Treasury a plan 
that details the steps they will take in the coming year to 
reduce the risk profile associated with their mortgage 
guarantee business 

• The plan should cover their expected usage of credit risk 
syndication, new forms of mortgage insurance and other risk 
management steps that will protect the tax payer from future 
credit losses at the GSEs 

Announce the change in mid August after each GSE releases "record" second quarter earnings 
• liarnings will be in excess of current 10% dividend paid to freaswy 
• Record earnings will be driven by large credit loss reserve release 

Rationale 
• The changes will reduce the risk of potential financial market uncertainty and volatility 
• The changes protect the taxpayer 

o Taxpayer will now benefit from all future earnings at the GSEs 
o GSEs will need to take pro-active steps to reduce their risk profile 

• The GSEs will be wound down faster and will not return to their past state 
o GSEs will not be allowed to build capital and exit conservatorship in their prior form 
o Faster portfolio reduction could help encourage NPL sales to entities that are more 

aggressive in writing down principal for troubled homeowners 
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PSPA Covenant and Timing Proposal: July, 30 2012 

The Treasury housing team recommends finalizing the PSPA agreement changes next Friday. 
Key elements of the plan are: 

Form and adjustments to the existing agreement , . 
• Finalized and signed changes to the.PSP As to be completed prior to public·announcement 

• Adjustments to the existing PSP As 

Timing 

I. Change 10% dividend to net worth sweep 
• Include a ($2-4B) buffer tf?.ro.ugh year end 2018 

2. Increase the investments portfolio reduction rate from 10% to 15% per an.num and 
require each GSE submit an annual plan to Tr~asury highlighting how the will 
reduce their financial and operational risk in, conjunction with the reduction . 

• This will result in the portfolios reaching their mandated $250B target in 
2018, rather than 2022 

• Enables Treasury to have a more pro-active voice in encouraging the 
GSEs to sell non-core/ higher risk legacy assets (NPLSs, PLS, etc ... ) 

3. Require the GSEs to submit annual plans to Treasury outlining the pto-active 
steps they are going to take to reduce credit risk with their guarantee business 

• Enables Treasury to have a more active role in encouraging/ mandating 
the GSEs to be more aggressive in managing their credit risk profile as 
they are "wound down" 

• Announce changes Friday August I oth after markets close. Rationale: 

Message 

o GSE's will report very strong earnings on August 7, that will be in-excess of the 
10% dividend to be paid to Treasury 

o Highlight Treasury's focus on winding down the GSEs post the disappointing 
PRA announcement 

• Covenant 2 above could also be "messaged" within the context of our 
desire to see the GSEs sell NPLs to special servicers who will be "more 
creative" in how they manage troubled loans 

o Put to rest any near term market concerns on the financial stability of the GS Es 

• The proposed changes protect the tax payer interests 
o Tax payer will now benefit from all future earnings at the GSEs 
o GSEs will need to take pro active steps to reduce their risk profile 

• The GSEs are being wound down faster and will not return to their past state 
o Investment portfolio reduction will be done in six years not ten 
o GSEs will not build capital and exit conservatorship in their prior form 

• Changes will be beneficial to the financial markets as uncertainty will be removed 
• Treasury will use the wind do"Yl'I1 of the portfolios as an opportunity to encourage the 

GSEs to more effectively manage troubled assets (i.e. sell NPLs to investors who will 
be more aggressive in loss mitigation) 
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To: 
From: 
Subj.: 
Date: 

Mary Miller 
Michael Stegman 
FHF A-Related Discussion at June 25 Morning Meeting 
June 25, 2012 

The Secretary provided an overview of his and your previous day's meeting with Ed 
DeMarco. This is the essence of the discussion that took place. 

• While he told us he would be directing Freddie Mac to provide same streamlined 
refinancing benefits to <80% LTV current borrowers that apply to >80% HARP 2.0 
borrowers, he no longer thinks the benefits of doing so are worth the costs. 

• He has reduced from a major new initiative to a small pilot a rebuild-equity refinancing 
program for current underwater borrowers. Since he viewed the at-scale program to 
counter moral hazard of a GSE HAMP-PRA program, shrinking this initiative may signal 
FHFA's decision not to do principal reduction. 

• He is losing interest in REO-to-Rental, saying that the GSE retail REO execution is so 
efficient and attracting good prices, it's not worth the resources and efforts to do bulk 
sales. 

• His schedule for rep and warranty reform for new books of business has also slipped. 
While he has announced his intention to direct the GSEs to adopt new reps and warrants 
featuring 36 month liability for material violations other than fraud, there is no time table 
for this. 

• Through weeks of negotiating terms of possible amendments to the PSPAs, he never 
questioned the need to adjust the dividend schedule this year. Since the Secretary raised 
the possibility of a PR covenant, DeMarco no longer sees the urgency of amending the 
PSP As this year. He has raised two competing reasons for this new position: ( 1) the 
GSEs will be generating large revenues over the coming years, thereby enabling them to 
pay the 10% annual dividend well into the future even with the caps; and, (2) instituting a 
net worth sweep in place of the dividend will further extend the lives of the GSEs to such 
an extent that it would remove the urgency for Congress to act on Jong-term housing 
finance reform. He now sees the PSPA amendments as a backdoor way of keeping the 
GSEs alive-getting to an Option 3-type plan without the need for legislation. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Foster, Jeff 

Monday, June 06, 20111:15 PM 
Brundage, Amy; Paustenbach, Mark; Parrott, Jim; Siewert, Jake; Psaki, Jennifer R.; 
Lecompte, Jenni; Bellows, John; Scharlemann, Therese; Zakutansky, Brian; Miller, Sarah 

Mlynarczyk, Beth; Anderson, Matthew 
Subject: RE: CNS News: True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 

Adding a few more folks. 

The numbers are mixing apples and oranges all over the place. 

The 130 bn dollars accounts for the total net cash investment made by UST to date. The 187 bn fair value difference is 
the mark to mark valuat ion assuming the mortgage assets were liquidated today. Since we are not liquidat ing/sell ing 
these mortgages today, it's not appropriate to add the two numbers together. 

As Fannie and Freddie continue to work through their legacy book of business, the actual realized losses are expected to 
decline significantly. Moreover, the new loans are guaranteeing are of a much higher quality, in terms of LTV, FICO 
score and other underwriting criteria, and will generate income which will offset losses realized by the legacy loans 
acquired before conservatorship. 0MB takes these factors into account and 

0MB has provided a longer term forecast as part of the President's budget which shows the net investment actually 
decreasing over t ime and ending at 73 bn in 2021. These forecasts are conservative and consistent with the "stress 
tests" produced by FHFA. Moreover, as we implement some of the recommendations in the Administrations White 
Paper, including higher G-fee pricing, these costs may decline further. 

Note: the ongoing costs of an average "4bn per year" relates to the way CBO assumes there is an imbedded subsidy that 
the GSEs benefit from, not actual cash costs that will be drawn on the Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements. 

From: Brundage, Amy [mailto:Amy_Brundage@who.eop.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 20111:07 PM 
To: Paustenbach, Mark; Parrott, Jim; Siewert, Jake; Psaki, Jennifer R.; Lecompte, Jenni 
Cc: Mlynarczyk, Beth; Foster, Jeff; Anderson, Matthew 
Subject: RE: CNS News: True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 

So would something like this work? 

• There are different methodologies used here - in short, our estimate is based on actual costs whereas CBO looks at 
future losses. It is our belief is that prospects of future losses are much lower due to stricter underwriting standards and 
the steps we have taken to improve the quality of loans going forward. 

• Regardless, we all agree that the GSEs cannot exist in their current form and reforms are needed. That's why we have 
proposed a path forward for reforming our nation's housing finance market to better serve families and function more 
safely in today's economy. 

• Our plan reduces the government's role in housing finance, gets private capital back into the market and winds down 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac on a responsible timeline. We will proceed carefully and deliberately so that American 
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families are not harmed by disruptions in the mortgage-finance chain or the broader capital markets during this 
transition. 

• This approach is essential to protecting the health of the economic recovery and in the best interests of taxpayers. 

From: Mark. Paustenbach@treasury.gov [ mailto:Mark.Paustenbach@treasury .gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 20111:00 PM 
To: Parrott, Jim; Jake.Siewert@treasury.gov; Brundage, Amy; Psaki, Jennifer R.; Jenni.LeCompte@treasury.gov 
Cc: Beth .Mlynarczyk@treasury.gov; Jeff. Foster@treasury.gov; Matthew .Anderson@treasury.gov 
Subject: Re: CNS News: True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 

+ matt 

From: Parrott, Jim [mailto:James_M_Parrott@who.eop.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 12:59 PM 
To: Siewert, Jake; Brundage, Amy; Psaki, Jennifer R. <Psaki_J@who.eop.gov>; LeCompte, Jenni; Paustenbach, Mark 
Cc: Mlynarczyk, Beth; Foster, Jeff 
Subject: RE: CNS News: True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 

Following up on Jake last point, the steps we are taking to scale back the GSEs and that FHFA has taken to improve the 
quality of loans they are doing going forward, together reduce the risk of future loss to taxpayers significantly. 

From: Jake.Siewert@treasury.gov [mailto:Jake.Siewert@t reasury .gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: Brundage, Amy; Parrott, Jim; Psaki, Jennifer R.; Jenni.LeCompte@treasury.gov; Mark.Paustenbach@treasury.gov 
Cc: Beth. M lyna rczyk@treasury.gov; Jeff. Foster@treasu ry. gov 
Subject: Re: CNS News: True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 

Copying Beth and Jeff who may be in a better position to analyze CBO. Short answer is that we have very different 
methodologies. We look at actual cost - cash in/cash out . CBO models potential future losses on new business as well. 
Safe to say that under-writing standards post-conservatorship are dramatically higher and have significantly lowered 
prospects of future losses. 

From: Brundage, Amy [mailto:Amy_Brundage@who.eop.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 12:48 PM 
To: Parrott, Jim <James_M_Parrott@who.eop.gov>; Psaki, Jennifer R. <Psaki_J@who.eop.gov>; LeCompte, Jenni; 
Paustenbach, Mark; Siewert, Jake 
Subject: FW: CNS News: True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 

Jay's concerned about this for the briefing - thoughts on response? 

From: Lee, Jesse C. 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 12:25 PM 
To: DL-WHO-Financial; Baer, Kenneth S. 
Subject: CNS News: True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 

Going around the right -wing internets ... 
http://cnsnews.com/news/ article/true-cost-f annie-freddie-bai louts-317-bi 

True Cost of Fannie, Freddie Bailouts: $317 Billion, CBO Says 
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Monday, June 06, 2011 

By Matt Cover 

(CNSNews.com) - The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) says the real cost of the federal government 

guaranteeing the business of failed mortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is $317 billion -- not the $130 

billion normally claimed by the Obama administration. 

In a report delivered to the House Budget Committee on June 2, the CBO said a "fair value" accounting of 

guaranteeing the two defunct mortgage companies - known as Government Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs) - was 

more than twice as high as the Office of Management and Budget had accounted for. 

"Specifically, CBO treats the mortgages guaranteed each year by the two GSEs as new guarantee obligations of 

the federal government," the CBO report said. "For those guarantees, CBO's projections of budget outlays equal 

the estimated federal subsidies inherent in the commitments at the time they are made." 

"In contrast, the Administration's Office of Management and Budget continues to treat Fannie Mae and Freddie 

Mac as nongovernmental entities for budgetary purposes, and thus outside the budget," the report stated. "It 

records as outlays the amount of the net cash payments provided by the Treasury to the GSEs." 

The total of those cash payments is $130 billion, and is normally reported as the cost of the bailout of the GSEs to 

date. However, the CBO said that merely counting the cash payments, and not the cost of federal subsidies 

granted to the GSEs, obscures their real costs. 

Essentially, the CBO is accounting for the cost of the federal government guaranteeing the loans bought and 

securitized by the GSEs. 

Currently, Fannie and Freddie rely on explicit federal guarantees to continue to secure below-market financing 

rates. Because Fannie and Freddie are insolvent, the federal government must make up their losses when the 

loans they have guaranteed lose money in default. 

However, the CBO counts not only the amount of federal funds spent to keep the GSEs operating but the cost to 

the federal government to subsidize the mortgage guarantees issued by Fannie and Freddie. In other words, the 

CBO counts as a federal spending commitment the subsidy given by the government to the GSEs. 

The CBO calls this approach "fair-value" accounting because it treats the federal government's actions just like the 

actions of any other market participant, taking into account the market risk of guaranteeing a mortgage. 

Typically, federal accounting does not do this because it is argued that because the government can print its own 

money, its risk is zero. 

The CBO says that even though the government can print money - technically by issuing Treasury bonds - this 

merely transfers the risk to the taxpayer, who will eventually have to pay off the bonds issued by the government. 

As of March 31 , the CBO calculated that the GSEs held a fair-value deficit of $187 billion, meaning that on a fair

value basis Fannie and Freddie held a combined $187 billion more in liabilities than they did in assets. 

Added to the $130 billion in bailout payments the government has already made, the total cost of a bailout of 

Fannie and Freddie rises to $317 billion, which is far above the $130 billion usually cited by the 0MB. 

"As of March 31 , 2011 , the GSEs reported a fair-value deficit of approximately $187 billion," the CBO report 

stated. "Adding to that the $130 billion in net payments already received from the Treasury implies a fair-value 

cost to the government of about $317 billion in obligations incurred through March 2011 ." 

That figure has grown since August 2009 when the CBO calculated that the cost of bailing out the GSEs was $291 

billion, due mainly to further weakening in the housing market. 

Further, the CBO expects these costs to rise by an additional $42 billion between 2011 and 2021 , an average of 

$4 billion per year. 
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"CBO estimated that the subsidy costs of the GSEs' new business would total about $42 billion over the 2012-

2021 period, an average of about $4 billion a year," the CBO said. 

However, this subsidy cost could grow if the housing market continues to be weak. While the CBO expects it to 

recover, the difference between the agency's own 2009 and 2011 estimates show that this may not be the case. 

Jesse Lee 
White House Director of Progressive Media and Online Response 
202.456.7681 
@jesseclee44 
www.whitehouse.gov 
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From: Bowler, Timothy 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:16 AM 

To: Chepenik, Adam; Stegman. Michael; james_m_parrott@who.eop.gov; Goldblatt. Alan; 
Datta, Ankur; Mlynarczyk, Beth; Anderson, MatthewDisabled; Moore, Megan; Colbert, 
Julian (Drew); Foster, JeffDisabled; Dash, Eric; Roberts, Benson 

Cc: Lee, Sandra 
Subject: RE: Updated PSPA Q&As 

Last call 

Adding Sandra 

I am going to walk this up to Mary at 11 

From: Chepenik, Adam 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Bowler, Timothy; Stegman, Michael; James M Parrott@who.eop.gov; Goldblatt, Alan; Datta, Ankur; Mlynarczyk, 
Beth; Anderson, Matthew; Moore, Megan; Colbert, Julian (Drew); Foster, Jeff; Dash, Eric; Roberts, Benson 
Subject: RE: Updated PSPA Q&As 

This version should include all comments to date. Any additional edits? 

<< File: 24PSPA Announcement QA 8_ 15_12.doc >> 

From: Chepenik, Adam 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:06 PM 
To: Bowler, Timothy mmothy.Bowler@treasury.gov); Stegman, Michael; James M Parrott@who.eop.gov; Goldblatt, 
Alan; Datta, Ankur; Mlynarczyk, Beth; Anderson, Matthew; Moore, Megan; Colbert, Julian (Drew); Foster, Jeff; Dash, Eric; 
Roberts, Benson 
Subject: Updated PSPA Q&As 

The latest version is attached. 

We added a small section up front entitled "Top Framing Talking Points." 

That section has the following language: 

• In making these changes, Treasury is best protecting the taxpayers' interest and ensuring the continued 
flow of mortgage credit to households during a time of ongoing market stress as taxpayers will receive 
every dollar of profit the GSEs make. 

• By taking all of their profits going forward, we are making clear that the GSEs will not ever be allowed 
to return to profitable entities at the center of our housing finance system 

o This change eliminates the circularity of the GSEs drawing on Treasury to pay Treasury 
dividends 
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• Requiring the GSEs to increase the pace of reducing their retained portfolios from 10 to 15 percent per 
year, accelerates our commitment to responsibly wind them down. 

• Mandating the development of an annual taxpayer protection plan that details the steps the GSEs will 
take to reduce their financial and operational risk profile limits risk as well. 

I suspect the group will want to revise that language somewhat though. Just let me know. 

<< File: 23 PSP A Announcement QA 8_ 15_12.doc >> 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220 

[December 12, 2011] 

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY GEITHNER 

FROM: Mary John Miller, Assistant Secretary for Financial Markets 

SUBJECT: Potential GSE Restructuring and Transition Options 

Over the coming year, the Administration will face a number of key decisions with respect to the 
operational and financial challenges of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (the GSEs). The GSEs 
have been under the conservatorship of the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) for over 
three years. Given the challenges associated with conservatorship, a range of stakeholders are 
calling for a transition plan and more comprehensive reform. Moreover, at the end of 2012, the 
funding caps under the Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements (PSP As) will be 
permanently fixed based on the 9/30/12 financial results of the GSEs. After this date, the 
Administration's ability to restructure the GSEs may be more constrained. 

As such, the Administration will need to consider how best to (i) ensure that the GSEs continue 
to be able to meet current and legacy obligations after the funding caps are fixed at the end of 
2012; (ii) establish a more robust plan to end conservatorship of the GSEs and start the process 
of transition to a mortgage finance system more reliant on private capital, and (iii) manage and 
resolve the pool of troubled legacy assets on the GSEs' balance sheets. 

To address these challenges, this memo presents policy options, which taken together could 
serve as the basis of a comprehensive non-legislative Administration reform proposal. These 
options are described in detail below. 

Policy Option 1 - Restructure the calculation of Treasury 's dividend payments from a fixed 10 
percent annual rate to a variable payment based on available positive net worth (i.e. establish an 
income sweep). This will ensure that remaining PSP A funding capacity is not reduced in the 
future by draws to pay dividends. 

Policy Option 2 - Develop a plan with FHF A to transition the GSEs from their current business 
model of direct guarantor to a model more aligned with our longer term vision of housing 
finance. Additional covenants should also be added to the PSP A funding agreements that require 
the GSEs to take certain specific transition steps, including guarantee price increases and credit 
risk syndication, over the next five to seven years. 

Policy Option 3 - Transfer NPLs and legacy assets to a special purpose vehicle or joint venture 
(i.e., creation of a "bad bank") at fair market value (FMV) to accelerate the wind down of those 
legacy assets and recognize a portion of the GAAP / FMV differences. The size of this transfer 
could be scaled up or down depending on the objectives of the transfer. Today, a transfer of all 
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SENSITWE I PRE-DECISIONAL I DRAFT 

non-performing loans at fair market value could result in as much as a $62 billion PSP A draw. 1 

If structured appropriately, this combined effort could help accomplish several key objectives: 

I) Address capital adequacy issues - restructuring the dividend payments and recognizing 
some portion of the unreserved FMV/GAAP differences prior to 2012 when remaining 
funding capacity will be limited to $275 billion in aggregate would help reduce concerns 
about Treasury' s ability to support the capital position of the GSEs. 

2) Wind down the GSEs - Establishing a clear transition plan and addressing legacy 
troubled assets would reduce the amount of new direct credit risk the GSEs can assume 
going forward, provide a series of specific, contractual transition steps that can give the 
financial markets increased clarity and clearly indicate to the taxpayers that the GSEs 
will be wound down. 

3) Reduce operational risks and increase efficiency - moving legacy assets into the private 
market reduces the level of reliance on the operational expertise of the GSEs and 
concentration of risk. This is particularly salient as the GSEs could face future 
challenges retaining the human capital needed to manage these assets. 

4) Support the housing market recovery - Recognizing a portion of losses upfront or 
putting troubled loans in the hands of private investors can incentivize and accelerate (i) 
loan modifications, (ii) principal reduction, and (iii) healthy transitions (through short 
sales, foreclosures, NPL/REO sales, etc) as well as provide the GSEs with greater 
flexibility in their own approach to loss mitigation management. 

This memo evaluates the proposed alternatives based on accounting, corporate finance, financial 
market and economic considerations. Of course, these policy options would also need to be 
evaluated from a sequencing, messaging and congressional affairs perspective, which this memo 
does not specifically address. All actions would require FHF A agreement and approval.2 

We present the potential policy actions in detail below after a briefreview of the current status of 
the GSE capital position, projections and expected need for further Treasury support. g:tlii'l i~ 
11:111:;1,~1~11.~1it~lrµml1~~~1~n¥lif!1J.ii~J1~1x~:11irJJ.11111i~m~m11 rm1j~J1.,1~; 
1,1~1:~1m1~m1 
Current Proiections and GSE Capital Imbalances 

As amended on December 24, 2009, the cap on Treasury' s financial commitment under the 
PSP As equals the greater of $200 billion or $200 billion plus the cumulative net worth deficits 
experienced during 2010, 2011, and 2012, less any surplus remaining as of December 31, 2012. 

1 While the funds would originate from existing PSP A authority, the capital would be drawn from Treasury 
borrowings mid would therefore count against tl1e federal debt ceiling. 
2 FH.F A agreement and approval is required because the PSPA agreements were signed between Treasury and the 
GSEs witl1 FHF A acting as the GSEs duly appointed conservator. 
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Since 2008, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have made total gross draws of $11 1.6 billion and 
$71.2 billion (Total aggregate gross draws of $182.8 billion). Once accounting for dividends 
paid back to Treasury, the net draws are $94.4 billion and $56.3 billion, respectively (for a total 
aggregate net draw of$150.7 billion). Under FHFA's base case stress test forecast, by 2012, 
total gross draws are expected to reach more than $210 billion in aggregate ($135.0 billion at 
Fannie Mae and $75.8 billion at Freddie Mac). 

At the end of 2012, Treasury's aggregate funding capacity will be capped at $275 billion ($150 
billion at Freddie Mac and $125 billion at Fannie Mae). 3 [fd~fdfii~ti'.iil,~&TtJ.i'.ltll~q($J We 
anticipate the market will closely evaluate the amount of expected losses still to come and level 
of dividend payments necessary at the GSEs in relation to the level of available funding that 
remams. 

Minimizing additional draws after 2012 will be important to maintain investor confidence in the 
sufficiency of US Government support. The expected level of preferred stock outstanding at the 
end of2012 is projected to require annual dividends of$11.8 billion and $7.3 billion for Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac, respectively. While Freddie is expected to be net income positive by the 
end of 2012 and Fannie by the end of 2013, both institutions will struggle to make sufficient 
income to pay the 10% required dividend over time. This is the result of the high nominal 
dividends required on a year basis after 2012 and the likely reduction in income at the GSEs over 
time. The reduced income in the GSE will be driven primarily in the reduct ion in the size of 
their investment portfolios which need to be reduce to $250B respectively over the course of the 

next iitgb.IDYt~i J~ 
While the amount of income from the guarantee businesses are projected to increase in size as 
loan losses decline and fee increases are implemented, it will ultimately be insufficient to cover 
the lost portfolio investment income and the required dividends under the current projections. 

Note: For the purposes of this memo and the analysis presented throughout, the financial models 
shown assume a 10 basis point guarantee fee increase is made in 2013, which is consistent with 
calls from the President and Acting Director DeMarco. Additional increases in the guarantee 
fees would increase the amount of net income that could potentially be generated. To the degree 
the GSEs could sell first loss credit risk to the market, this guarantee fee income would be offset 
by a reduction in the portfolios' risk profile and thus, profit of the GSEs. That interplay was not 
considered for the purpose of this analysis. 

The table at the top of the next page shows the expected net income under the FHF A base case 
forecasts, required dividends (assuming a 10 percent dividend rate on outstanding senior 
preferred stock) and forecasted gross and net draws from 2012 through 2023. 
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P td N t C h I I (Los ) 

sin billion, iuou n2ou inou I no15 n2016 1 no1- 1no1s 1no19 1no20 1no21 1no21 1no23 
B~e Cast Net. lucotne (Loss) 

Fannie Mae 
Fred:lie 1'.fac 
Total 

Stress•·d Ca<t> Net Inrom<> .(Loss) 
Farn,i, Mae 
Fred:lie !\<lac 
Total 
Inc. (DecJ fmm Base Case 

p dDI Id dD (R ,. 

($13. 1) $5.4 $13.1 $13.5 $9.1 $8.5 $8.0 $1.9 $8.5 $8.4 $8.1 $8.0 
$6. 7 $9.5 SI0.6 $6.0 $5.5 $5.5 $5.6 $5.3 $5.5 $5.4 $5.4 $5.4 

(S6.4) Sl 4.9 Sl3.7 Sl9.5 S14.6 S14.0 S13.7 S13.2 S14.0 S13.8 S13.5 S13.4 

($49.0) ($8.8) $12.9 $18.6 $9.'.3 $8.7 $'8.2 $'8.0 $8.? $8.5 $8.2 $8.1 
($7.8) $6.6 $8.9 $6.1 $5.6 $5.6 $5.7 $5.4 $5.5 $5.4 $5.4 $5.4 

($56.8) (SZ.Z) Sll.8 $24.7 S14.9 S14.Z S13.9 S13.4 S14.1 S14.0 S13.6 S13 .4 
($50.4) ($17.I) ($/.9) $5.2 $0.3 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 SO.I SO.I SO.I $0.I 

t) 

Sinbillion, l<\2012 J·\'2013 l<\20 U 1'\'2015 1- \2016 1'\201'" 1'\2018 1'\2019 t< Y202U l·\'2021 1'\2022 l<\2023 

Base Cns• Fannie Mae: 
Gress Draw 
O.•i:lm.i 

NetDraw 

Stresse-d Case Jfannff'. l\fae: 
Gross Draw 
O.•i:land 

NetDraw 
Inc. (Dec) from Base Case 

B"" • Cuse .Freddie M1><: 
Gress Draw 
D,•i:laud 
Net Draw 

Stresse d Cas<' Freddie Mac: 

Gress Draw 
D,•i:1a1d 
Net Draw 
Inc. (Dec) from Base Case 

Base Case Conibine.d: 
Gron Drow 
D,•ioo1d 
Net Draw 

[)'tressed Case Combl ... d: 
Gros.s Draw 
D0•ioo1d 
Net Draw 
Inc. (DecJ [mm Base Case 

$2&. 7 $11.4 $29 $1.2 $?.O $7.1 $8.2 $'9.4 $9.8 SI0.7 $121 Sl3.5 

~ ~ ~ ($15.0) ($15.2) (S15.9) ~ ~ ($18.4) ~ ~ ~ 
$16.9 ($2.6) (Sll.9) ($13.8) ($8.2) ($8.8) ($8.4) ($8.1) ($8.6) ($8.7) ($8.5) ($8.3) 

$58. i $34.3 Sll.'.3 $4.5 $18.6 S14.5 Sl6.5 $18.4 $1 9.9 $8.7 $0.0 $0.0 
~ ~ ~ ($21.9) ($22.2) (S23.7) (S25.2) ($26.9) ~ (S30.7) ~ ~ 

$45.2 $15.7 ($'9.8) ($17.4) ($3.6) ($9.2) ($8.7) ($8.5) ($8.9) (S220) ($31.0) ($31.0) 
$28.3 $18.3 $2. l (S3.q) $4.6 (S0.4) ($0.3) ($0 . .5) ($0.3) ($13.2) ($22 . .5) ($22.6) 

$10.5 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $1.5 $'2.5 $2.6 $3.0 $3.3 

-l:!.U2. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .-<lli2. ~ ~ ~ 
$3.2 ($7.7) ($7.7) ($7.7) ($7.7) ($7.7) ($7.7) ($6.2) ($5.4) ($5.6) ($5.4) ($5.4) 

$20.7 $2.3 $0.5 $2.7 $3.6 $4.0 $4.4 $5.1 SS.5 $6.2 $6.8 $7.5 

.-<E:§2. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -<filZL .-lill& .-<fil.!2. 
$13.1 ($6.5) ($'8.4) ($6.4) ($5.8) ($5.7) ($5.8) ($5.5) ($5.7) ($5.5) ($5.6) ($5.6) 

S/0.0 SJ.2 ($0.8) Sl.3 Sl.9 Sl.9 $/.9 $0.7 (S0.2) SO.O (SO.I) ($0. l) 

$39.2 $11.4 $29 $1.2 $7.0 $7.1 $8.2 SI0.9 $1 2 3 SJ3.3 SIS.I SJ6.8 
.-<!!.212. ~ (S225) ~ ($229) (S23.5) (S24.3) (S25.2) ($26.3) ~ (S29.0) ~ 

$20 I ($10.3) (Sl9.6) ($21.4) ($15.9) (S16.4) (Sl6.I) (Sl 4.3) ($14.0) (S14.3) (Sl3.9) (Sl 3.8) 

>18.8 $36.6 Sll.8 $7.2 $222 S18.5 S20.9 S23.5 $25.4 SJ4.9 $6.8 $7.5 

~ ~ ...ill2:..!2. ~ ....1lli.& (S33.4) (S35.4) ~ ($40.0) ~ ~ (S44.0) 
$58.4 $9.2 (Sl8.2) ($23.7) ($9.4) (SJ4.9) (SJ4.5) (Sl4.l) ($14.6) (S2?.5) (S36.5) (S36.5) 

S38.3 $/9 . .5 $/.4 (S2.3) S6.5 $/.5 $/.6 $0.2 (SQ.6) ($ /3.2) ($22.6) ($22.8) 

1 Accounts for cu nuhti.•e dividends paid l:<ick to U.S. T,~asuy. 
Source: Grant Thorton, U.S. Depu1rnent of the Treasury 

As shown in the combined gross draw line above, the GSEs continue to draw upon the PSP As 
throughout the forecast period to pay required dividends to Treasury. Consequently, once the 
caps are fixed in 2012, the collective PSPA capacity is forecasted to decrease by over $100 
billion within the next ten years. 

The table above also illustrates a stressed scenario where near term deficiencies are significantly 
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higher than forecasted in the base case. Under the stressed scenario, $195 billion of PSPA 
capacity is utilized, leaving the GSEs with only $80 billion of remaining capacity. This 
downside scenario emphasizes the need for reform. 

While the GSEs are expected to become net income positive after 2013, net income will still be 
reduced by the continued realization of losses from the legacy assets on the GSEs books. The 
current GAAP book values of mortgage loans, securities and REO on the GSEs balance sheets 
are $182 billion higher than fair market values. This difference includes a component of model 
forecasted losses ( approximately $67 billion) for both performing and non-performing loans that 
are not yet reserved due to GAAP accrual standards (see Appendix D). 

Detailed Description of Policy Options for Consideration 

Policy Option 1: Restructure the PSPA agreements to a variable tlivitlentl payment 

Concept: Subject to the consultation described below, Treasury could restructure the PSPA 
agreements to replace the current 10 percent fixed dividend with a permanent "net worth sweep." 
Going forward, all positive net worth would be paid as a dividend to Treasury. 

Key Benefits I Risks: This would (i) apply all future net income/profits as reimbursement to 
taxpayers; (ii) underscore the government will not recapitalize the GSEs in their current form; 
and (iii) eliminate the need for the GSEs to make gross draws to pay dividends to Treasury, 
thereby retaining the maximum amount of PSP A funding and thus, Treasury's flexibility to 
available to offset future operating losses. 

Since both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are expected to be net income positive (before 
dividends) on a stable, ongoing basis after 2012, this change would prevent Treasury from 
incurring additional future draws unless there was either (i) an unexpected downturn in the 
housing market, or (ii) there was a significant restructuring of the balance sheets of Fannie Mae 
or Freddie Mac, such as a NPL sale program or separation of assets into a good bank/bad bank 
structure or receivership ( discussed further below). 

Path to Execution: This change is relatively straightforward and could be completed by 
amending the PSP As and resetting the Periodic Commitment Fee (PCF) to establish a net worth 
sweep. The PCF was part of the original PSP A, however, Treasury has elected to waive setting 
the fee since the PSPAs were established. Under the terms of the PSPAs, the PCF must be set by 
agreement with FHF A serving as conservator of the GS Es and in consultation with the Fed. 

Restructuring the dividend payment calculation would require consultation and agreement with 
the following three entities (i) FHF A, per the agreements currently in place, (ii) the Federal 
Reserve, with respect to establishing the PCF, and (iii) the Department of Justice (DOJ), because 
there is a general prohibition on waiving vested contract rights to receive funds owed to the 
government, so giving up the right to certain amount of money (fixed dividends) for an uncertain 
amount (a dividend sweep) may require DOJ approval. More work must be done with the DOJ 
to determine the feasibility of this option. 
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Costs I Capital Adequacy Considerations: The table at the top of the next page shows the 
combined impact on draws and dividends paid to Treasury when the dividend payments are 
converted to a cash flow sweep. The analysis is shown under a base case scenario and a stressed 
scenario where the losses in 2012 are significantly higher. As shown in the table, the net income 
before preferred dividends would remain the same under this scenario. Modifying the dividend 
payment to a cash flow sweep would enable the GSEs to retain the full $275 billion PSPA 
capacity as it would eliminate any potential gross draws required to fund dividend payments to 
Treasury. 

Base case with 10°/o divide nd ve rs us positive net worth swee p 

Base Case Stress Case 
Current C urrent 

9/30/201 I FY20 12 F\'2 0 17 F\'2022 9/30/20 11 F\'20 12 F\'2017 F\'2022 

Cumulative Gr05s Draw Wlder lOOAi dividend $172 $211 $240 $300 $ 172 $250 $347 $438 

Cumulative Gr05s Draw wider net wot1h sweep $172 $211 $211 $211 $ 172 $250 $266 $266 

Increase (Decrease) so so (SJO) ($89) $0 $0 (S81) (SJ 71) 

CumuL1tive Net Draw 11nder l<l"A, dividend $140 $160 $76 $3 $ 140 $198 $141 $34 

Cumulative Net Draw under net worth sweep $140 $160 $76 $3 $ 140 $198 $141 $34 
Increase (Decrease) so so so so so so so so 

Remaining PSPA Capacity under 10% dividend $275 $275 $245 $186 $275 $275 $179 $87 
Remaining P&'P A Capacity under net worth sweep $275 $275 $275 $275 $275 $275 $259 $259 

Increase (Decrease) so so SJO $89 $0 $0 S81 S1 71 

Similar to the base case scenario, Treasury's realized net cash proceeds remain the same and the 
taxpayer's investment is still repaid by 2023 ( on a net draw basis); however, the PSP A funding 
capacity is not reduced through gross draws incurred to pay dividends. 

Policy Option 2: Increase the contractual obligations under the PSPAs to facilitate wind down 
and accelerate transition to a more private mortgage market 

Concept: Amend the PSPAs to add additional contractual obligations for the GSEs and FHF A 
associated with transition. These would include: 

• Guarantee fee price increases - pricing for direct GSE guarantees could be increased by 
a minimum of five to ten basis points per annum ( or at a pace determined annually by 
FHF A and Treasury) until pricing reaches levels that are consistent with those charged by 
private financial institutions with Basel III capital standards and a specified return on 
capital. This provision is similar in concept to a bill Representative Neugebauer (HR 
1222) introduced in March 2011. This process could also be required to take place within 
a five-to-seven year period, with guarantee fees gradually approaching 60 to 80 basis 
points, depending on the profile of the mortgage. The phasing of such increases should 
also take into account the current housing market. 

• Risk syndication - Consistent with the phase-in period of guarantee fee increases, the 
GSEs could be required to sell a first-loss position (or the majority of the credit risk) to 
the private market on all of their new guarantee book business within a five- or seven
year time period. It is important to note that risk syndication would likely reduce the 
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earnings capacity of the GSEs (similar to how the winding down of the retained 
portfolios also limits income generation). This further highlights the importance of 
modifying the PSPAs, as described in policy option 1, and potentially recognizing some 
level of legacy asset losses, as described in policy option 3, so transition actions such as 
the ones described in this option are less constrained. 

• Single TBA delivery - Require the GSEs to align payment standards and issuance 
processes to establish a fungible TBA market for common delivery of Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac securities. This step would increase the overall liquidity of the TBA market, 
increase the amount of interchangeable securities in the market and reduce overall rates 
for borrowers. 

• Additional transition requ;rements - additional requirements could also be considered, 
such as down payment levels, faster retained portfolio wind down (particularly for further 
growth in NPLs ), etc. 

Key Benefits I Risks: The policy options above would help facilitate wind down and transition 
of the GSEs. They will help facilitate a return of private capital to the mortgage market as the 
policies will help create a clearer and more quantifiable framework to evaluate "mortgage" 
capital allocation decisions . 

...... ............ ...... ....... ............ ....... ............ ...... ....... ............ ...... ....... ............ ....... ............ ...... ....... ............ ...... ....... ......... ... 

Path to execution: lisi§mi!li iiiiooritiitftl}t~iia 11il~m.i.iftl~ill li ~ IAl!li.]M 
i fi'~t-i!~:~~i1oc~::~«~i~l.4rir.t~~J.a6.®1i~J~g1~1m~~J.i~twffe:~$.mi:im!i~oo~~i::~t~~i::gi'.~ftM~ 
ijglti~i1:1rs11~1mi~f.lilrJ ,o~w1i1a1a1:instd~n111nr«11i1.lffimih~iffifG111;ne1;i 
llll.iiiliiflii~::fg:B.l::1;11&1::ll!J.\Mliili!~~ t.::J»::gl illJ.J.Jl.liii-.~wiiJ.l ~I 
1~1~11tmiliiiiqw~i{mlijl~9'.igmn11:iim.r:1tt~i:~111.YM.~i1ili~~:19.10§gwJrpm:iim,111Pi i4.I 
la.ffll~i~ 
Policy Option 3: Initiate an NPL disposition program and transfer legacy assets to" special 
purpose vehicle (SPV) or joint venture (JV) that manages loss mitigation activities 

Concept: Have Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac form a joint venture to manage and streamline loss 
mitigation activities . Under this proposal, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac would remain under the 
conservatorship of FHF A but jointly contribute NPLs and REO into a new special purpose 
vehicle or joint venture co-owned by the GSEs. In return, the Enterprises would receive a pro
rata share of the SPV/JV' s equity. 

The SPV would be responsible for all loss mitigation activities of the contributed assets and 
would be able to partner with private market participants to help reduce the operational and 
financial risks. The SPV would also be responsible for managing a REO and NPL disposition 
program to move legacy assets back to the private market via bulk sales and partner transactions 
(similar to the approach FHFA in consultation with Treasury is taking with the "REO to Rental" 
program). To avoid adverse effects in the broader housing market, the GSEs could also include 
certain covenants/restrictions in the sales documents that would restrict the usage of REO 
property sales for a period of time. 
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Key Benefits I Risks: This is a form of a "good bank/bad bank" strategy that would allow the 
GSEs to structurally partner with private market participants and separate their legacy assets 
from their post conservatorship business in a way that generates greater stability and maximizes 
operational expertise. It would also be an additional measure the Administration could point to 
in 2012 to show that the GSEs are being wound down. 

Path to execution: The Enterprises would need to set up the SPV/JV structure because the 
Government Corporation Control Act prohibits Treasury from forming SPV s. Lawyers at the 
GSEs and FHF A would need to determine the legal basis under their respective charters that 
would authorize them to establish SPVs. An exercise of such authority would most likely 
require FHFA approval and direction, as conservator.4 

Other potential solutions include creating a new Resolution Corporation (ResCo) owned or 
controlled by FHF A and Treasury (Appendix A discusses this option in more detail) or having 
the GSEs retain the troubled legacy assets, but having these assets marked to market and 
internally separated such as to create a "bad bank subsidiary". As with policy option 3, a ResCo 
would fully move troubled legacy assets off the GSEs' balance sheets. However, a ResCo 
approach would require congressional approval because of the Government Corporation Control 
Act. (The Government Corporation Control Act prohibits an agency from establishing or 
acquiring a corporation to act as an agent except when specifically authorized to do so by law. 5 

If transferring assets off balance sheet is too operationally and legally complex to complete in the 
near term, the GSEs could take a less aggressive approach by transferring assets to a wholly 
owned resolution subsidiary and reclassifying NPLs from "held for investment" to "held for 
sale." This strategy would result in the assets being marked to market and could potentially ease 
operational and accounting barriers to a more accelerated disposition of troubled assets. 

Regardless of whether the GSEs or FHFA create the entity, Treasury would recommend staffing 
and coordinating the effort with employees from the GSEs, FHF A, FDIC and Treasury. Fannie 
Mae would likely manage the venture's core operations given the size of its operations and 
percentage ownership ofREO that would be contributed to the SPV/JV. 

Costs I Capital Adequacy Considerations: The GSEs currently classify nearly all of their NPLs 

4 GSE charter limitations, and the FHF A mandate of conservatorship, may also require that the legacy entities 
remain in place. Under their charter acts, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac continue to exist and may only be dissolved 
by an act of Congress (12 USC 1717(a)(2)(B)). Even if FHFA places both GSEs into receivership, FHFA is 
prohibited by law from tenninating the charters, and the limited-life regulated entities succeed to the charters by 
operation of law. There is also an implication in the wording of the receivership provisions of the law that FHF A 
may not establish one limited-life regulated entity for both GSEs, but only FHF A's interpretation of the wording of 
that statutory provision would be dispositive. Consequently, combining the assets from both GSEs into an SPY/JV 
and leaving the chartered GSEs beh.i11d could be viewed as a violation of the charter acts. More work with FHF A 
and the GSEs would be required to determine the feasibility of this option. 

5 Unlike the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act, which provided Treasury with such authority for purposes of 
the Troubled Asset Relief Program, the legislation that authorized the PSPAs - the Housing and Economic Recovery 
Act - did not provide Treasury with such authority. 
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as "held for investment" rather than "held for sale" on their balance sheets. Such asset sales 
and/or transfers would be subject to FHF A approval and, under the PSP As, subject to Treasury 
approval.6 

By contributing the NPLs to a SPV/JV and selling them at fair market value, the GSEs would be 
required to account for the valuation difference. If the entire portfolio of non-performing loans 
were contributed, for example, the GSEs may be required to draw up to $62 billion of capital in 
2012. Further analysis and accounting work with FHFA and the GSEs would be required to 
fully analyze the impact of such a transfer and its cost. The economics of a more accelerated 
troubled asset disposit ion strategy are complex and widely debated. In summary, it is hard to 
evaluate the longer term economic impact associated with an accelerated restructuring and/or 
cleansing of troubled inventory versus continuing the current path of one off modification and/or 
sales. This analysis will need to be completed before any large scale program is started. If a 
large scale program is too challenging to move forward with in 2012, smaller transfers to a 
SPV/JV could be initiated at the inception of the program with further transfers made over time. 
Regardless of whether a small or large scale NPL/REO program is undertaken, combining this 
with a restructuring of the dividend as discussed in policy option 1 would help to further reduce 
concerns over capital adequacy due to the acceleration of losses into 2012. 

Note: Based on the accounting practices currently applied and the estimated funding PSP A cycle 
time, GSE restructuring actions that results in a one-time funding requirement would likely need 
to be completed prior to 9/30/12. This will ensure any draws under the PSPAs occur prior to the 
establishment of the permanent funding caps. Treasury staff is currently assessing whether it is 
possible to account for any changes after 9/30/12 and still complete the modification before the 
funding levels are fixed at the end of 2012. 

The table below shows the impact on draws and dividends paid to Treasury from such a change, 
assuming the full $62 billion is drawn. This is for illustrative purposes only and the actual 
amount would depend on a number of factors, including the amount of assets initially transferred 
and the accounting treatment for the entities, among other things. Net income at year-end 2012 
would decrease relative to the base case because of the requisite charge from transferring the 
NPLs at fair market value; however, the GSEs would earn back roughly 70 percent of the 
accounting charge over time through higher net income ( as only the expected loss portion of the 
FMV difference would be realized if the loans were held to maturity). 

6 More work is required to see whether transfers of such a substantial portion of a GSE 's assets would violate any of 
the financial covenants in their debt indentures or charter requirements. 
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Base case " ith 10% div idend ve rsus pos itive net worth swee p and NPL dispos ition Jll'Ogram 
Base Case. Stress Case 

CuoTent Cun"t' nt 

9/30/2011 FY2012 F\'2017 F\'2022 9/30/2011 F\'20)2. FY2017 F\'2022 ---------
Cwnubtive Grnss Draw w,de.r 10'/o divide.nd $ 172 $211 $240 $300 $ 172 $250 $347 $438 

Cwnubtive Gross Draw Wl<ler net worth sweep an:! NPL $ 172 $260 $200 $?..© $ 172 $300 $310 $3 10 
Increase (Decrease) so ~ $20 {S40) $0 ~ (S37) {S129) 

Cwnubtive Net. Draw un:ler HJ>/o divi:lend $ 140 $ 160 $76 $3 $ 140 $198 $ 141 $34 
Cwnulative Net Draw ua:ler net wo11h sweep a nd NPL $140 ~ $100 $18 $ 140 ___lliL_ ~ ____j1L 
Increase (Decrease) so S./9 $U S/5 $0 $19 SU $15 

Remailing PSPA Capec i y under 10'/o dividm:I $275 $275 $245 $186 $275 $275 $ 179 $87 

Remaiung PSPA Capaciy under net w<rth sweep and NPL $275 $275 $275 $275 $275 $ 275 $265 $265 

Increase (Decrease) so --$0- $JO S89 $0 ---ro ~ 'si78 

To the extent that NPLs are sold to third parties, a greater portion of the accounting charge would 
not be recovered. Note: there is no consideration given to the positive or negative effects on the 
housing market that may be realized by migrating legacy assets to the private sector or the 
benefits from joint ventures and other public/private partnerships. 
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Appendix A: Additional options which could be considered: (3Ji.ffiig:~fq;e.~m:3.fiffid~)lii 
lrlll.llJ. 
There are a number of other alternatives that could be considered to wind down GSEs. 

Alternative 1: Pursue limite<l legislation to create a Resolution Corporation vehicle for legacy 
assets, allow Ginnie Mae (GNMA) to explicitly guarantee GSE MBS in e..'\:change.for a.fee, 
and e..--cplicitly establish a transition path to reduce the <lirect credit risk e.."posure of the GSEs 
over time. 

Concept: A limited legislative proposal could be pursued to support the transition of the GSEs 
from primary mortgage guarantors to more limited reinsurers/securitization utilities and the wind 
down of their legacy assets. Representatives Hensarling and Garrett and Senators Corker and 
Isakson have all proposed legislation which focuses on transition and wind down of the GSEs. 
The Administration could seek to find an interim transition solution which achieves our medium 
term objectives, but leaves the final end state debate open. However, it may be preferable to 
seek more comprehensive legislation that addresses a housing finance system end-state. In 
addition to generally executing on the policy options laid out above, a limited legislative 
proposal could include: 

The creation of a new Resolution Corporation (ResCo), which would manage and resolve the 
troubled legacy assets of the GSEs. This entity would have explicit funding authority and be 
under the control of both FHF A and Treasury. This type of vehicle, similar to the Resolution 
Trust Corporation established by Congress to address the savings and loan crisis, would increase 
flexibility and effectiveness for the Government, as opposed to a SPV formed jointly by the 
GSEs. 

Explicitly guaranteeing all GSE liabilities through a tender exchange for GNMA wrapped pools, 
in exchange for a Jee. Despite the explicit capital support of the PSP As, due to capital treatment 
of GSE liabilities under Basel 111,7 GSE mortgage backed securities (MBS) trade roughly two to 
three points lower than GNMA MBS. In exchange for full faith and credit wrap by GNNIA, the 
government could charge GSE MBS investors a portion of this price difference and as a result 
receive a meaningful upfront value. 

Alternative 2: Initiate receivership 

Concept: Ask FHF A to exercise its discretion and place the Enterprises into receivership. 

Benefits: If FHF A appoints itself as receiver of one or both Enterprises, then as in the case of 
conservatorship, FHF A immediately succeeds to all rights and powers of the Enterprise and of 
all the officers, directors, and stockholders of the Enterprise. 8 But unlike the case with 
conservatorship, the appointment ofFHFA as receiver automatically terminates all rights and 

7 GSE MBS receive a 20 percent asset risk weighting and are currently expected to be treated as a level 2 asset under 
the liquidity coverage and net stable funding ratios. 
8 12 U.S.C. § 4617(b)(2)(A). 
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claims that the stockholders and creditors may have against the assets or charter of the 
Enterprise, except for their right to payment, resolution, or other satisfaction of their claims as 
determined by FHFA as receiver.9 Additionally, unlike the case with conservatorship, FHFA as 
receiver would be required to place the Enterprise in liquidation and proceed to realize upon the 
assets of the Enterprise by sale of the assets or transfer of the assets to a limited-life regulated 
entity established by FHF A. 10 

Considerations: First, in conservatorship the entities are treated as going concerns, and FHF A as 
conservator is required to preserve assets. In receivership, the entities would be in wind-down, 
and FHF A as receiver would be looking to sell the assets for as much money as it could. 
Additionally, while the definition of the deficiency amount used to calculate draws includes a 
paragraph about how the deficiency amount is to be calculated even when a GSE is in 
receivership, it is unclear whether Treasury's preferred stock would be wiped out in receivership. 

9 12 U.S.C. § 46 17(b)(2)(K). 
IO 12 U.S.C. § 4617(b)(2)(E). 
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Appendix B: Scenario Analysis 

Stressed Base Case Scenario as described on page 4 of the memo 

Net foco.me (Loss) 

Fannie lvlae 
Freddie Mac 
Tomi 

($49.0) ($8.8) $12.9 $18.6 $9.3 
($7.8) ~~~~ 

($56.8) ($2.2) $21 .8 $24.7 $14.9 

$8.7 $8.2 $8.0 
$5.6 $5. 7 $5.4 ---------

$1 4.2 Sl3.9 $13.4 

$8. 7 $8.5 S8.2 $8. I 
$5.5 $5.4 $5.4 $5.4 --- --- --- ---

$1 4.1 $14.0 $13.6 $13.4 

Stressed Base Case: Dividend Draws (Re.pa)m e nt) 

~inhill1ons F't2012 F'21ll.l F\201~ 1'201, F'21llt, F\201- 1'201R F\2019 F\2020 1'2021 F\2022 H202.l 

Fannie Ma.,: 
Groos Draw 
D~'Kleod 
Net Draw 

Freddie .llfac: 
Groos Draw 
lli'Kleod 

Net Draw 

Combined.: 
Groos Draw 
Divdend 
Net Draw 

Beginning P SP A Stock 
Toui l Gross Draw 
Ending PSP A Stock 
Implied Dividend Rate 

$58. 1 $34.3 $11.3 $4.5 $18.6 $14 5 Sl6.5 $18.4 $19.9 $8. 7 ro O $0.0 
...ifil22.. ___ill!§l ....ill!.!l ($21.9) ($22.2) ($23.7) ($25.2) ($26.9) ($28.8) __illQJl --1lli:Ql --1lli:Ql 

$45.2 $15.7 ($9.8) ($17.4) ($3.6) ($9.2) ($8. 7) ($8.5) ($8.9) ($22.0) ($31.0) ($31 .0) 

$20.7 $2.3 $0.5 $2. 7 $3.6 $4.0 $4.4 $5. I $5.5 $6.2 S6.8 $7.5 
($7.6) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ($I0.6) ($11.2) ~ ($12 4) ($13.1) 
$13.1 ($5.5) ($8.4) ($6.4) ($5.8) ($5.7) ($5.8) ($5.5) ($5.7) ($5.5) ($5.6) ($5.6) 

$78.8 $36.6 $11 .8 $7.2 $22.2 $18.5 S20.9 $23.5 $25.4 $14.9 S6.8 $7.5 
($20.5) ~ ($30.1) ~ ($31.6) ($33.4} (S.35.4) ($37.6) ($40.0) ($424) ($43.3) ($44.0) 
$58.4 $9.2 ($18.2) ($23. 7) ($9.4) ($1 4.9) ($14.5) ($14.1) ($1 4.6) ($27.5) ($36.5) ($36.5) 

$171.6 $250.4 $287.0 $298.8 $306.0 $328.2 $346. 7 $367.6 $391.1 $416.5 $431.4 $438.2 
$78.8 $36.6 $11.8 $7.2 $22.2 $18.5 $20.9 $23.5 $25.4 $14.9 S6 8 $7.5 --- --- --- --- --- --------- --- --- --- ---

$250.4 $287.0 $298.8 $306.0 $328.2 $346. 7 $367.6 $391.1 $416.5 $431.4 $438.2 $445.7 
10% 10% I O"A I O"A 10% I O"A I O"A 10% I O"A I O"A 10% I O"A 

Beg. Net PSPA Stock $139.5 $197.9 $2<)7. I $188.8 $165.1 $155.7 $140.8 $126.3 $112.2 $97.6 $70.2 $33.6 
NetDraw /R avment $58.4 $9.2 $18.2 $23. $9.4 $1 4.9 $14.5 ($14.1 $1 4.6 $27.5 ($36.5 $36.5 

m@P@liii:~M'i~mw@,in~:r.fg,1=1=1ii~ i1i.®!i~iii'i,~i!i:ffi!M~,i'~'t.'l1[..;JJi:i:i@~Wiii il:i'i'i~'ilru~,~mia~~a::i:iimni~;isi'i'iii@,~'*'@l:i:i'ii~~~~i:i:fai'i'~;Msi'i'i@,i~i~1:11 

Source: Grant Thortoo 
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Appendix B: Scenario Analysis {Cont'd) 

Base case forecast for change under Policy Option 1 

R ndti 1 Nt " (lo ) 

Smhlllion, 1\1012 l"\21113 t"\2tlU t\101, t\21116 t\201' t"\201N t\101') f\20211 l\2tl21 t\1012 f\1023 

Combined : 
Net hlCOll\O (Lo<ls) (l,6.4) 

NID!ff•.-.nc•From&ts•CM• $0.0 
$14.9 
$0.0 

$23.7 
$0.0 

$19.5 
$0.0 

S14.6 
$0.0 

$14.0 
$0.0 

$13.7 
so.o 

Sl3.2 
soo 

$14.0 
$0.l) 

$138 
$0.0 

$13.5 
so.o 

Sl3.4 
so.o 

R nd d 1 R true~ the PSPA riabl II Id nd ,, ' 

S mbillrnns F)lOll r'\lOtJ f"'\20U f"\201S fllOlb 1-1.2017 f"\2018 f"\2019 F\2020 F\2021 f'\1011 l'\2023 

Combined: 
Base Case Gross Draw 

Tola! Gross Draw 
Dividerrl 
Net Draw 

$39.2 SJ 1.4 $2.9 

$39.2 $0.0 00.0 
___illi!l ___illQ12, ____illMl 

$20. I ($10.3) ($19.6) 

SJ.2 $7.0 $7. J SB.2 $/0.9 SJ2.3 SJ3.3 $/5.J $J6.8 

ro.o so.o ro.o oo.o ro.o ro.o roo w.o so.o 
__fill& ___ill_ill ~ ___llliJl ___ill!1!. __Jfil!Ql ___lllill ~ __fil1fil, 

($21.4) (S15.9) ($16.4) ($16.1) ($14.3) ($14.0) ($143) ($13.9} (S13.8) 

Begimirg PSPA Stock 
Tola! Gross Draw 
Ending PSP A Stock 
Implied Dividend Rare 

$171.6 $210.8 $210.8 $210.8 $210.8 S210.S S210.8 $210.8 $210.8 S2I0.8 S210.8 $210.8 

____mj_ ____jQ,Q__ ____jQ,Q__ _____1Q;Q_ _____1Q;Q_ ----1Q&_ ____1Q;Q_ _____1Q;Q_ ----1Q&_ ~ ____jQ,Q__ _____1Q;Q_ 
$210.8 
J0.11'/o 

$210.8 
4.9% 

$210.8 
9.3% 

$210.8 
10.2'°/o 

$210.8 
7.5% 

$210.8 
7.8% 

$210.8 
7.6% 

$210.8 
6.8"/o 

$210.8 
6.7% 

S2I08 
6.8% 

$210.8 
6.6% 

$:210.S 
6.5% 

1@&K;iw,u;sfA==1fo ... w:,p:@,faii:tBf,~,w)#.j114',fa:,mi@l== 'iff~tij@@=f&?M=='fw=ffll1Ifr,@:~~;@,,fils,i;,;,w)#hs"@@ ,,ms1wi#¥W@i51,,,;@W4«,i*m::! 

1~@illli!':G~t~11jW¥$\.W@';:;:J$~i:ii<il.M;:;:;~i to=*;:ru,,:$Zi#;S:['''''~;fll',:jj@';';'§1/'i.:iji'ji;:;:@;'$f:(ll'<S:m';'~'i);iiolil@';';'52'a#ii;:;:@~I~~m.:,:;:~~i'fofiii;@k'l~Xltii ;';'@lil'.1li.:i1@! 

lll~x,~.¥MJiif,~ ~,;,l~::,,,im:,;;::llll~~ (@::,,,~$;~::mi:,,~ its:lill ''%~ %\:e}V'''~ 1:$:fV'}t'!li~ ~l):·=<'''''@·l1$'1fW~'''''$Z't@/W~$.2!/;H iF''',==~:%.s.!l:''W''''=ti1,smvw~:s.:ws'11:wl 

Solute: Grant Thort01\ U.S. Depa11Jnent ofTreasu,y 

Stress case forecast for change under Policy Option 1 

R ndti 1 Nt " (lo ) 

Smhlllion, 1\1012 l"\21113 t"\2tlU t\101, t\21116 t\201' t"\201N t\101') f\20211 l\2tl21 t\1012 f\1023 

Combined : 
Net hlCOll\O (Lo<ls) ($56.8) 
NID!/,From&ts•Sr,-.ssCas• $0.0 

($2.2) 
$0.0 

$21.8 
$0.0 

$24.7 
$0.0 

S14.9 
$0.0 

$14.2 
$0.0 

$13.9 
so.o 

$13.4 
soo 

$14.I 
$0.l) 

$140 
$0.0 

$13.6 
so.o 

Sl3.4 
so.o 

R nd d 1 R true~ the PSPA ,, ' nlS riabl II Id nd 

S mbillrnns F)lOll r'\lOtJ f"'\20U f"\201S fllOlb 1-1.2017 f"\2018 f"\2019 F\2020 F\2021 f'\1011 l'\2023 

Combined: 
BaseStre.ssCaseGross.Drmv $78.8 $36.6 $11.8 S7 .2 $22.2 $J8.5 $20.9 $23.5 S2 5.4 SJ4.9 S6.8 S7. 5 

To1a1 Gross Draw ms Sl5. 7 oo.o ro.o so.o ro.o oo.o ro.o ro.o roo w.o so.o 
Dividerrl ____illlUl_ ____IBUl ____ill§jl ---1mZl ~ ___ill!.22_ ___llliJl ___filill ___Jfil!§2_ ____ill1Jl ~ ~ 
Net Draw $58.4 $9.2 ($18.2) ($23.7) ($9.4) ($14.9) ($14.5) ($14. I) ($14.6) ($27.5) ($36.5) (S:36.5) 

Begimirg PSPA Stock 
Tola! Gross Draw 
Ending PSP A Stock 
Implied Dividend Rare 

$171.6 $?..50.4 $266.1 $266.1 $266.1 S266.I $266. I $266.1 $2(<>.I S"..66.1 $266. I $266.1 

____Bll_ _____fil2_ _____1Q;Q_ _____1Q;Q_ ----1Q&_ ----1Q&_ ____1Q;Q_ _____1Q;Q_ ----1Q&_ ~ ____jQ,Q__ _____1Q;Q_ 
$250.4 

9.1% 

$266. 1 
2.5% 

$266. 1 
6.8"/o 

$266.1 
8.9% 

$266.1 
3.5% 

$266.1 
5.6% 

$266. 1 

5.4% 

$266.1 
5.3% 

$266.1 
5.5% 

$266 1 

JO .. !% 

$266.1 
I 3.7°/o 

$:266.1 
13.7% 

l@i@i,;iw,1,;r,sfM:i,m,p:@,faii~,u.,w:;i§ii# ,fa:,nsJ1:&4,, :;,,~u'S;;t;@ ==$1~s=;;j, ,,;,ra:5Hjs;#::i~l:z;;,:a:;@ ,,na;:;ill;,,;ij,,:sij@,,ms1.o;j:@,:}si hp:@,ij2,"'md 

i~@illli!':G~t~11jW¥$\.W.@''''';$~~ ij:({§,:,:,~$il~;j',:,:ru,,:$i'~;!1@'''~~~@'''''S1i~'''''@,'$fc(~~@''~'iM6li''\ill'''''s2'~,:,:;00~ fj~W.:,:,:~~i(j@'''m'''''si~ffi1,:,:;001il'i\~;:1:;{§,j 

lli~x,~.¥MJiif,~ ~,;;fo::,iiii:,;;::iill~~ (@::,:,~J,;:t mi:,,~~:M·ii '''=ll~ ~t~}V'''~ $!i;';l'''''}Mt!,f'l:F '''@·B9':liW~'''''~ ",it''''W~n ;,,i~F '''''==~ $~..;VW''''=tiM:=Jv w~:s.s':liK! 

Solute: Grant Thort01\ U.S. Depa11Jnent ofTreasu,y 
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SENSITWE I PRE-DECISIONAL I DRAFT 

Appendix B: Scenario Analysis {Cont'd) 

Base case forecast for change under Policy Option 1 and 3 

Re.commendation 3: Dh·ide nd S"""P and Pull NPL Forward 

Sonhlllinns I\Zfl12 n2n1J f\20 14 nrnt, 1\201(, nlOP F\2018 nl0t9 f'\20111 l\lllll n1011 l\lOlJ 

Combined; 

Net bicorne (Loss) 
NJ Diffe,·ence Prom Bose Cdse 

(SS5.8) 
($49.4) 

$22.1 
$ 7.J 

$29.6 
$5.9 

Recommendation 3: Dh'idend Sm,ep and Pull NPL Forward 

$24.4 
S4.9 

$ 18.6 

$4.0 
$17.3 
$3.3 

$16.4 
$2.7 

$ 15.4 

$2.2 
$ 15.9 
$/.9 

$15.4 

SJ.5 

$ 14.5 

SJ.0 

$ 13. 4 

$0.0 

Smhlllions nzu12 .,2u1J ~,201-4 n201:i J\201<, n20P n201N l\?Ol'J ~,2020 1,2021 11: 20?2 ~,2023 

Combined: 
Base c(I SC Gross D,·o-w 
Gross Draw 
Di1~dend 
Net Draw 

$39.2 SJ 1.4 

S88.6 $0.0 

___iill& ____ill2& 
So9.5 ($17.4) 

$171.6 $260.2 

$2.9 SJ.2 $ 7. 0 $7. J $8.2 

so.o $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 

($25.5) ___illill ____fil.21). ~ ~ 
($25.5) ($26.3) ($19.9) ($19.7) ($18.8) 

$260.2 $260.2 $260.2 $260.2 $260.2 

S/0.9 $1].3 $)3.3 S/5.J $)6.8 

$0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 :00.0 

(S16.5i ___Jill,2}_ ___Jfil§)_ ____ill!2)_ ~ 
($16.S) ($15.9) ($1S.8) ($14.9) ($13.8) 

$260.2 $260.2 $260.2 $ 260.2 $260.2 Beginn, ,g PSPA Stock 
Gro::;s Draw ~ ____ffiQ_ ____ffiQ_ ____ffiQ_ ____jQ&._ ____JQ&_ ____ffiQ_ _____ru__ _____ru__ ____ffiQ_ _____ru__ _____ru__ 
Ending P SP A Steck 
Implied Dividend Rale 

$260.2 

8.8% 
$260.2 $260.2 

6.7% 9.8% 

$260.2 $'260.2 S260.2 
JQ. 1% 7.6% 7.6% 

$260.2 $260.2 $260.2 $260.2 $260.2 $260.2 

7.2% 6.4% 6. 1% 6.1% 5.7% 5.3% 

111~im'i;:~1:~~,~~*:::::1m:::::~1~~!I?.;l!11*'''''~:til.~(~:::m::~~m:::~1~:1'l'.~j11m:::::;$i1;~•r.":::::11*::~.i:-®::zm:::~11:ilwm:1m:::::~~ ~:::::1m::::s:.4~1~11:::m*~fl;'~:::~m:::~mi.l:::::1m:::::~~:~i1*'' 

llfo& ,@'¥it'twX'Di&·,,'t\:::ll/si'.iiiu:~t}:s'mift)llt ffl11&';\ ,,:W:S:z'llibi@,,,,:~M'i,,AK,@@i,) ll's1/0hlll\ ::!ri1;:fa\:::::'iill::i@J~\ ,,@ttii-J:::ll\J!11re1\,,@s:@1mlH 

1~:~)iiiiii(iJ:i:;lf~ ''fil''''@:::::ffi$~Sffl'''''~t~.!!1t4@::;$;~¥~~:::::~ :);l~li@''''~~~(tl:::::fil::~~:~ii:::::~~~~-'a@:::::~<i,~~::::@::i~~i@::::::~s~ w:::rn:::::~':).$ij)J;:;:@~tM@I 

Sootce. OmntThoJt o,\ U.S. Department ofTreaswy 

Stress case forecast for change under Policy Option 1 and 3 

R ndallo J Oivide HI S d PuU NPL l<1 m'd 

Sinhiltiom. l\?012 l\2UtJ l \2HH ~\2H1S n20H~ 1\2017 V\2018 n:201'> 1\20?0 1\2021 1\2022 ~\2H2J 

Comlltnett: 
Net lrx:cme (LC<s) ($106.2) 
NJ Dl[/ertnce Prom Bast Srress Cast ($49. 4) 

$4.9 
$7. J 

R ndallo .l Divide HI S d PuU NPL l<1 m'd 

$27.7 
$5.9 

$29.6 
$4.9 

$18.9 
$ 4.() 

$17.6 

$3.3 
$16.6 

$2.7 
$15.6 

$2.2 
Sl6.0 
SJ.9 

Sl5.5 
SJ.S 

$ 14.6 

SJ.O 
$ 13.4 

SQ.0 

Smt11ll1ons t\W12 ~,20u ~,201-1, ~,201=" n20tt, 1\21117 n201N n2HJ'I I\WW n2021 ~,2022 ~,202J 

Combined: 
Base Siress Case Gross Drau, 
Ooss Draw 

Di>iderul 
Net Drow 

Begi,uli,ig PSP A Steck 
Qoss Draw 
E1diJ~ PSP A Stook 
b,plied Dividend Rate 

$ 78.8 $36.6 $11.8 S7.2 S22.2 $ 18.5 $!0.9 S23.5 $25.4 $14.9 S6.8 S7.5 

s 12&.2 $9.9 :ro.o so.o so.o ro.o so.o so.o so.o $0.o :ro.o so.o 
___illQjl ____(ill}_ ____rum_ ~ ____!ID& ~ ___ill11l ___illfill ___lllij)_ (S29. 0) ___illZ& ~ 

$107.8 $2.0 ($24.1) ($28.6) ($13.4) ($18.2) ($17.2) ($16.3) (Sl6.5) (S29.0) ($37.6) ($36.S) 

$171.6 $299.8 $3Cll.7 $309.7 S309.7 $309.7 $309.7 $309.7 $309,7 $309.7 :OCll.7 $309.7 
____fil1U_ ___fil__ ___JM_ ___JM_ ____jQ,Q_ ____JQQ_ ____lQQ_ ____1Q,Q_ ____1Q,Q_ ____lM.... ____jQ,Q_ ___JM_ 

$299.8 
8.8% 

$309.7 
6.7% 

$3Cil.7 

9.8% 
$309.7 
10.1% 

S309.7 
7.6% 

$309.7 $309.7 
1.:m 

$309.7 
6.4% 

$309,7 

6.1% 
$309.7 
6.1% 

:OCil.7 
5.7% 

$309.7 
5.3% 

1®'.kiti(l~hiSi.ii'i'»-iiffi''''@,,,,,g ,,,,w..m1;~®'''''~~~,,,,@,~~,'l@,,:t~~~1~#¥hm,w:,,,,11*~?JJ:M,:,,:st~1:~f''@~m-~@,,,,m;'l_:j;:,,,@:,,mjg,,,::g~ ~,,,,w ,,,iri~iM 

1,,;(;~:imi>iii~lf~;niirnc:::,,::s::::::,,,:::::,,,mt,~,,::s:::::'fflti1'::::~,,::::~iw.,1,,i::::,~;~1~,,;,:::,:,,,::~ll:ii.1,::::::::"sa@',1.::,,i::::~31i.ii~.s:::::,,~at1.it1.:,,::s:::::~~:::::~,,::::s:~~;1,:,,,:::::~~'1:::::,,::s:$.It1,:;1.,::::1 

j@Jl!SfA:@@i@:~j!:::@1:::::m,j::wt::::w@t11mm:;s:ij*H:#./1:~ijM@::::{$2@~:w.m:su,o@::::jf~:iijl.t::~m:::sf65@::::~M#@ii@H# ~j\:::::@ij@s~s@::'4#~@::@j:ij@i@I 

Sotrce Grant Thcrtoi\ U.S. Oeparune,t ofTreastoy 
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SENSITWE I PRE-DECISIONAL I DRAFT 

Appendix C: Graphical Forecasts of Policy Actions 

Gross and Net PSPA Draws 

Base Case Stress Case 

:mo ·: 
j;)C(< ; 

S."250 ·\ 

$:C(,< 

$ 150 

$1C-O 

sso 

Ending PSP.1 Stod<.OutstaJ1d1Dg 

$0 ~; ..... :······· ······ ··· .. :·····~· ·····,• •••++; •·····,······,· ·····:······ ······:·····: 
'.Xl11 1013 20 l 5 ·::<H 7 2'319 W21 :!023 

Cumo.lolive Net PSP • .\ D1·1w 

S2~0 ·: 

w ., .. ... Base O..s~ " ·""' Or,!ion l. 

Key for the charts above: 

I-nding PS PA Stock Oui>l•nding 

Cumulo·ti..-e 'Net PSP.~ Dra"· 

1) Base Case - base case forecast as provided by FHFA and Grant Thorton 

2) Stress Case - stress case forecast as provided by FHF A and Grant Thorton 

3) Option I - Restructure the PSPA agreements to a variable dividend payment 

4) Option 2 - Not applicable 

··O;,;ioo J 

5) Option 3 - Initiate an NPL disposition program and contribute legacy assets into a special 
purpose vehicle (SPV) or joint venture (JV) that manages loss mitigation activities 
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SENSITIVE I PRE-DECISIONAL I DRAFT 

Appendix D: GAAP and FJVIV Balance Sheet Reserves 

C-D E+F+G D +H C-D-H C-0-G 

A B C D K E F G H I L M N 0 

Fair Market Value C,'"ying Vah,e 

GAAP GAAP Carry % t>f Ca pital Market Ei:pected Tota l FMV Tota l FMV Carry % t>f FMV fill- % t>f 
Total GSE Coun t UPB Allowance Val ue UPB Costs Discou nt Losses All owan ce All owa nce Va lu e UPB Capita l /Mrk t UPB 
Performing 27,05 1,977 $4,117.6 $33. 5 $4,084. I 99.2% $54.8 $5.7 $47.6 $108.0 $141.6 $3,976.1 96.6% $4,036.6 98.0% 
Sub-Performing 756,904 108.1 10.3 97.8 90.4% 3.6 5.9 3.3 12.8 23.1 85.0 78.6% 94.4 87.4% 
Non-Perfonning 1,372,769 263.7 65.7 198.0 75.1% 7.8 37.7 16.3 61.8 127.4 136.3 51.7% 181.7 68.9% 

Totals 29,181,650 4,489.4 109.5 4,379.9 97.6% 66.2 49.2 67.2 182.6 292. 1 4,197.3 93.5% 4,312.7 96.1% 

% t>fTmal 
Performing 92. 7% 91. 7% 30.6% 93.2% 82.8% I 1.5% 70.8% 59.2% 48.5% 94.7% 93.6% 
Sub-Performing 2.6% 2.4% 9.4% 2.2% 5.4% 12.0% 5.0% 7.0% 7.9% 2.0% 2.2% 
Non-Perfonning 4. 7% 5.9% 60.0% 4.5% 11.8% 76.5% 24.2% 33.8% 43.6% 3.2% 4.2% 

Totals 100.0% /00.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% I 00.0% I 00.0% 

GAAP GAAP Carry % t>f Ca pital t\·larket Ei:pected Tota l FMV Tota l % t>f FMV fill- % t>f 
Fa n n ie Mae Coun t UPB Allowa nce Va l ue UPB Costs Discou nt Losses All owance Allowa nce FMV UPB Capita l/Mrkt UPB 
Performing 16,064,713 $2,481.2 $25.9 $2,455.3 99.0% $28.2 $0.0 $25.6 $53.8 $79.7 $2,40 1.5 96.8% $2,429.7 97.9% 
Sub-Performing 465,489 64.6 4.9 59.7 92.4% 2.1 4.1 3.8 9.9 14.8 49.8 77. 1% 56.0 86.6% 
Non-Performing 886,1 ll 166.2 39.6 126.6 76.2% 5.6 30.4 13.6 49.7 89.3 77.0 46.3% ll3.l 68.0% 

Totals 17,416,313 2,7 12.1 70.4 2,641.7 97.4% 35.9 34.5 43.0 113.4 183.8 2,528.3 93.2% 2,598.7 95.8% 

% t>f Fannie Mfl.e 

Performing 92.2% 91.5% 36.S"A 92.9% 78.5% 0.0% 59.6% 47.4% 43.4% 95.0% 93.5% 
Sub-Performing 2.7% 2.4% 6.9% 2.3% 5.8% 11.8% 8.8% 8.8% 8.1% 2.0% 2.2% 
Non-Perfonning 5.1% 6.1% 56.2% 4.8% 15. 7% 88.2% 31.6% 43.8% 48.6% 3.0% 4.4% 
Totals f(}0.0% /00.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% I 00.0% f(}0.0% 100.()% I 00.0% 100.0% 

GAAP GAAP Car ry % t>f Ca pital Market Ei:pected Tota l FMV Tota l % t>f FMV fill- % t>f 
Fredd ie Mac Coun t UPB Allowa nce Va lue UPB Costs Discou nt Losses All owance Allowa nce FMV UPB Capita l/Mrkt UPB 
Performing 10,987,264 $1,636.5 $7.6 $1.628.9 99.5% $26.6 $5.7 $22.0 $54.3 $61.9 $1,574.6 96.2% $1,606.9 98.2% 
Sub-Performing 291,415 43.5 5.4 38.0 87.5% 1.5 1.8 (0.4) 2.9 8.3 35.2 80.9% 38.S 88.5% 
Non-Perfonning 486,658 97.5 26. 1 71.4 73.3% 2.2 7.2 2.7 12. l 38.2 59.3 60.9% 68.7 70.5% 

Totals 11,765,337 1,777.4 39.1 1,738.3 97.8% 30.3 14.7 24.2 69.2 108.3 1,669.1 93.9% 1,714.0 96.4% 

% of Freddie Mac 
Performing 93.4% 92.1% 19.4% 93.7% 88.0% 38.6% 90.7% 78.4% 57.1% 94.3% 93.7% 
Sub-Performing 2.5% 2.4% 13.9% 2.2% 4.9% 12.3% ( 1.8%) 4.1% 7. 7% 2.1% 2.2% 
Non-Perfonning 4.1% 5.5% 66.7% 4.1% 7.1% 49.1% J 1.1% 17.5% 35.2% 3.6% 4.0% 
Totals 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% I 00.0% 100.0% 100.()% f(}0.0% 100.0% 
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\\1·,1,. '\'·1, \\,\ \\·,1 Ba c~\'gro n\'-..:a \\,.,,.,.. \\\\··. \, /,::::, 
I ....... \ ~ , U ~ . /~~~~~-~ \ I\ ~ \~lli'lllttMli''!::::::rrz,, \ \ ~ :::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

' \ \ ' ' \ \ ' \ \ \, \ \ \ \ \ 
I \ I I I \ \ I 

On January 6~, 2012, We met to di'scuss housiug markef···tssues and ,.~he Admini.stration's 
th~\J-ghts on ri~ar-term ~~d longer-b~rm chan~~s in hou~,ing financ

1

~ policy, iticluding 
', I, I \ ', I I \ 

matt~rs involvin~ Fannie ~ae and Fre·~die Mac (t~e Enterpdi~es ). 
1

\ \, 

\ \ I \ \ \ I \ 
\ I \ ', \ I \ \ 

You asked FHFA\ to consider these mai~ers and to\rejoin the discussion with thoug~ts on 
I I \ \ I I I \ 

what w€! could or 6ould not do, either as a matter ot1aw or poliey. \ \. 

This briefing responds to that request. We appreciate this opportunity and look forward to 
a continued, constructive dialogue to seek improved outcomes for homeowners, 
neighborhoods, markets, and taxpayers. 

2 
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:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

D Strategic Goals for Conservatorship 

• IIARP 

• HAMP 

D Extension 

D Expansion 

D Equity Building 

• ltEO Sales 
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\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
FH,F A vi'~w on ~ey H~psing 1'tarket\ Chall~nges 

'i .. ... \. .......... \ \ \ \ \ :::·· ·:··. ·· ~t ~ : 4~~m@1;f$.;~;~~~ww.~111~1~11tm1t1~~tt~1i;~r~~~~l~;;t~~~~~~;~~~~~@;tlt~t~~&.1~~1~~~1ij~1~~~i~~~i~~~m~~~@;1~;rt;~t:~~t~f~Jv{)};~;~;.;~.;.;:~ '.:.~::.::: ~, \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

I I \ \ \ I \ I, 
\ \ \ '1 ... \ \ I, 
\ \ \ ' \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

\,.,., .•. \,, \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

', I \ \ ', I '• 

I, \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

Ffrf A sees the1 following \1- issues as 
1

the key pohcy change~ facing Fflt A and housing 
I, ... \ \ I \ I \ 
I, \ I ', \ \ I I 

fman~e: \ \ \ \ \ \ \. 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

\ I \ \ \ I I \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

• Reps and warrants - goal is first quarter announcement by FHF A 

• RE() and NPL Disposition - implement program 

• Short sales / deeds-in-lieu / deeds-for-lease-needs a HARP 2.0-style review for 
frictions and impediments for these foreclosure avoidance transactions 

• Impediments to market clearing created by state and local laws and practices, 
especially governing foreclosure 

FHF A also seeks to make material progress in 2012 on outstanding litigation and 
putback requests, which would also remove uncertainty from the market. 
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\ \ \ \ \ 
Lon~er-T~rm 1S'$ues: \, PSP~s 

J : 4~~m@1;t$.@~@~~~w.~111~1~~1tm1t1~~tt~1i;~r~~t~;;t~~~~~~;~~~~~@;tlt~®~~~~&.1~~1~~~1ij~1~~~i~~~i~~~m~~~@;1~;rt;~t:~~t~f~i~~tv{)};~;~;.;~.;.;:~'.:.~::.::: 
' ' I \ ' 
\ \ \ I \ 
\ ', \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ I \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 

', I \ ' ', 

\ \ \ \ \ 
\ ', \ \ \ ' \ 

I , \ I \ \ \ I 

• \, C:urrent a~reement r~sets the Trfasury fund}ng cap ba~.ed on losse
1
s for the 3 1rears 

\\, ending on\pecember'~ 1, 2012. \\ \. \... \., \1.. 

:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

I '• \ ', I \ \ ', 

• ·~:ome mark~t participa-vts have be~un to raise\ questions ~egarding "{p_ether this\;will 
be sufficient to justify continued investment in Enterprise securities. 

• While FHFA projections show draws leveling off, more adverse house price paths 
and other operational changes at the Enterprises could lead to dividends eating into 
future cap space. 

• l'he Periodic Commitment Fee has been waived to-date, and the setting of this Fee 
could also impact near-term stability. 

• FHF A is willing to consider PSP A changes that add to the stability of the market. 
Let's develop a list of items for consideration, establish a FHFA-Treasury working 
group to work through the list, and set a time line to wrap this up before the end of 
the second quarter. 
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\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

Longe1r-Term Issues: Strategic ~oals for\ Conser\(atorship 
I I \ , I 1 \ 

\ .. . . . \. .......... \ \ \ \ \ 
~ : 4~~m@1;f$.;~;~~~ww.~111~1~11tm1t1~~tt~1i;~r~~~~l~;;t~~~~~~;~~~~~@;tlt~t~~&.1~~1~~~1ij~1~~~i~~~i~~~m~~~@;1~;rt;~t:~~t~f ~Jv{)};~;~;.;~.;.;:~'.:.~::.::: ~, \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

I \, \ \ I \, I, 
\ \ \\ ... \ \ I, 

\ \ ' \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

I \ I I \ \ I 
\ \ \ I \ I, \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

• \\ 1n line w\~h FHF A' S\COnservat6,rship mand~tes to plac.~ the comp·~nies in a s\>und 
·\.and stable\pondition, \~nd to limit\overall ris\ as length\?f the cons

1

~rvatorship' 
l,yxtends, FJ\FA began"work in 20··~ 1 and seek? implemeJ\tation in 2Q12: \ .. 

I I, \ \ \ I, \ \ 

D Price increases 

D Loss-sharing 

D Asset sales 

• Many of these issues were also highlighted in the Administration's Housing 
Finance Reform White Paper as important to bringing private capital back to the 
n1arket. 

• FHF A also anticipates further progress on building a new housing finance 
infrastructure that will work under any future state of housing finance. 

D Four initiatives underway: unifonn data, servicing alignment, servicing compensation, and loan-level 
disclosures 

D Other steps could include new, single securitization platform, standard setting, MERS. 
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:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

1. Build for the future 

2. Gradually reduce Enterprise imprint on future business 

3. Maintain ongoing stability and liquidity in the mortgage market, including: 
1. Loss mitigation efforts 

2. Refinance and home purchase mortgage activity 

3. Human capital and essential infrastructure at the Enterprises 

4. Strengthen risk management and operational controls 

Given increased uncertainty brought on through a number of sources, difficult choices 
may have to be made regarding existing business activities. 
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HA~P \\, \,\ \\ \\ 
1

1 : i&"Tu.~r@utey,w.@:~&w.@:1~:t:@:t:rn:m:i;:t~:tmwt:1!1::mtilrn::t:®:•1•&.••~·~~~~•·~•~·•~•·~Mt@;:~•·~•r~•~••1:;t:i•:;
1

:t{:( ••·•·••·~•t•·•·•·:·•·····•·· ··· 
' ' I \ ' 
\ \ \ I \ 
\ ', \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ I \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 

', I \ ' ', 

\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ I, \ \ 

• \\ From Ap~il 1, 2009 tprough Oct,ober 31, 2t)\11 - a spa~ of 31 months - the 
\l,F:nterpris~ have reftn.~nced 9 .3 1'1illion mo~gages, incl~ding: \., 

I ', ' ', I \ ' 

\ D 962,132 l;IARP refinan¢es \ \ \ \ 
I I \ \ \ I \ 

o 1,698,967' non-HARP streamlined refinances · · 

:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

• l 'his 9.3 million refinances is about 1/3 of their entire performing mortgage book as 
of April 1, 2009. 

• 1-IARP 2.0 began December 1, 2011 , so it is very early in the process. FHF A met 
vvith all the key players in mid-December to review implementation progress and 
no significant issues were identified. 

• F~efinance activity has spiked. The MBA just reported that last week' refinance 
index jumped 26 percent last week, its largest weekly increase since early August. 

• We fmd no 1neaningful market impediment for borrowers below 80 percent LTV 
from refmancing. 
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:t{:( ••·•·••·~•t•·•·•·:·•·····•·· ··· 
' ' I \ ' 
\ \ \ I \ 
\ ', \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ I \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 

', I \ ' ', 

\ \ \ \ \ 

:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
• \\ l'he Ente,prises imp(.ement HAlp> identicipy but non\ ~ARP prd~ocols and $;)'Stems 

\ £ollow pr6prietary tecpnology anµ risk management sy~tems. [Meg - can we\add 
\ .. \ ', \ ', \ ', 

l,~omething qere about technical cn~nges Fred9ie Mac re~ently made, to align wi.th 
\ I \ \ \ I • I, 

Fannie?] These differences do not create meaningful barriers to refinance. . 

• C~ross servicer refinancing will be enhanced shortly when the Enterprises' 
automated underwriting systems are updated to provide valuation and underwriting . 
review. 

• l~ new originator will never be able to do as streamlined a refmance as the current 
servicer because the new originator lacks the loan files and documents necessary to 
n1aximize the streamlining. Enterprise use of automated underwriting systems 
helps new originators offset this inherent shortcoming. 
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• \, Insert het1~ data on dtstribution ~f perform~g Enterpri.~e loans by\vintage an~ note 
\ · t \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ra e . , , \ \ \ , \ 

I \ ' \ I ', ' \ 
\ '· \ \, \ \ \ \, 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 
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Vy e underst'~nd Treasut~ is consid~ring two H>L\MP exte~sions: 
\ ' ' \ \ ' 
\ ""\ \ \ \ \ \ 

• \ bnd-date €,Xtend fron\ 12/31/12 tp 12/31/13~,. and \ 
I, ... \ \ I, \ 

• 

1

l .1oan origil\ation eligibjlity date fuom 1/09 td,10/10. \. 

:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

Exti~nding the end-date: 

• Vv e can do it and are prepared to follow Treasury's lead. 

• ()ur policy view is that extension is not necessary nor desired by market 
participants nor by FHF A, Fannie, or Freddie. Ceasing HAMP would free 
servicers to pursue non-HAMP mods that may have a greater likelihood of success 
because they are not bound by HAMP's requirements and may have flexibilities 
beyond HAMP, such as those found in Enterprise standard mods. 

D Our experience shows borrowers continue to resist HAMP ' s documentation requirements, likely 
because of borrower misrepresentation on the original loan. 

• Vve recommend that HAMP expire as scheduled, or sooner. 
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' ' ' I \ ' 
\ \ \ \ I \ 

I \ ', \ \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ 

\\·,., .•. \,, '\, \, \. \. \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 

', I \ ' ', 

\ \ \ \ \ 
I, \ \ \ I, \ 

~xtending tt,e Eligibility Date \ \. \ 
\ ' . \ \ ' 
\ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ 

I \ \ \ I ', 

\ \ \ \ \ \ 

• 'TN e can do \ t but do ndt want to oh. policy gr6..unds. \. 

:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

• Vv e would advise Treasury against extending the eligibility date, which was set to 
rnake clear HAMP was structured as a temporary program to deal with a pre-crash 
set of mortgages. 

• An extension at this juncture: 
D Runs counter to commitment to gradually step government away from mortgage support 

D Would create fear and uncertainty in the marketplace for a similar extension of HARP eligibility, 
something FHF A would resist at all costs as bad faith with the market. 

• 2009 - 2010 borrowers who become delinquent have likely done so due to life 
events and traditional HAMP not likely to be a good solution. 

• lJniverse of2009-2010 borrowers requiring mods is very small. [data?] 
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:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

• Enterprises can and will support this expansion as fmancial agents 

• Vv e understand HAMP 2 will adjust the Enterprises' standard mod to fit HAMP 
requirements ( eg, an NPV test, making incentive payments, documentation) and the 
profile of non-Enterprise loans. 

• After months of effort to develop and implement the standard mod, these 
adjustments are not likely to enhance the Enterprises ' current loan mod offering in 
any way but will add operational cost and complexity for them. 

• FHF A and Enterprise staffs are exploring ways to streamline standard mod 
reporting into IR2 while preserving its current operations. 
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:::·· ·:··. ·· ~t 

• 1-IAMP mods - PRA 
o Incentive payments from TARP reduce conservator costs but are offset dollar-for-dollar by TARP 

outlays. No savings for taxpayers. 

D Operational costs of implementation for a limited pool of potentially eligible borrowers is high 
• Data - provide data on number of unde1water and delinquent Enterprise bonowers that could potentially benefit 

from PRA 

• Other relevant data from Andrew & Deb' s work? 

D Meg - help!! Need arguments added here on 
• Moral hazard - provide data that 7x percent of Enterp1ise underwater boITowers are cuITent and this would 

create meaningful incentive to miss payments to get principal reduction 

• Opportunity cost of resource shift from higher priority activity 
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\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 

• \,. F:quity B'~ilding - R~fi Approa~,h \., \. 
1 

, 

\ D Treasufy floated som6, ideas for eq~t~-building refinance optio~1 for underwat~,r borrowers o4tside of 
\ \ \ \ \ \\ \ \ \,\\ HARP ·· I \ • I \ · \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

' D FHF A-Tr~asury staff di1cussions hav~\not successfufly advanced this concept to-date but FHF A'·· is 
open to continued discussions. 

• F:quity Building - Loan Mod Approach 
D FHF A proposes that FHFA and Treasury explore an alternative approach to equity building that has 

the equivalent economic effect of principal forgiveness for current but deeply underwater borrowers. 

D See handout. 

D May satisfy Treasury & FHF A mutual objective of lowering risk to taxpayers from deeply underwater 
borrowers while stabilizing housing markets, especially where there is a concentration of underwater 
borrowers. 

D Avoids moral hazard, utilizes TARP housing funds for equity building, keeps focus on borrower 
continuing to make payments, and is operationally simpler and faster for everyone than a refinance or 
a full HAMP mod. Is accessible to both Enterprise and non-Enterprise loans. 
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FHFA s~iving to allflounce inittal REO sai.~(s) by en~.of January .. i [Three] iuitial 

\ offerings ~eing prep3fed: \ \ \ \ \,,
1

···i .. 
1

\ D Tenant-11~-place \.. \ . 
1

\ \ \, 

I D ? I, \ \, \, I, \ 

D Nonperforming loans 

• rvfeg - add data and whatever text you like. 

• I think you suggested we report the steady decline in REO inventory and the 
success of our current retail sales strategy. 
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

Project Purpo 
I 

Freddie Mac hasi engaged BlackRock to apply its mortgage models and expertise to assess its 
exposure to sinfile family residential mortgages in the guarantee and ABS books 

• What losses might Freddie Mac experience under various scenarios? 

•What implications might these losses have for Freddie Mac's capital through 2010? 

This document presents our preliminary answers prepared with limited data under a tight deadline 

• Used primarily public FRE data to estimate losses on the guarantee portfolio 

•Proprietary CUSIP-level data used for the ABS portfolio 

•Applied simplified earnings-and-capital model to convert credit losses into capital projections 

• Utilized Street projections for key revenue and expense estimates 

• Did not mirror complexities of FRE accounting 

Our final resultsi will be based on a much more proprietary FRE data and closer approximation of 
FRE accounting 

•BLK is assembling loan cohorts at the loan-level for the guarantee book 

•Cash flows will be projected using 7 base and stress scenarios: 4 BLK scenarios and 3 FRE-defined scenarios 

•BLK will work with FRE staff on refining the model for converting scenario outcomes to capital outcomes, with the 
aim of more! closely approximating internal methods/accounting policies 

The final analysis is targeted for completion by September 5 
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

Key Conclusio s on Capital Shortfall 
I ' 

Freddie Mac runs a substantial risk of falling short of current surplus capital requirements and 
possibly statutory minimums 

• Base case reflects BlackRock's bearish outlook (25-30% peak-to-trough national house price decline, versus 10-
15% so far) 

• Reasonable stress case (50% higher default rate than base) - this is not a worst-case outcome 

... But long-term solvency does not appear endangered - we do not expect Freddie Mac to breach 
critical capital l,evels even in stress case 

- PRELIMINARY -

* Numbers are estimates, have not been linked to actual financials and do not include recently reported results from 2008 Q2. 
**Estimated; no adjustment for losses in Q2. 
Other notes: Net interest income, non interest income and other financial variables used in the capital and earnings model were based on Wall Street 
estimates. 
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

Model Logic an d Underlying Data 
! ! t 
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Assumptions a d Caveats 
I 

This analysis should be viewed as preliminary 

•Except for loss estimates on ABS portfolio, analysis is based on publicly available data 

•Conducted in extremely short timeframe 

' 

• We have greater confidence in the gross loss estimates than in the capital calculations; 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

•Final capital results will be based on a more realistic financial model, developed in conjunction with Freddie Mac 

Key assumptions for loss estimates 

•Guarantee portfolio 

• Prime book los:s assessment based on FRE projections 

• Mortgage insurance recoveries are implicitly incorporated in prime book based on FRE analysis - FRE assumptions may 
overstate Ml recoveries in prime book; BLK analysis may understate in Alt-A book 

• Timing of recognition of accounting losses on whole loans is stylized and is not tied to actual FRE accounting policy or 
recently reported financial results 

•AB~ortfolio 

• ABS portfolio credit loss impairment evaluated only for those bonds on which a principal loss is predicted 

• Timing of impairments based on date of first predicted principal loss 

• Impairment equals the face amount at the first loss date times the difference between par and current market price 

•Multi-Family book not modeled 
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ABS Portfolio oss Assumptions and Results 
I 

"Other Than Temporary Impairment" accounting rule 
can trigger mark-to-market declines more severe than 
expected principal loss 

•Accounting treatment: requires securities to be marked to market 
if any principal loss is deemed "probable" 

•Given the current mairket environment, MTM losses will likely 
exceed actual principal losses 

• Impairments diminish capital immediately 

• Future recoveries in market value do not flow through 
capital 

ABS projections therefore depend on three uncertain 
variables 

• Timing of impairment (see below) 

•Face value at time of impairment (projected by model) 

•Market value at time of impairment (based on current market 
value) 

Impairment timing assumptions: 

•Predicted losses in 2008 - 2010 impaired in 2008 

•Predicted losses in 2011 - 2012 impaired in 2009 

•Predicted losses in 2013 - 2014 impaired in 2010 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

' 

- PRELIMINARY -

• Loss estimates include the credi t support of monoline wraps 
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

G-fee Portfoli Loss Assumptions and Projections 
I ' 

Prime portfolio losses were based on FRE's loss projections (FRE provided more detailed information on 
loss projections for its prime portfolio, which we believe to be reasonable) 

We assume approximately 70% of cumulative losses will occur by the end of 2010 

Our projections begin accumulating losses in the second half of 2008 

- PRELIMINARY -

• Reflects remaining provisions for Q3 and Q4; adjusted for provisions already taken in Q1 and Street estimates for Q2 (at time of this analysis). 
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Key Messages

Credit losses, which consist of charge-offs and REO ops expenses, are expected to rise modestly 
from current levels until mid-2012, then gradually decline/improve thereafter. 

The projected time profile of losses is generally similar to the 4Q’11 forecast.»
Monthly projections exclude impacts of future new purchases (small effects in near term).»

                              2011 (actual):         Total external losses: $13.0B      Charge-offs: $12.4B
                              2012 (forecast):      Total external losses: $13.8B      Charge-offs: $13.0B
                              2013 (forecast):      Total external losses: $12.3B      Charge-offs: $11.6B

Forecast includes adjustments consistent with LLR on top adjustments and assumption changes 
adopted in 1Q’12.

Results reflect the $1.5B mod on top adjustment included in 1Q’12 LLR. The on top is incorporated in the credit »
loss forecast (CLF) by lowering the volume of projected loan mods and increasing REO/FA projections, 
consistent with the estimated effects of the loan mod reduction.
The 1Q’12 LLR additional mortgage insurance/credit enhancement shortfall on top adjustment ($283M) is »
incorporated by increasing charge-off severity by 37 bps in all forecasted periods—the amount that severity 
would have increased had the adjustment been made directly through the severity calculation in the1Q’12 LLR 
process. 

 »
. 

Judgment is required for this on top in order to infer the timing of the effects. –
 

The results appear reasonable and will be 
monitored prospectively compared to actual results as they emerge.
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Key Messages—Cont.

Drivers of loss projections:
REO/FA counts expected to increase modestly until late 2012, then decline through 2013. The annual level in »
2012 is expected to be a little lower than 2011, then show more visible declines in 2013.

                                                                                2011: 170K (w/T-Deals est.)
                                                                                2012: 163K (w/T-Deals est. for 1Q’12)

                                                                         2013: 149K (T-Deals included in base projections)
REO/FA default UPB generally reflects similar patterns, with a comparable decline in 2013:   »

                                                                                2011: $33.1B (w/T-Deals est.)
                                                                                2012: $30.5B (w/T-Deals est. for 1Q’12)

                                                                         2013: $27.3B (T-Deals included in base projections)
Charge-off severity is projected to worsen through late 2012 before its peak, followed by leveling/modest »
improvement (based on the corporate house price forecast).  

 
Reserves, charge-offs, provision forecast (BPE basis, including new purchases, before GAAP 
adjustments).

Reserve estimate expected to decline by about $1.1B to $33.8B in 2Q’12, followed by larger declines in »
subsequent quarters as charge-offs gradually normalize and D90+ inflows continue to decline.
Charge-offs (including assumed impacts for future new purchases) projected to peak and plateau by 3Q’12, then »
decline in subsequent quarters.
Provision is projected to decrease to $2.2B in 2Q’12 (from $2.4B in 1Q’12), and continue to decline in »
subsequent quarters.

GAAP basis reserves generally follow similar patterns. FAS 114 component of the reserve continues 
to rise with growing accumulated mod volumes before peaking in late 2012, then gradually declines.

GAAP provision forecast also generally trends downward, with some modest volatility. »
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Key Messages—Cont.

Analysis and highlights of the forecast.

Fundamentally, the 1Q’12 forecast projects a slightly higher  level than the 4Q’11 forecast with respect to long-»
term charge-offs and provision on both a BPE and GAAP basis.

The overall time profile of the 1Q’12 forecast is broadly similar to the prior forecast, but losses are projected to be »
slightly lower in the near term (i.e., next 2-3 years), stay higher longer after that, and end up with higher losses in 
the long run than in the 4Q’11 forecast. 

Compared to actual charge-offs in 1Q’12, projected charge-offs are expected to remain relatively –
flat/increase modestly in the near term (e.g., next several quarters), reflecting expected mild worsening of 
severity and small increases in REO/FA volumes. Charge-offs are expected to peak at $3.3B in 3Q’12 and 
decline gradually thereafter, although at a slower rate than previously projected. Foreclosure 
documentation issues continue to contribute to extended timelines for losses. 

The inventory of serious delinquencies in 1Q’12 declined less than projected in the 4Q’11 forecast. More –
substantial declines are expected in future periods as D90 inflows decline and outflows from the seriously 
delinquent population continue prospectively.

 –
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Key Messages—Cont.

Notes on selected forecast limitations and/or qualifications.

 »
 

 
 

 »
 

 
 

 

 

FHFA directives or business policy/practice changes. For example, potential impacts of HARP changes are »
highly uncertain (even as to the direction of impacts), but could have a major impact on future results. Similarly, 
prospective business area repurchase policy/practice overhaul could be significant, increasing uncertainty, but 
cannot be quantified at this time

As a result of the above factors, a high margin of uncertainty persists around these CLF and 
provision estimates.
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REO/FA Inflows 
(incl. T-Oeals) 

1. 10'12 forecasts are based on Feb'12 Neo run. Ex dudes effects of new purchases after forecast start date. 
2 . Actuals include REOs and FAs from the core portfolio only: T-Deals are not included (constitute less than 5% of the total). 
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MOD Inflows 
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3 . Forecasts of REOs and FAs indude c«e portfolio and all T-Deals. ·ease· REO and FA foteeast is (a) Neo resutt directly from the model run with no adjustments, which is then adj usted for (b) a starting assumption 
concerning mod redefautts and timing, plus (c) adjustment for reduced mod redefaults and REO/FA increases consistent with the mod on top, plus (d) adjustment for the implied LLR transition rate on top based on Feb'12 LLR ($2.48 as of Feb'12). 
ptus (e) projected T-Oeal defaults. Model proj ections combine RE Os and FAs. Reporting them separatety is through assumptions. The "adjusted" forecast reflects business area and judgments oo defaul timWlg adj ustments. 
4 . "Raw· mod inflows reflect Neo results direcify from 1he model run with no adjustments: ~adjusted" mod forecasts reflect a redl.lciioo in mods consistent with the 10 '12 mod on top. 
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Forecast Credit Losses by Month and Quarter

Notes:
1. Forecasts are from Feb’12 Neo run (combined with severity assumptions).
2. Numbers include both core portfolio and T-Deals. Incorporates 1Q’12 on top adjustments and impacts of assumption changes.
3. Does not include estimated effects of new purchases after forecast start date.
4. The 12-month total is from Apr’12 to Mar’13; 24-month total is from Apr’12 to Mar’14. 
5. Numbers won't tie exactly to the credit loss summary compiled by Single-Family CFO due to rounding differences.

Calendar Year Charge-offs
 $M

REO Ops
$M

Total 
(External)

$M
Jan' 11 970 63 1,033
Feb' 11 775 136 910
Mar' 11 1,225 59 1,284
1Q'11 2,969 257 3,226
Apr' 11 939 26 965
May' 11 1,091 -4 1,087
Jun' 11 1,042 13 1,055
2Q'11 3,072 35 3,107
Jul' 11 892 81 973

Aug' 11 1,167 57 1,224
Sep' 11 1,156 87 1,243
3Q'11 3,215 225 3,440

Oct' 11 956 32 988
Nov' 11 1,092 18 1,110
Dec' 11 1,083 29 1,111
4Q'11 3,131 79 3,209
Jan' 12 1,176 26 1,203
Feb' 12 1,086 26 1,112
Mar' 12 1,001 119 1,120
1Q'12 3,263 172 3,435
Apr' 12 1,063 65 1,127
May' 12 1,098 67 1,164
Jun' 12 1,097 67 1,164
2Q'12 3,258 198 3,456
Jul' 12 1,118 68 1,186

Aug' 12 1,116 68 1,184
Sep' 12 1,106 67 1,173
3Q'12 3,341 203 3,543

Oct' 12 1,102 67 1,169
Nov' 12 1,066 65 1,131
Dec' 12 997 60 1,058
4Q' 12 3,165 192 3,357
1Q' 13 3,084 188 3,272
2Q' 13 3,080 188 3,268
3Q' 13 2,888 177 3,065
4Q' 13 2,559 157 2,716
1Q' 14 2,530 156 2,686

Year 2011 12,386 596 12,982
Year 2012 13,027 764 13,791
Year 2013 11,611 710 12,321

12 month total 12,848 780 13,629
24 month total 23,905 1,459 25,364

Losses by accounting 
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1Q’12 Provision Forecast (BPE Basis with New Purchases)

Notes:
1. 1Q’12 portfolio UPB includes core population UPB as of Mar'12 and T-Deals UPB as of Feb’12.
2. 1Q’12 reserve is BPE based on Mar'12 final recommendation (including all management on tops).
3. Reserves and provision forecast do not reflect GAAP accounting adjustments.
4. Charge-offs include all T-Deals for the first 24 months of the forecast period but only the T61+ Prime population after that (other T-Deal amounts are de minimus).
5. For the four quarters ending 1Q'16 and 1Q'17 in the table, amounts shown for charge-offs and provision are annual totals.
6. Reserves, provision and D90+/FCL inventory in bps based on Portfolio UPB, which is projected to decline reflecting portfolio run-off in excess of new purchases.
7. Actual charge-offs may not tie exactly to the credit loss summary compiled by Single-Family CFO due to rounding differences. 
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1Q’12 Provision Forecast (BPE Basis with New 
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1Q’12 Provision Forecast (BPE Basis with New Purchases) 
and Corresponding GAAP View

GAAP view reflects the provision/reserve effect of projected TDR results (and other accounting 
adjustments). 

TDR inflows based on business area expected path view through 1Q’14, then adjusted Neo forecast from 2Q’14 to 4Q’15.»

Accounting adjustments include eliminating FAS 5 reserves on TDRs and SOP 03-3 loans (and creating FAS 114 reserves on those »
loans), as well as adjustments for interest income recognized on completing loan modifications and SOP 03-3 adjustments to 
charge-offs. TDR reserves include impacts from both rate reductions and default costs estimated through the LLR process as well 
as time value of money considerations.

BPE Basis ($ in millions) GAAP View ($ in millions)
Other GAAP

Period Charge-offs Reserves Provision Charge-offs Reserves Adjustments* Provision
1Q'11 2,969            37,126          1,263            2,969            38,558          (379)              2,050            
2Q'11 3,072            36,239          2,185            3,072            38,390          (362)              2,542            
3Q'11 3,214            36,121          3,096            3,214            39,089          (269)              3,643            
4Q'11 3,131            35,834        2,844          3,131          38,915        (294)            2,663          
1Q'12 3,263            34,931          2,360            3,263            37,771          (274)              1,844            
2Q'12 3,258            33,844          2,171            3,258            37,045          (255)              2,277            
3Q'12 3,346            32,318          1,820            3,346            35,829          (285)              1,845            
4Q'12 3,180            30,779        1,641          3,180          34,447        (290)            1,507          
1Q'13 3,109            29,227          1,558            3,109            32,968          (277)              1,355            
2Q'13 3,120            27,604          1,496            3,120            31,387          (257)              1,281            
3Q'13 2,938            26,073          1,406            2,938            29,895          (258)              1,188            
4Q'13 2,624            24,829        1,381          2,624          28,745        (250)            1,224          
1Q'14 2,605            23,619          1,394            2,605            27,535          (242)              1,154            
2Q'14 2,815            22,091          1,287            2,815            25,976          (191)              1,065            
3Q'14 2,773            20,594          1,277            2,773            24,425          (172)              1,051            
4Q'14 2,521            19,432        1,358          2,521          23,231        (167)            1,160          
1Q'15 2,697            18,048          1,314            2,697            21,834          (179)              1,122            
2Q'15 2,430            16,851          1,233            2,430            20,591          (162)              1,025            
3Q'15 2,650            15,402          1,201            2,650            19,065          (146)              978               
4Q'15 2,257            14,336        1,191          2,257          17,921        (141)            971             

* Includes capitalized interest income on modified loans, SOP 03-3 adjustment to charge-offs, settled 
counterparty impacts and other miscellaneous adjustments.
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MISSION 

FHFA STRATEGIC PLAN 
2012-2016 

Ensure that the Housing GSEs are safe and soufJ4,{Jtiat they serve as a reliable 
source of liquidity andfundingfor housingfi,IJt.fi}f;'e/qnd community investment 

ff)f" •:c.,i:n:;;! 
.. :~{;_.~,. ··:}(!}\ .. 

VISION 
... ::::_:)\;!\:'.· ~:~-~:;;.:;,. 

··;·:·:;i:?'?:-· 

A reliable, stable, and liquid housing finah,5£_ systepi, 

.,;~lb> 
·-:;\:\~ 

,:',.;•·.;·.; · 

FHFA's VALUES 

R espect 

Integrity 

Diversity 

<:.?~::. 
aspir~:{f? excel in every aspect of our work and to 
betteFways to accomplish our mission and goals. 

'\Ii,::Y1v;;, are committed to the highest ethical and 
vn,te:5Slc?mll standards. 

We seek tltefull inclusion of all segments of our 
population in our business endeavors and at the entities 
we regulate. 
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FHFA's STRATEGIC GOALS 2012-2016 

f f.J;.BE'QJ.lM.{\~.Q<;,,QQ,~1.J:J.: I DENTIFY RISKS AND REQUIRE TIMELY REMEDIATION 011 \ 

f. \~~~.S!,§ . • .,. v . '"· , .• . •• . , . • . , . . •· . , . • m . . •· . , . • . , .. •. u• . , • . W'>. , •• v • • • , -,. , .• v . v . • . , . . •· . , . • . , .. •· . , .. • . , . . •· . , . • u . • •. , • • , .• v . v. v . ~ ..... ~ .. ~ 

: PERFORMANCE GOAL l.Z: IMPROVE THRCONDITIONOFTHE R EGULATEDENTITJES ···t ..................... .: ...... _....... ·~ 

xx::::::::XXXX:: :::::'.:XX:: :: :::::: ::§§§:F::: ::§§?:~::::-:::::;::; :; :: :: ::;::; :; :; :: :,::}: !: !: [: [::[::[::!!: [: [: [::[::!::!::!:;{:j;:j;:;n::fr::@i 
1!::'!:j!:!:j':!:j:.:i:.:i:.:i:.:i:.:::.:::.:.:i:.:i:.:i:.:::.:::.:::.:::.:::.:::.:::.:;:·;;::: 

:1::~-:;;~=~~:;; 
X':i~-:;·..(.:i-(.:; 
1%::'.~%::· 

: r.EAEQRMA.t:K'.EJiQAJ;.~l.!.: l\t~ ; r~ ~~ SSES ON ~ i:EGACY POR'.fFOLIOS AND . ; 
( DISRUPTION TO FINANCIALl\1ARKETS. :·"··"···'···'···'···'···'··· ·················"··"::·"··"··········"::·"··"··"···'·····,.······ ············'···'··· ··················"··"··"··"· ............................................. , .. -............. t 
: ....................................................................... :.:.::·~ ........... , .. :;·.\ (:~;-~-,: ........... :t i:t:; ........................................................................................................... f 
~: PE.J!FQ~!'f~. (;Qi\.\, ~._2: &~ ECUTE AN ORDERLY REDUCTION OF1'I1E ENTERPRISES' ~ 
' MORTGAGE PORTl<UUOS AS MARKET CONDITIONS PERl\UT f :' . 1t:\,... . '·.·~-.;.~- . . ....................................................... . 

! ~~~~-e!~~~ .. GQ~~iI ENs ~APPROPIDATE VNDERWR(TJNGOF nm ENTERPlUSFS' I 
'. . ·\({.. ~-;:~:l~~ ~.:1if:1.·. ~;g: :, 
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I:'::::::::···~-.. ~ .~ .~ .. , ........ ~ ... ~ .~ .. , ·: ::··············· ., .. , 
:1::~-:;;~=~~:;; 
X':i~-:;·-,(.:i-(.:; 
1%::'.~%::· 

' PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.1: MITIGATE SYSTEMIC RISK AND CONTRIBUTE TO RECOVEl~Y 

[ OF DOUSING AND FINANCIAL l\:'IARKE'l'S , 
. . ~ 

... ................................................................ ... ... ... .... ...... ... ... .... ... ............................. ; 

f fJ:JU'ORMANCEJi_OAL 3.2: ... AssURE LIQUIDl'lY IN_ MOR'ffiAGE MARKETS l ···· ··· ··· ··· ·············fi········ .. } 
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' PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.3: .EXPAND ACCESS TO HOUS1'.N'G FINA..iCE BY DlVERSE FINA.t'{CIAL J 
' INSTITUTIONS' AND BORROWERS i : .... ... ... ... ... ................... ................... ... ... ... .... ... ...... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ................ ................... ... ... ... .... ... .... .. ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ......... fi ......... .. ~ 

: PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.4: li'\'IPROVE TIIE CURRENT SYSTEM OF HOUSING FINANCE AND ; 

( PREPAREFORTHE FUTURE 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1 

SAFE AND SOUND HOUSING GSES 

PERFORMANCE_GOAL.1.1: IDENTIFYRISKSANQJj,EQUIRETIMELY 
.f:· REMEDIATION OF WEAKNESSES 

FHF A, as regulator for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac (the ''~~!~~~~}, and, the Federal Home Loan 
Barnes (collectively "Housing GSEs") is responsi1:>Jf(9r examiniriga,µd regulating their 
operations to promote their safe and sound opy.~~i/BM~' and conditio1/ ?~ .~ prndentia l regulator, 
FHF A must anticipate, identify, and respond apptoJ?riately to risks to thft~gulated entities and 
ensure the regulated entities effectively manage ;:ii[$., .irrespe.,ctiye of the s;;uice;; of risk In 
identifying risk and evaluating the l::l,\,)),_l~jng GS Es' ;1;~J:lW:P.~i;fuent, FHF A \~fii ety on its full 
complement of supervisory tools and .. !t1Uf.orities. FI-IF A\Y:flf also monitor corrective action by 
the regulated entities to remediate weri~i.di~)9-.i;msure ari"y.'.~edy is both timely and effective. 

··;;~;ifiif~;: ·.:;,:::~.~i;;.~i~;':, •:-:.s'.· ,·, 

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.2: IMPX{9VE TJJ.~f~QNJ)IiiQ~•OFTHEREGULATE[) 
:i,-:,;.,,~:;:•: ,• ,._ •' •,;/;! ;'.;-,, .:,:;:;:,:.,:::,: / ::;'.~;!::}t;:::-.-. 

ENTITIES .:,,.::;:•." \\:\_._ '%1,"-,&Y,{V ·• "?&::!, \r:-.:;.-

The Enterprises have b~~\:iperatu;!ikcter co1~:ia.torship since September 2008. As 
·:;~'..;;';:,:. .• ·:;,, .;::,.:;>i;i'.:, •:/;0;; 

conservatoi:,-E.BEA..will impf(Syeth~coitdjti,<m of the Enterprises by restricting new risk-taking, 
requirip,.gi,¢pi6;;e&-iJJ~r;writiiig~their ~eti~J<.of'business, and preserving and conserving 
assets .fr*p their pre-co;iUfy~torsfil~J>_ook ofbusiriess. Certain FHLBanks have been subject to 
supervisotyµetions ctesignea iQimp~civbsisk management and ensure preservation or capital as 
they deal wiili~r9:1,1bled real ~ f{ttrelat~' til"vestments, principally dating from 2005-2008. 
FI-ff A will contill~C!)-l,O require JJ)y,, troubled FI-ILBanks to preserve capital and to build reta ined 
earnings to levels ;{;ffl:ct.imt to fgpport the par value of their capital stock. 

•:/;·;..;: -:::-:3·< · 
<;'Y.(t:: ._ .>:;; ;'.;:;;:;:;;· 

STRATEGit GOAL 1- MEANS AND STRATEGIES 

• Conduct annual examinat ions, and, as warranted, special or horizontal reviews of the 
regulated entities. Atmual on-site examinations are a critical means to identify operational 
and financial risks that could threaten the safety and soundness of the Housing GSEs. FI-ff A 
examiners use a risk-based approach designed to 1) identify existing and potential risks that 
could adversely affect the regulated entity; 2) evaluate the overall integrity and effectiveness 
of each entities' risk management systems and controls; and 3) detem1ine compliance with 
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laws and regulations. FI-IF A will periodic.ally conduct focused reviews on specific programs 
or issues, known as "horizontal reviews," of the Enterprises or the FHLBanks. 

• Identify matters requiring atte11tion of tlte boards of directors of tire regulated entities and 

monitor their remediation for both timeliness and efficacy. Timely resolution of issues that 
threaten the financial and operational condition of the housing GSEs is essential to their 
safety and soundness. FHF A's full complement of supervisory programs includes on-site 
examinations; program reviews over a cross-section of entities (horizontal reviews); 

regulatory and supervisory guidance; perfom1ance monitorir.S.i supervisory compliance and 
enforcement; market surveillance; and, when appropriat!)'/ :Wpervisory or enforcement 
actions. Through these means, FHF A will identify is~~;;~;at could compromise the safe and 
sound operations of the Housing GSEs. FI-IF A wi1(;t ifuiiiJmq1te findings, 
recommendations, and any required correctivt,t~gi~~i{~ to th~f~~1lated entity's board of 
directors and management. FI-IF A examinl'l_ti\ y{il obtain a comaifiment from the board and 
management to correct weaknesses or defi~ftJ{9ies in a timely ma~f('~)~d will monitor 
remediation and verify the effectiveness of di#~tive actjo.9~. When dtfr9-i~ncies are 
sufficiently severe, FHF A will p~ue enforce~cii:(acti<:>i:i 'uch as a mem'.~ffin,9um of 
understanding, board resolution:;1frfo~.Jl, agreemenC &:fif6~se and desist ord;~ - as 

appropriate. :,;:~ii~::·:J::, •,• ';Y':. , .. ''\;\~:~:: } 
• Identify emerging rfsk.,,p-l(ff,s, and adju'i(~:upervi~f?ii:Mr.'!:tegi'e,f9.s appropriate. The FHFA's 

regulated entitie~;;p1¥13i 'ri~~it~}pemte i1i h,J~r.MtVfi1;;~,a~)i:iJfd by uncertainty, volatility, and 
changing proc-essH)n_d practi6~{ As a priici.J~iial regulator'. FHF A must respond to 

changing conditio~'; t~J}~e t~R[# ~}.~ted en'~f:\~ identify areas of possible or emerging risk, 
and adj.l.1$9l~} 1Jff:rvisoiy~\f~l'tgloo i'j;[ilp~ropriil1'~ .. to respond to market developments and 
i<le ' ... nsk's:'?W;>;,; · \L. ''''ft,,,. ,. "t 

• 

• 

Mai~iM11.c,t1d reg11lar4fief,pro11e )f{itpination standards and pr<x:ed11res. As the 
enviro~bri'tiJ.) which the ff~'using GSEs operate changes and different financial and 
operational ;.fs'f $:-a.rise, FHFA\ vill refine and enhance its examination standards, procedures, 
and processes ~ \~ponse t9'.:market developments and emerging risks. 

•:/;·;.;: -::<:::<· 
::;,x::t:: ·;:;;;:;::;:;:· 

Use off-site mo11itori;ij}i/ ; rengtlten supervision. Off-site monitoring and swveillance 
programs supplement and support on-site examinations with cross-disciplinary resources that 

c.an lead to a more comprehensive understanding of a problem by systematically and 
simultaneously evaluating data across an array of institutions and thereby expanding options 
c-0nsidered for problem resolution. The full complement of FI-IF A's supervisory staff 
includes examiners, financial analysts, policy analysts, accoLmtants, and economists. Off
site analyses include reviews of monthly and quarterly call report data, daily changes in 
interest rates and rate spreads, and published financial reports. Tue analyses address such 
issues as financial market c,onditions, interest rate changes and their effects on the regulated 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

entities, financial condition, management of troubled real estate assets, executive 
c-0mpensation, and the disclosures in financial statements and reports filed with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission. Through off-site monitoring systems, Fl-IF A wiJI perfonn 
ongoing monitoring of financial trends and emerging risks with a potential to impact the 
safety and soundness of the Housing GSEs. 

Develop regul11tory policies 11nd l'Upervisory guid11nce to improve the Housing GSEs' risk 
management, go1•erna1tce, pricing, a1td asset quality. As a result of recent legislation, 
including the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008.\BERA) and the Dodd-Frank 
Act of 20 IO (Dodd-Frank), Fl-IF A has promulgated a Stl!-'~{Br new or revised regulations and 
guidance. Some have been finalized, others proposaj-;:-*.Ji.d.:9thers are still being drafted. h1 
light of changing economic conditions, particular.tf :~j%~tiitg)w_using and finance, and 
market volatility, FHFA will complete reqtiire4.'tWe~1akings°i'J}r¢.evelop additional 
regulations or guidance, as needed. Regulatforlt~nd guidance ~;,j{ge.oerally require 
improvements to the I-lousing GSEs' risk rii°iii~ gement practices and·\i;Y~ri1ance consistent 
with prudential management and operating si~:ri®-_IXls. FJ::Wt regulatio11iil'l9. guidance also 
anticipates that the Housing GSE$t P.Ol icies on ~-JJ~apc@.~ition, pricing, ;JJ}etention will 
be c-0nsistent with safe and soun'd~~?(i?.~~ and wilfiijtip,9rt housing finance. · 

.· . . · .. •. ;-.·::;::\}!(:>':. ·\:)~:, 

Require the Housing GSEs to focu:i'~e,,11 ;;Jiii1¢t,p11 c~;;fli,i1,rio1t activitie.s. During the 
period leading up t?;~~tr:t~iJ?. .in the ~ d~i~ge aiµh~~Rt~ l niJW.ets, the Enterprises and 
some of the FHI.J}.@.iks acqi'iJ#.q mortgag~~§ff<Miind madf\:ltmain unsecured investments 
that resulted in ci{iita~. again; r;{~gome anl~tb.J~ risk man~gement challenges. The 
Enterprises and the FHL.Bankit~bhJ 1ave co ·. ·ssion activities, which have served them 
well qy~f:t4µ~'.;>:f;fiF A --~1fetpith\~lfa11) 11crea~~ share of the regulated entities' new 
hui.tn~the.oon&d"n~m!_C:)d i1~'ci1f~ 111ission kJi,~ti;;;' 

Use ;u1ti,~, assurance }"JA;{e,11w t; :;~/1q11ce the effectiveness of supen•ision. FHF A's quality 
assurance )%~gi:am providef~l;>jectiv{~sessments ofFHFA examinations and supervision 
practices; idinHtie.s potentiaF~teas to improve or enhance existing processes; and strives for 
disciplined ancti?dis.t~tent s~~rvisory processes. Fl-IF A will monitor identified areas for 
improvement, moriifot-}~i!i°%di;tion of identified deficiencies, and respond constructively to 
quality assurance asses;fuints 

E1•aluate and monitor compensation and incentives at the regulated entities for adherence 
to prudenti11l stand11n/s. FHFA expects the Housing GSEs to adhere to effective practices in 
c-0rporate governance and defend against inappropriate risk taking. FHFA will supplement 
its on-site examinations by evaluating the quality of corporate governance at the regulated 
entities through targeted examinations or horizontal reviews of corporate incentives, as 
warranted. FI-IF A will review executive compensation and incentives at the regulated 
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entities for adherence to prudential standards and compliance with statutory mandates that 
c-0mpensation be reasonable and c-0mparable to similarly-situated institutions. 

• Strengthen training and development of examination staff. FHF A will establish an 

examiner accredita tion program. FHF A will continue to assess the capacity of its supervi sion 
staff and examiners, monitor the development and implementation of an examiner 

accreditation program, supplement any shortfalls in examination capacity, track progress in 
addressing identified sbortfaJls, and report its progress in FHFA's annual Report to 
Congress. 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2 

EFFECTIVE CONSERVATORSHIP OPERATIONS AT THE 
ENTERPRISES 

PERFORMANCE GOA L 2.1: MINIMIZE LO~ ES ON THE LEGACY PORTFOLIOS 
AND DISRUPTION TO FINANCIAL MARKETS. 

As conservator of the Enterprises, FHF A has a responsibjJ:ijJ::J~ take such actions as may be 
necessary to put the Enterprises in a sound and solvenrfqifdi'H~kand to preserve and conserve 
their ass~ts and property. The Enterprises will not .\f:hei iored t~ :f~J~c:mcy in the foreseeable 
future. The continued operation of the Enterprj~#;'.i{Jt been made p&~~i.gle by support from the 

U.S. Department of Treasury (Treasury) throu~{~ e Senior Preferred St&;§l;Purchase Agreement 
with FHF A and through two Treasury credit facilitie~, which,a;r~ used to ptil:bl.u,tse the 
Enterprises' mortgage-backed securi!~~ and GSE de~t ,, 99il~Jlling further l6is~s to the 
taxpayer renders the preservation atiijf.9!W~P,ation ofErii[rprise assets a high priority for FHF A 

;,:,-,;,, ·,, ·:•,-;; ~;·, •:·!~;:.~;.:;i\. 

To preserve and conserve Enterprise a;~gf~·,:~Aseeks to··::!Jfulmize losses on the Enterprises ' 

"legacy portfolio," whic,h%)~i~~s of theiii'~pecti,;~ wi?~ ?.f b{1ki~~s entered into prior to 

being placed w1der ~.?,j~Mfai3rij]p; Toe 1es{ctm>v:{oiio\K9!Mts a 1arge volume of mortgages 
owned or guaranteed~i,:tl,ie Enteipf.faes that afojji~ti11quent or iift'oreclosure. To encourage 

home retention by borro'Wei:~ and m.lfomize loss~iJP. the Enterprises, FHF A will work with the 
. . . ... ·:;x:;~': . . . ,<·;;:;'·,!? ::-·:;;i':,,. ·:.;.:;;.:::; . . 

Admirustr1¥~~4a:t+q.~e Entetp.p..s.j:Uo'ketj:i.,tq the e;te.nt possible, borrowers from defaultmg on 

their 10,?~¥:JW ttcir0i1g[""~t11 1ena~ and seriii6'~r,~)9. brrer prudent 1oan refinancing and 
modifi&i,ti911 programs. M));lditioni~WA has det~rmined that many of the mortgages in the 
legacy pJft:fo1io were pooa;+w.dern;;i~~ncand the contracts were in breach of the sellers, 
representatidM.i:~nd warrantid 't&.:the EntI;~rises. The enforcement of these contracts is essential 

to minimizing t'a.:;;kayer losses ~ii.J:,improving underwriting for future transactions. The FHFA 
will also ensure th~'(f.6¢,Enterpr:i$¢5 ptrrsue enforcement of their existing contrncts. 

·-\~'/ ···t:f? 
;;'i'!'.::\_ ;·,{Z::,· 

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2: EXECUTE AN ORDERLY REDUCTION OF THE 
ENTERPRISES' MORTGAGE PORTFOLIOS AS MARKET CONDITIONS PERMIT 

Under the teffilS of the Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements entered into by the FHF A 
with the Treasury Department in 2008, each GSE's retained mortgage and mortgage-backed 

securities portfolio shall decline by l O percent per year until the balance of holdings reaches 
$250 billion. The reduction of the Enterprises' retained portfolios has been executed under 
conditions of significant market uncertainty. Housing markets have been weak, the financial 

sector cautious, and the national economy has not rebounded as quickly as anticipated. Under 
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these conditions, FI-IF A must seek to reduce the portfolio without disruption to market liquidity. 
FI-IF A will continue to reduce the risk of additional losses to taxpayers by reducing the 
Enterprises' portfolio. To ensure an orderly reduction of the portfolio, the pace of the reduction 

may be moderated by c-0nditions in the housing and financial markets. 

PERFORMANCE_GOAL.2): E NSURE APPROPRIATE UNDERWRITING OF THE 
ENTERPRISES' NEW BUSINESS 

FHF A has taken steps to improve the quality of mortgages pw:cli.1;tsed by the Enterprises. FHF A 
precludes the Enterprises from offering new products or eng:ai1rit in new business activities that 

would either present unfamiliar risk or divert their resow~~·tfQ.111 their core business and 
mission. FI-IF A believes that the Enterprises should.nfo.~,e towatcr!:~. sustainable business model 

similar to what would be expected of private con,ip{b,ies. To achi~%?) qis goal, FI-IF A will 
establish appropriate undeiwriting standards a1;1qpik-based pricing ol.g\i,afantee fees. FI-IF A 
will also ensure that the new mortgages acquit&!=J?.y the Enterprises are seµaj)y underwritten and 
priced to provide an appropriate return, encourag6"tr.i,~rket cwtfp:~tition, and iii.Qi:p.ote the return of 

the private capital to the housing m~it

0
~?:f\, ,,., '\k~•::,;:~::i;;~;,f . \:~;:: 

· ·::;.:'.if{:~":. ·\~:)~:, 

STRATEGIC GOAl:J:2.-MltANS AND S.'JRATEGIES 
/7 .:.~::~.:;;~·•·'.::.~.... ····~::;;~~~:. ····.·;li(;g~-·~i:· ·:~: ····:tt~'.~:}· 

• Establish Baselip!-:.§M;,dlJJf q.ful Targ~4 ,fl>, if.,fJ.'ii//i:t~k!if.fe~tiveness of Mod~fi.cation 
and Refinancinginitiatives. EflF A will e~~lisb standardf and targets as benchmarks to 

monitor Enterprise iJ[4wodifi.:~#1:>n and refrijtmcing portfolios to ensure that the Enterprises 

adher~Je l#e~ ~tandW~t4i,lli'thi(tliE:\j,?[Ogfh~; achieve their targets. 
~;:;{t/'.f(;:;;· ·· ········::{'.1t\:; ··:::\\.: ·:::;:(l;)t;:;·,-,:, ·:.:s:;:• 

• Reflii~ tl,e Enterpr'i.i~.'. Legal!Ji.f!ortfolio. FflFA will encourage an orderly transition of the 

Ent~q5tfui:1Jegacy portf6li~ Jbrougl{ ~A~ctive loss mitigation programs, monitoring market 
conditi~riJ}t11d identifyin!i,'ib.:e near~iilffui and long-tenn impact of the disposition of assets. 
To ensure ; iiitji:.de,rly reduct\'~li of the portfolio, the pace of the reduction may be moderated 

by conditions iri t~e-llousingliid financial markets. This strategy is designed to reduce the 
Enterprise portfoli6J~g,n{.gyide the best return to the taxpayer while minimizing market 
disruption. FI-IF A wiff~j~if'monitor the portfolio for consistency with the requirements of 
the Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement. 

• Pursue Cost-Effectiiie Alternatives to the Dispo.si1ion of Enterprises' REO 
Portfolios. FI-IF A has been working with the Enterprises to explore alternatives to the past 
practice of selling real estate owned (REO) properties one at a time. This initiative will be 
infonned by ideas generated through a Request for Information (RFI), issued by FI-IF A in 
consultation with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury. The RPI solicited views from the public on REO disposition 
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alternatives, requesting conunent on how the Enterprises could improve loss recoveries 
c-0mpared to individual sales, help stabilize neighborhoods, and, where feasible and 
appropriate, improve the supply of rental housing. As a result of this effort, FI-IF A plans to 
develop pilot transactions to test alternatives to individual sales, will evalua te their progress, 
and would likely use these as a basis for broader programs. 

• Align Guarantee Fees to Risk. The Enterprises pre-conservatorship guarantee pricing was 
characterized by cross-subsidization across product types and preferential treatment for loans 
with certain characteristics. To attract private capital and reduce Enterprise risk exposure, 
FHFA will direct the Enterprises to price guarantee fees,Jf}b°t~ls that align pricing with 
actual risk as if they were being priced in a private, c::&ii~t,itjve market. FHF A will also 
evaluate and improve the adequacy of models u~rxi-t/{~~tirilitl~,prepayments and set 

• 

• 

• 

. .;~;;.<:_.~,. •:;:~: !;,: :: • •• 
guarantee.s. ,.,:,t-,ti'' ,,,;,"-,.·, 

.::::'.::/r:::--

Exami11e Modeling Assumptio11s. Modeli1~~:~sumptions will req; f;~;~9ptinual evaluation 
and improvement. FHF A will examine Enterpil~;,p reP3.yµi\mt and guaran.t;f models and 
evaluating their adequacy. Exan:ii.'1~.tionfindinglof;:w~ .@.ie'sses in Enterprisf models will be 
designated as Matters Requiring1Atte11~i<.>n (MRAsf aµ~)iie Enterprises will be required to 
c-0rrect the deficiencies. ·\:~

1
;::,\}:, ···\;l!~t ... 

Ens11re Appropriate V/Y!f!.rwritiflg ~ff.{.ew ;~~i~~·R _FHF
0

A. fo~,directed the Enterprises to 
reduce their risk '?;f£}f\JJ:i~J h~ir tmdeX~~\in~ ~R~'ph~·B,fJf~·n~~rds FHF A will continue 
these efforts and\~i!J ensure thijl Jhe EnterpJii'(fenforce ilie:fopresentations and warranties in 
their contracts witli'~Qr.gage syp..pliers. 'ff 

'"{@it:. ..:/1;t:im1t::;~~;::~-.·. tft:; 
..... ::::.::::1:1:1:~::?.: ..... ,.. ·:·::.::~~.:.{! ... -.:.:.:;:::"::~:::~.:;;.:.: .. : .. -.-. _:::;.:::: ... 

Pro!,z4ff kriit"Sh~t-ing. Riikr,:;haring°i'J6t~;ee11 ihe;Enterprises and other market participants 
cat11i {helpful in pfis"w~11g ifiJ.w..ck to th~Erii~rprises' on their guarantee foe pricing. For 
exanip).e,,. if the markelpfice, to alfiiQ/1.l;> a portion of the Enterprises' risk exposure is greater 
than the .pgce being chargid<on the ii6t.;intee fee, this might be a signal that prices would 
need to ina~~t:,to attract pff.y~te capii;L More accurate price discovery would then be 
established ~ 6tlt~.market g~"f:11petition. FHFA intends to evaluate different options for the 
Enterprises to shai{tj~~ a~ttpig various parties to a transaction. 

·~·::\i\;j{)(}t!· 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3 

STABILITY, LIQUIDITY, AND ACCESS 
IN HOUSING FINANCE 

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3 _1: PROMOTE STABIL1TY IN HOUSING MARKETS BY 
MITIGATING SYSTEMIC RISK AND CONTRIBUTIN<;,<.f.Q:f HE RECOVERY OF HOUSING 
AND FINANCIAL MARKETS. .,;(:-\::}''',f;y,. 

···{{t·· ,·, !:/! 

.. :~{;_.~,. ··:}(!}\ .. 
.. /:?t·t~'. ~\{\/.,; 

Mitigate Systemic Risk. The Dodd-Frank Act esf~biished the Financfaf Stability Oversight 
Council (FSOC) to identify risks to the finandij'' <)bility of the U11.ited.,St4te~ that could arise 

from the financial distress, fa ilure, or activities, ~r · e firnw§'ii.tl instituti~;~ ::19,,promote market 
discipline; and to respond to emergipg.tb.reats to the iJ#j~fihe nation's tin'ii:tt:<lial system. 
FHF A, as a voting member, will coatµt{iii:°fq.\,\'Ork closeIJJy.1~!1 FSOC and its member agencies to 
identi fy emerging risks and mitigate sy~t~,Iriid~e,sits lo th~ nJ~ncial system. FHF A will 
contribute to market stability through o,{i_~ivg ~~~~t ~µrveiliIJ; ,~nd timely dissemination of 

infonnation on hoi1S:~Jt~~~;~1'.,,, ., · trl:}\/.,:t.:lt~i0i?t.::t::,Irt.,",:\Ft 
Promote Stability i1i 1-(Q./t,si11g Mat kt rs. Home:fttirition initiatives, such as loan modification 
and refinancing prograniii :«>uld aijd,~\' eligible lfoET,pwers to realize more favorable rates or tem1s 

on their mo.j1g9g!!~ w1d potJ~{1j~I1.f if&fu~~Jh~ sca1J\1:f defaults and foreclosures. Such initiatives 
can rediJ." lcikJ~HJ'tBi: Enteq5rii.Js. and ~ t'il~i\q.Jo l.if6ater stability and liquidity in housing 
mark/ HFA will ~;k~iyely ci'iged in d;~,ldi>'ping prudent home retention programs and 
foreclosi:1re:ajternatives incf'1cl111g refi't.t~Hients to the Home Affordable Modification Program 
(HAJv[P) a~J>· . e Afforda b{~~efina~~g Program (HARP) that offer troubled homeowners 

loan modificatl .· . fi.nancing'gppo,tunilies or other foreclosure alternatives. A successful 
home retention progtjfm,. would ~filiance access to finance by borrowers; reduce risk exposure to 
the Enterprises, thereb°y:fuip.i1~g their losses; and stabilize housing finance. FHF A will also 
work with the Departmerii'~i.Ji&using and Urban Development (HUD) and Treasury to consider 
alternatives in disposing ofREO properties owned by the Enterprises and the Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA) using approaches that are tailored to the needs and economic conditions 

of local communities. 
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Pf:Rl:Q~~f:'ft.GQAL J~2: AsSURE LIQUIDITY IN MORTGAGE MARKETS 

Federal Home Loan Banks: The FHLBanks' core mission is to serve as a reliable source of 
liquidity for their member institutions in support of housing finance. The importance of the 
FHLBanks as a source of liquidity for member financial institutions became evident during the 
financial credit and liquidity crisis that began in 2007. FHLBank advances to members 
increased from a pre-crisis level of$640 billion on June 30, 2007 to an all-time high of$1.0I 
trillion on September 30, 2008. Subsequently, liquidity conditip9.:s in financial and banking 

markets changed dramatically as deposits grew at depository. ifi4ilhitions while loan demand 
diminished as a result of weak economic conditions. As.9.<:§.~equence, member use of 
FHLBank advances fell significantly at each of the FHJ;~£ilit:41vances to member institutions 
declined 60 percent from their peak in September }OQ.S 't6 $400.bil/i(H) in September 2011. 

FHF A will ensure that the FHLBanks continue.t~::~foll their statutd\¥)n,ission of providing 
liquidity to their members. 11Ji;t ·;;'H1\L. 

: ~~-;:.;,.. 

The Enterprises: Although the Enterprises are und6j%mser~~f9tship, the Ei~t~fui:ises must 
continue to serve as a reliable sourc\;)' i f.J\9.uidity for hb*-tiigi1i1ance, principaJJ5ilhrough their 
mortgage securitization programs. FFAf.A\~,~gategic Plii( ~1yisions the Enterprises in 
conservatorship supporting housing fo1Jfice: &{Matsp anticip~t~s)nitiatives that contribute to an 
increase in the role of priy!!,!9 s,.ources of JJp jtal iri'h~~iµi fin~ii~ ):1,1.ltimately diminishing the 

role of direct and ind4~¢.t;go~~mment suppcig: W4ii~F.a®.i;~Jvlae'a£:d Freddie Mac are in 
conservatorship FHF~\\,iU wo;k:\f tth the Ddp~JM~l,~fti~'~;1:r¢asury to assure that they 

continue to provide liqui@.y to thi i~ndary tri~tkets in a manner consistent with the objective 
of eventually wit,4drawing'.i ~Ye~~)l:( i,µJ)port. \\:, .-~.:::}t:t:)tf :Y:t:fat::_._ ·:~.::<-.::::.::.;c::: >:-·: --.; --::::/:;);-;-;!;-.-. :>>~. 

•-- ·--«, . •··:..·;\~-· 0?f:·::: ':;§:'.:: .{<~·;;>:::~,_-.•, ., <•-~;k:l:; ;,-~!:,: 

PERFORMANCE d6AL 3'j t iEXPAND ACCESS TO HOUSING FINANCE BY 

DIVERSE Fil\i'!\!'ICIAL INSfJlfVTIOJ~\~ D BORROWERS 
<::;:~:,:;::··., ·:;:?:::~:. 

Even in liquid maiJ&;t~,. some quaH:fied financial institutions and bo1Towers may face baniers to 

finance as a result oitm.~rrec.r:int'onnation, insufficient market activity, or inability to attract 
capital due to their size 6f.::i\'~~j jf specialization. Especially during times of market uncertainty, 
some smaller or niche finaiigal institutions may face disruption in their access to finance. FHF A 
is committed to assuring that qualified financial intennediaries and other entities have fair and 

equitable access to finance and to those services offered by the Housing GSEs for which they are 
eligible. In particular, minority- and women-owned instiutions should be included in the 
activities of the Housing GSEs. 
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Pf:Rl:Q~~f:'ft.GQAL J ~4.: IMPROVE THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF HOUSING 

FINANCE AND PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE 

Reform the Current S.v1·tem. The mortgage and financial crisis revealed many weaknesses 
throughout the entire chain of single-family mortgage finance. As a result of the housing crisis, 
the operating environment and roles of housing market participants have changed. Many fim1s 
have withdrawn from the market or hesitate to more fully participate. To improve the current 
system of housing finance and set improved standards for the future, FHF A has introduced a 
series of initiatives to ensure a safer, more effective, and efficiep\:housing finance system. 
FHF A expects that these improvements, which include cha1;1g~'ilt6 mortgage seniicing, servicer 
compensation, and improved data and transparency, wi ll;-1i~?fo91e greater confidence among 
potential market participants and will result in increasi41\~~idity:from private sources of capitaL 
IA Ifie eaAliRg )'8ars, FHF A will ~YS1fkJ9F.!lfs!ee p1et.(d¢ti~g these iiittiJ:tJives as market conditions 
evolve. As described in the following sections,( fI,:WA intends to deiir?l?} series of initiatives 
and strategies that will lead to greater predictab1frw in mortgage markets a~9, consequently, 
greater confidence among stakeholders. FHF A e*fui~!S to ey~J.yate and eitti.Jr:~2just or improve 

upon these initiatives as market con~ttf~ change. '·triii!li::r:::;· . ,;,\"' 
::~::::: .. ·,, ·::::-.U'.: .. ;-.·. ···\.:~~:!\. 

Prep11re for the Future. The nation's sy~teh(9f;l1pusing fin~'iib:: is CLITTently undergoing a period 
of transition that will require both shor1:1\{fo) a~Jfoijg;;tJmn r;idn:nstrategies There are 
significant public polict4J~l~.ous and ch~i~ ahea~(~ri lfow. to ~&iih~ve au appropriatettte right 
balance between the.t~i¢Mihe.,pti\~1:e sec1:cit}fu4.,(iijfoie"6i~tx~mmen1: as housing finance 
conditions change. At 'PiJ:rt of the.,4.~liberative\!;;:'J~~ss, FHF A \Jill examine a variety of options 
across the housing delivcify)Y,~te:m/~i,~Jhe obj; c~~'~ of reducing the Enterprises' role in the 
secondar · ' ¢-m111kei\iii'iJ,-fii:0iiriatffi'!thereeiijy of the private sector. [t9\w./~4J!ji~Jjpqi 

=r,•*#mil~IB&l&E:1 
___ ____ ,- t!\lr!•!••tMll!@:R:M /ffffjij ffMJ 

j)o,I1r@~tiW: .. .. Iii¥ ...................... ·... ... ... . ......... ~t\f1i;t1iiP~14fµffo:'.i.tra.P.Jo.:t~ 9t\.:1.t¥$.P.iTums 

~~41,ti~=!;~~«~":~~---------- :a1111c1:ia111 
~;;.;. i .· 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3 - MEANS AND STRATEGIES 

• Collaborate with other federal regulator.s to identify <md address risk an d other emerging 
i.ssues. Consistent with the Government Performance and Results Modernization Act of 
2010, which requires Federal agencies to develop a co01dinated and crosscutting approach to 
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• 

achieve results, FHF A works closely with other federal regulators, for example, through its 
participation on the Financial Stability Oversight Council and the Federal Housing Finance 
Oversight Board. FI-IF A will work closely with these regulators to identify and address risk 
and to coordinate, where appropriate, thetf supervision of entities under their examination 
and supervision. This collaboration will provide FHF A with additional perspectives on 

emerging or existing risks that are identified outside of FHF A's own supervisory programs. 
FHFA will also contribute to the Federal Housing Finance Oversight Board 's assessment on 
the safety and soundness and performance of FHF A's regulated entities in FHF A's Annual 
Report to Congress (12 U.S.C. §452 I.) 

Monitor Housing Markets. FHF A's reports lo lhe... . T'<1i
1
:j:'r-<,Jµsing Finance Oversight Board 

and the FSOC and its members will address 111.oft.gflg'~ and ftrlii~9J(ll market trends that affect 
the financial condition and perfo1mance ofJlilatusing GSEs. 'f i :-~.iµiance its program for 
monitoring housing markets, FHF A will JJt.kio develop a rigorot~f llqii,sing market 

information system. Al a minimum, FHF A;fhi,a,rket rep9.1;;~. will inc1Jct€.Jh,e results from the 

M.~ijfilLy;;$ijfy~YI?.fM~tt@.g~tQ#~!~*M#:~~~~~l~t$"~&~~~~~.!.~~.?-~f-~~,.JR.~.HBWJ.jn~ ..... ,.--·· f~il.~\!,ef~~~~~~~l~~~;,;tfc~ii~;~t~:l 
1'P4 E90.110.mi9.Rt;ClO.Y~W .. A<c:t :;_:.c_i_:.·.;_•.·•.?:.·.,.·.'.·.· .. ,.·.···, ·; LLC · · 

• 

• 

·. ' ' ·<~;.:~~)\. 
··::;.:'.if{:>':. ·::::;:~::::, 

En/ranee Home Retemion Progra;/&and 1,Hiiar:i}?<!S· rn't hi fall of 2011, FHF A launched a 

series of improvemep($t~JIJ..~ Home A.ffqr_dabl~)ti~Mce Pr6~ (HARP). :i:he-HARP 
provides an OPP9.ci@fffo' fufm~nce theilfffi~!!&~ies tb;tl1,*~thomeowners whose loans are 
owned by the Eiifeiprjses and\~l99 are currep(tfu their mortgage payments but whose 
mortgages exceed thb~~~pe of,~~ii,r homes. ih:foting their abilitv to and eannet refinance. 

FHFA.fuW.¢Wfg.pe actr\t~ly(ebg1t~:jb .homefet.fnlion programs, such as HARP and the 
Hoµ.t.g:~T6"idabl& fy1p,qifi~~ti<m;J>rogra~··t~~~.W.§!l.!!~flJJY..~!-!9.9.~~9J.J>IQgf.~ffi§,as-wel+ 
as ·Gi~r .s1:1eeessor ~i~gia.ms. m ·~q<lition, FHFA will encourage the Enterprises ' lo engage in 
their d~proprietary 1J;~p:iodiff~ii9J.l programs for borrowers who are ineligible under 

HAMP.·',J/:,·. '\0fa. . '\!;. 

Pursue Cost-E/J~t{v._e Alte.r.iJ:#.tives /J!!.le-the Dispo.silion of the Enterprises' Real-Estate 
Owned (REO) Po;ift;liq~( y.'J-IF A has been working with the Enterprises to explore 
alternatives to selling.f6i~I~sedi.adiYithml properties one at a time. This initiative will be 
infunned by ideas generated through FHFA's Request fur Information (RFI), issued in 
August of 2011 and prepared in consultation with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development and the U.S. Department of the Treasury. The RFI requested comment on how 
the Enterprises could improve loss recoveries compared to individual sales, help stabilize 
neighborhoods, and, where feasible and appropriate, improve the supply of rental 
housing. As a result of this effort, FHFA expects to develop eae er tcwe pilot transactions to 

test alterna tives to individual sales and will evaluate their progress; and QQ.1;~m.ti.<!l.1Q 
~laas ta use these as a basis for broader programs. 
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• Monitor eaclt FHLBank's capital, retai11ed earnings, operations, and debt issuance. 
Ensure FHLBanks can continue to provide advances safely and soundly. FHFA will 
examine the FHLBanks' operations, internal controls, and strategic assumptions and will 

ensure tha t there are no unnecessary impediments to their ability to efficiently and 
competitively provide liquidity for housing markets through normal or stressed markets 
and during expansion and contraction cycles. In additipif[FHF A will assess and monitor 
the potential impact to the FHLBanks resulting fro ' ' ' ' revised framework for capital 
rules and new liquidity requirements under the .Bas ) µccord. 

:::;·~f :P> ··,;::r~:~: 

• Closely oversee Enterprise oper"tions ,.,. consen•a;~;;!t.ip, To promote markets 
stability and ensure liquidity in the SeQ. ' y markets FHF A ~vtllJ!.ssure that while the 

Enterprises are under oonservatorship thiiy\y~·ill operat~, in a safe ~riff;iRlllld manner and 
focus on their core business lines. ·\,\. .,,::ii} · ,{,,, 

···\~:t::., .:2:::r:;y;::··· ·>~:/;f: 
·.-·ix~;.::·f ::·f:v 

• Ensure Fair and ImpartialA&!//ii{>: 1fir Enterp}if"e~ !. Prod11cts and Services. To 
ensure fair and impartial access· . f~iis,e produat~M services, FHF'A will require 

• 

that the Enterprise.~)f~ye.rse any unW'!3rrant~'iFi{~Ji9.jl:ls o; pi!t.~lices that favor large 

institutions tti.~i1i!iid~~:\~t of srii~}!f:};1!J~)ttti~~1i;;it\, ·'cf 

Foster Fair A;2~i,,tp FHti}~nk Ad1'aJ@$.;.for all Q11alified Lenders and 
1111f!f!rW1~q,:f.rs, Ta'~~•fe:f~1{~9ce~s to ~dy~pces among member institutions, FHF A 
wtffekJffilhl]n,:1LBa;;kt fJF con~i,Win{;e v,,itkregulations requiring that they administer 

<:m¥t; affairs raff1l~i1d. in;pijtj{)Hy and ~~Hfu1.1t discrimination in favor or against any 
rrtdnber. FHF A a~~l;~es will include consideration of: 

~.:;'; .:; .. -.·. .;_-;:.;,..;:_. .;.:~;.;,:~;;, 
.,<:,,:·:• :::i:.t::.-: s::.:-: 

o <'&;hm1unity FinJd~(al Jnstii~tions 
··:I/:ht:. -··--· 

o Com11i]~t~P..~~ifdpment Financial Institutions 

o State Housin°gFinance Agencies (HFAs) 

• Monitor Acce.ss to Ho11sing M"rkets. Using its housing statistics data system, FHFA 
will produce reports on housing market conditions, identify barriers to mortgage lending 
and other types of finance and identify options that maximize consumer choice in both 
rental and homeowner housing, inclusive of lower-income residents. 
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• Oversee tlte Housing GSE.f' Affordable Housing Progr(lmS. Under the A.HP and CIP, 

FHLBank member institutions must meet certain standards of community support and 
provide assistance to first-time homebuyers. As part of its examination program, FHF A 

will continue to monitor and examine the FHLBan.k!s~ activities in support of these 
programs. FHF A will also monitor and enforce Ente1prise housing goals. Tue FHLBanks 
are also required to meet similar hotL~ing goals for their mortgage loan purchase 
programs. FHF A published a rule implementing the FHLBank goals program (7 5 FR 

81096), which became effective in January of~~um ..... :; : ........ _, ____ ...................... _, ______ , ,.-" -~~il»~lf~f: . . . . "". 
• Ensure Mi11ority and Women b,c/usion in the Ac[{if{tf)f ~r the Hou.sing GSEs. Section 

1116 of HERA requires FHF A, Fannie Mae, Fraj.gi.~M~c and the FHLBanks to promote 

diversity and inclusion of women and minorit.i&liif~ii 'atjiyities. Pursuant to FHFA' s 
final rule, which became effective on Januafy,°27, 2011 (i,:F:.R.248), FHFA will take the 

following steps: I) develop diversity st~~a,ids for employm~rit/ m.auagemenl and the 

business activities of the regulated enthf~l;J) P.t4WifW!W.~@ixiti;fui'lfflniit 3) secure _.,., .. 
status reports in accordance with prescribJdf9.1JI1ats;A))!evelop polib/~;imct'p;~~~d~~~~----

to assess compliance \\~th the:;}j~?ards; and 5):}4e,iil(f{ ~ppropriate reni~dies in the event 
of non-compliance. T}hK,,;, \fri~ 

·...-.:;-·'. ····::tr:} ·::r:~::::, 

,.~i:~} ,, :(t:. ,. . ,~,·~ ~ } 
• Facilitate the ReeJitrY.. v[the Priwl'~, $ector 1fi(ijllp11sini{M,arkets. FHF A believes that 

reliable pric9.4/i~tt~ry\ ri{ftcons1m16fJ?!19.iti~•~f~~;'/HtJE¢ by transparent and open 

&1~51&=1BiE!=~· 

'!i~~~i.ii.~1.~7'si~~.~i!~'~#i~·ii~~~'(iid~iji\<i~·~~··'· 
'.#ii'i'-~~i>!t<1•t1~!##~1I~~~!!~~li)Jify:iii;,W;••( •.':••-'=•••-· 

-':=;~~:;.~~#~,~~~:.~~;~~!.:.~~~~:!.~:i~~=~:~~~ii=~~!,e. 
!:!~0f!~~l~~~~,~:::1:f~!l~-:~!~~:i::t:~:~;~;~~~~~~y:~~~::::~::~::~~i-····-······ '11!~~,la,,A!III•:: 

• 

mortgag :~eJ,ced securitlfi FHFA will also discourage 1msound or ham1ful industry §~*~W.:¥cfibF.@M:1s!<:\1%q\J}Jq\J:: 
practices thJt~91,.1Jd jeop;ii4ize market reentry by responsible market participants. 

•:/;·;.;: :::-:;::::<· 
::;,x::t:: ·::;;;:;::;:;:· 

Improve Mortgagt 'Iff.d~esses: FI-IF A intends to fully implement and monitor the 
following improvements to mortgage processes: 

o Uniform Mortgage Data Program. FHF A's Uniform Mortgage Data Program is 
designed to improve the consistency, quality, and tu1ifom1ity of data collected at 
the front end of the mortgage origination process. This data program will reveal 
potential defects at the front end of the mortgage process, enabling the Enterprises 
to improve the quality of mortgage purchases, while also reducing the mortgage 
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repurchase risk for originators. FI-IF A expects to continually evaluate its 

mortgage data program. 

o Increase~ Transparency a11d Disclosures. For market participants to 
make fully informed decisions and to better evaluate and price risk exposure, the 

underlying tenns for critical aspects of a transaction need to be transparent and 
fully disclosed. Toward this end, FHF A will require the Enterprises to improve 
their loan-level disclosures from the point when a mortgage is originated until the 

securities derived from that loan are extinguish¢, ,FHF A also intends to ensure 
the aligm11ent of contracts. .f'··"'·''··· 

o Joint Servicing Compensation Jniti11tit'i~ ,;i ~iL ihtServicing Compensation 
Initiative seeks lo improve compen6'fton struclur6~;fqr..,servicers to incent timely 

and appropriate perfomlance in;~ff~age modifieati~~!;;:p the near-term, the . 
joint initiative should improve ·secyice for bo1rnwers, redu~@iancial risk for 
servicers, and provide flexibility t'&i\@.llfanto~{so that they diii)J:>,etter manage 

non-performing loans.:-.)~ the long-tertit':µ):i{~:&tiative should fo'~er greater 
standardization ofm6rt~~i(~rvicing pici~i~es, which will carry forward to a 
successor system of hot®iii"t~~~: lmpro\i~ :~.ervicer compensation is 
expected to attract new enfia~1ts ti>flilbnarket a'i\:gfuereby enhance competition. 
FHF A \~j,If~yi,fµa,~e altema ;'; · se1y~c~~;c:p~peri§~1on structuresaltematives, 
with tni ;Gg~efit 6°t:iM~try if~cei~U:h1,rewonse to our re.f]!!est for fef 

·' ' ,;;~latfonn and will to solieit industry feedbaek 
' .,,, FHF~~ill periodically evaluate loan servicing , ~i#.~~((~ij(~?~~t#:~~fiJf.J~~&\i@iE: ''· ···· .. :·. ·.. · ·· · ' ' <·-·······::,,, .... ·················-·~·-·-····················· ··-······-··-· " )ti!~ifi\t\ii~%i.~i.iJ~ii.~~Ji.(i.1#•i/>:o.~fi!!M~Mi: 

.{' : ,:.:<• !iJ.~f,~'~t;:~~ ass~f:~;4,af the)i; ~~~~t~~: ,f§ meet the Agency's objectives. ;~~~/i);~tft!?•(t)~t~~S~~if(~~'.~~~~ '.'. r· 
'\F~:? lntple,,,:;,~'.~e. .!eiYiSe.r.J'ici11g Alignment Initiative. ~¥.~$.rif.~.®.'i.~¥.~~J#.'tl'-~ 

·,·\•.7••,·•·P.f.9.@t{•sIJ~1.#1uuM'~@l~~4.itJ~ro.?:41n~t.r&l'ffi•t§r4.4t.mm1~m••~1•~1F.-0.ik 
·· · ·•::~?Jsas$.t•Q@;/~~1111;•~a~~'$#.ff¥.~1f ~:Sif ~J*.)>\\@.•s.f o/I~i4:fs.•~(~~3:a.ro.s.;I'§8.iJ.;'1i 

. . MJ,· ri1~tifa}&J.i~i~l@W.tii&.itf-:friff#:#t¥.ir.~M1J.WiJii4.:t@fii.ffe.i: 

~t#-i.W~f.~t~~~1:li1r.i11.~~1~~~1.,~i~i~~iw~~tr.Ji1ir,~~ij~t1~ 
Mlt.¥Mf!r?tfugifiii¥.Ni~Wk#MW,ilin#.i:~i&11Ji@~M@•rBW@liiiAAW.•twrn~i~N 
~#.J;@/ijii$.i@ii.Y~~1,fatHi#'iMfi¥.J\fqn'ih..~w.;foffoii*w?ftWf'Ui#-Y$~~ ~ii?.'fi~lM-fa 
!m.,iJil~Ip(ig~j '··-···-·-·-·-·-·································-·-·-·-· ·······················-······-;.,,-· t 

• ContrihuJ.e to Housing Fitta11ce Reform. The-transition to a different system of housing 

finance is ~H\'.iitil~-.. I~ -~~~~~-t~~~~.t.i.<?!(~J<?~!~~g. ~~-~'--~~-~i_<?~~-~~J~~.J.i:~y~ .... ·- ..... __ _ , .. -· i~~'ii~liiil1fi!,.i~~~ii¥¥i~·tJ~~#{ 
developed housing reform proposals for discussion, with. More praposals am likel;i to 

~feiwafd.-ana-tt-i&-~at-theif-~r~ns-will-ruwe varying 
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• 

• 

implications for the roles of the Housing GSEs, the federal government, and the private 
sector. FI-IF A intends to actively participate in the housing refom1 debate. To infonn the 
deliberative process and faci litate adoption ofassist in the national transition to an 
improved system of housing finance of the future, FI-IFA intends to disseminate its 01..vn 
studies and evaluate and comment on research developed by outside parties. FI-IF A 
anticipates presenting testimony on the future of housing finance, as requested, and will 
prepare reports and other communications for consideration by the legislative branch, the 
executive branch and FHFA's stakeholders. 

De••elop and AnalJ,ze Alternatil•e Enterprise Transµ;Jfr Plrms. The post
conservatorship status of the Enterprises will d~P:~~-~~future public policies. As a point 
of departure, FHF A will ensure that the oper.~tfo:wi' of the:~~terprises are supported by 

standards and processes essential to succe~S:fi.'il'housing fiii1~c~.rransactions. In doing SO, 

FHFA expects to increase confidence ~ajo~g~arket participari.~i) J'o assist in the policy 
deliberations on the future of the Enterprises, FHF A will identify\ind,.evaluate alternative 

transition plans and respond t~ plans prop6~~\:f Z ~~~,-tij(:faL. _. ::,;::¥:1~::F ............. _ ...... __ ... "-{#Mihii~~'i~ @F@tfy&~~~rVii% 'if '~~!) C:) 

;:){\:>:~ ·.-:r:·~;.:;·f::·f:v ···-·.· 

Establish the Future Roles J4fcihi;F.PLBanki t{iµentifying foture roles for the 
FHLBanks, FHF A is comrnitt~J9 i~~t~prf.~en,~ifli~g:papitaliz~ on thei.r strengths 

;::~~~~;~~:~~~~~~~~t~~~1;~r:i1~~~~~~{,;J~I«i:~~~;~;~:~;;;1~t;;~~~~~~~,-----··-· :~i.!l;.~rl~~~~l~~il~!r: 
nationwide li)!ikages to len<iei:s and theif:'96:tiitnuniti~ Y}l'he FHLBanks can serve an ~~J1/p::,;:,7t;: =\:177'.0??\7:':} '"'"' 
important rol~'iit\l9.ordinatiri~ and aggi~f4ting resource~ to deliver to their members. 
Throug_l~ their hoJsl~g.~n4.~6,~µpity in~iJ,1J.nent programs, the FHLBanks also have a 
brni&ifitj\~g~kof coriri$11,~ify:Qi i:\i:)J;tA,tjtuti~Jt.~. FHF A intends to identify ways the 

<:~Bank Sy~~&.:ern fit~~f the ob];;ctif~~ ~Ya safer, more effective and efficient 
fil?}~ing finance sy~t~ thafpr~xides broad and inclusive access to finance. As part of 

th/b.'61:~µig reform ddi.~t~, FHFA):mtends to evaluate ways in which the FHLBanks can 
sup~ii{U)i;l_transition td;;~~i:nore liq&id, safer system of housing finance. 

';:<:;:<:;~ :i<':; 
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

Managing FHF A's resources successfully is critical to goal and mission achievement. Strategic 
Goals and expected outcomes cannot be achieved without prudent and effective management of 
resources to ensure that the right people, funds, supplies, physical space, and technology are in 
place. In addition, achievement ofFHFA's goals requires coll~J;>qration and coordination by all 
staff and across all offices and divisions within FHF A · · ··· 

FHF A has developed three resource performance goal~J~~~\gjf:~p-oss the Agency's strategic 

goals that will involve staff at all 1eve1s across the &sinJY. 111Js~:~rformance goals are 
intended to provide our examination and missio1f P.t9gntm staffs v.{t~~U of the skills, tools, and 
materials they need in a timely and seamless ctiariM~ so that they are ~B1J.1& achieve their 
individual performance goals and, thus, FI-IF Af; ~tp/egic goals. Ufli.mpedeil?y, resource 

shortfalls. • · ,~:.. .<:(;.:/ ·· ·}?"; 
i;:;:/: .. ~;:;:)}.::/f' .ff" 

EXPECTATIONS OF El\'IPLOYEES 

FHFA expects its employees to conduct themselves consistent 
with FHFA 's values and/or every employee to: 

• Contribute to improving the agency's operations and working 
environment; 

• Offer conclusions and solutions supported by analysis that takes 
into consideration facts , contex t, and alternate views, free of 
undue or inap1>ro:priateinfluence; and 

• Treat each other with .courtesy and respect, irrespective of grade 
or position 

ANTICIPATE RESOURCE NEEDS 

Careful and collaborative planning is necessary to e11Sure that FHF A's Strategic Plan for 2012-
2016 is supported and Agency resources are available to support planned activities. FHFA 
management, technical and program support persoJlllel, and administrative staff will work 
together to develop long-term workforce, acquisition, and technology plans as well as logistical 
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plans for space, supplies, and transportation that align with strategic and annual plans. These 
plans will be modified as necessary to remain relevant in the face of shifting priorities or 
unanticipated extemal events and will identify the skills, funding, and all resources necessary to 
achieve planned FHF A results and specify the timeframes for acquiring the needed resow·ces .. 

ACQUIRE RESOURCES IN A TIMELY AND EFFICIENT MANNER THAT PROMOTES 

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 

FHF A acquires its resources through munerous administrative qelivery systems. The recruitment 
system identifies and hires employees with the necessary skm~nte contracting system is in place 
to purchase the technology, goods and services required [.9.f;fN.f A to get its job done; and the 
financial and budgeting systems makes sure fl Ir A has-Jh~ h{dnh to hire people and purchase 
what it needs and to account for its expenditures. 9.Bt\J& exist\{~1h,i1:1 these administrative 
systems that can be used to tailor the acquisiti AP:fofoach to the si~ti.{m. For example, if 
timeframes are tight, a very different approach : , t be taken when thib.'¥?~~!.!red resow·ce is 
scarce; or, traditional approaches might need to b~) Jtered to 9.~.certain all 's¢gments of society 
are included in FHFA's contracting a!ld hiring. FHF@ manag&fuent and adntlilis.trative staffs 
will develop and execute the most ti~J.a.:nd efficient''ii¢qri.fJ1tion strategies thai'~nsider all 
aspects of the resource need, inclu~['ffiF:A.:-~pbjectiv~Yd)J.c.,hieve diversity. 

.... .. .......... ·· :;··:.>:::. 

APPLY CONSISTENT POLICIES ANti:fNT;~~CQNT~bis TO OPERATIONS ... · .. -.· .. ·.· .. ·.· .. ·. :;.~:=:~~,;. ..g;('.:~: :;\·;;'.· ·:, . :::;}?; 

Acquiring the neces~W,i~~ur&f l9. achiev6;W:hlJJNjkoalfahi:hmi:;ion is costly in terms of 
time, energy, and m;ri'ey~a,nd, on6~:fu place, r~~ijt6es must be managed throughout their life 
cycles to optimize contrib~tl:9ps to,dii~4ieying FI-IfiJt;; goals and mission. Defined policies and 
processetige.!~9.q(s.1111:\.help'n;ii~~g;;r;;is{u.:e. qµality;~nd timeliness through systematic 

•:·~·::,c,:•A,·;,~ · · ·-·;,;·:A·:~c:;•,~ ··::/;,; --- ., •'.•.,~:.,.:/•,, •:\/ 

operatJq1'.!$.hs well as·eqi.u,tability/ · managmjf¢pt of our human resources and contracting 
etforts'.;"Jittch policies a~d processes .o help to ~l~rify expectations for employees and contract 
staff in te~l9f what their ;bi*(and Jtp2µsibilities a;e in achieving FHF A's goals and missions 
and help ma11ag~l.i\ tO evaluate pmgress ana'results in a consistent manner. FHFA will develop 
and instit1.1tional1z~~pcies and:#t/mdardize processes to be applied in the course of examination 
work across the entii.'if~~~ncy '. ~\ii.Cl the work and results achieved by FHF A will be evaluated 
systematically to deteriiilµ'e.j(f~ources are being utilized most effectively and identify 
improvement opportunities}}. 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS 

Stfn~gie-P.IGruting-i&-an .. The FHF A's Strategic P Ian _2012-20 l 6jy_l!~A<:!~':!)~I?¢ _t~~1:1-&LI!!~ _. _______ .: ,. -· -- Formatted: Line spacing single 

!rn~!!-cl.~.iY!~ .. P..t!?.'?.~~-i:terative Ofl going process within FHF A. .~.1i.~!h.s.v.i!1.\IJ).f.e.Jb?.m .. lb.~.A<?.ti.ng '. ,.,, Formatted: Font: Not Italic 
Director, the strategic goals for FI-IF A's Strategic Plan 2012-2016 were deliberated during a 
two-day retreat .that.included FHF A manazers.and subject .matter .e;,,"Perts .... An initial.draft .of the 
plan was published for comment on FI-IF A's website. overa 30._dav period during Julv of201 I. 
The stin of the Ian. trikiii :frit 'coiiiideiatiori em"': iee:tind sfiikeholdeioomments1 was then --·· .. .............. ................ ..... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . . ______ ,po ____ l&, _________ _p _______ , _______ ig ____ Q·-----·-·-·-·-·-· ·-·-----~9:)L ·--- --·-·---·---·-·-·---·--·---·-·---·~==~-_ . •c;@m.e:n.tJS:~J.,2.l?. ""'~d t;, v~jlfY. w.n.~(i~~~•;·••• 
followed !:>.x.robust consultation and meetingJ; within F~A '·~ :J1.roduce a strateg_ic_pJan that •;~;~;•:::::: '' :: :::::::::::: '' ; ;, ;; ;,; ;;; ;;; ;;; ;;, ;;; ;;; ,. 

would enable FHF A.to meet the man_y challenges ahea,,di.i.Go'at~~hievement will be carried 
through FHF A's Annual Perfom1ance Plans ... To _m0,11itor _pro_gres~ft!lward goal achievement, 
FHF A senior_manag_ement will meet on a .12erioq\¢.l)js'is_to identi ·• ·· cles_ that might_prevent_a 
gQal.frnm.b:e.iogachieYe4 .... m.a4diliQo...ea.c.h.fl.miA"emp!oye.e .. wj! .~r.fon.lli\nc.e.plan 
and individual deveJopJMntJtl.an aligned to acii·tevin_g_EHF A's strategic.plan objectives. 

···.;~·.; ,' • •,••.;. 

fu-Felm!a-1y-W-l-~--F-r-lFA--bega1t-tfle-pr,~~s-~re¥is )fits--Strategio-· &-J3f-O¥ide 
dir-eot-ie1-1-afld-.foous--ift-aehie¥ing-i-ts-i-~ 'l-,,a$-<t-resut1~ t:ii~\lerot-legislat-ie1-t-aet-ioos-meruding-t-he 
Dodd-Fr-aAk-Aot.--·+OO·guieaooe·pr-0v·id@:·tiilifu.~i~tr-ategi-0:pI~~:P,;fO-vides·a·tnUOO·neede<l-0asis--fu.r 
defin-ing-FHFA=s--0urrilnt-·and··RNUfe-rnlefa~~:eoo~t\;iat9fc,···Th;:iifi n:-aims·to-pr-0vtde·IM·most 
real-isti-0.foUf·j<eaF·fm·~W.€!i.l{f9.1;,Ff.-lFA-f~jt1g- .,, '' "' · · ing-~;~¢fiservit1g--assets-;-ensur·i-ng 

m~tahilil;y-an.d-{~ili~~finii\i~. '· : :~neetffim-fu~r+. 
·:::,.:···; •...•.. . .._ . :<._ 

1'-he~-began-'n-itl1'.g]:fa,,jew-0fl tberageooiij:st-ra-tegie-plat1s-as--well-as--w-0rk-it1g--thfoogh 
the·t1e•,vlj\~$_1~~il;~},}o-v~~~{ P.~if-0ifu~.ll~·ari~Results--ModemiwtWflA-0t--0f-'.lOl0 
(GPR .-·.···.··,, '.st;a~fu'-~11Js.a;~~j;~rfom1a-;:;~'g~1.t,lslf-0m-the-F-WA··F-¥--20-l··l·-Afinool 

.,. ':<': ·::::,:,::_ , . ::d· 

pmvik bJG.l<~guna-and di~~~-fur~]~ ~~tegic ~nfling-prooess: 
::::::~:,:;::··., ·:;:?:;:: 

After-a-lar-ge--i1~J{ill.;.t:-eerga-m~J~'t;4hi&.fou-r-yea-r--&ra-tegie-Pktt1-,>rillilf-O¥ide-dtr-eetieft-and 
foOl{s- •t0-FHFA:-1na~Jll;m.J~l-a4 \~t«-ff---1\ .i-ensufe•G000Unlabil1ty-of-r-ntH1agern--aue-staff.for--gon+ 

a-O!'li0vement, F-HFA:-t-1S~'.'.&f}fty-ef.meoha-aisms-t1.He-vie-w-pr-eg-ress~ewar-d-oohfe,.ing-aflflttal 
perferraaaoe geals eutl~d il:i~re delail m the Am1ual Pe.iJennanee Plaa. FHFA's senior 
m.atu1gernent-meets-oo-a--Ejl:lllfteA~1:1s&afly-eest:aoles or issues-t,hat,..wel:!!4-f>F&Velit-& 
geal-fl"0m-being-a£bi{i)ved,.--E-vety-FHFA--empleyee'-s-aftll«al-:i@-per-foanat10e-pla-n-a£1d-iootvieHal 
derel(:)pmet1t--pltHr-is-a+igned-iv1-supper-t-ef.fue-kmt1n+-P-er-fet1t1av1ee-.Plitn--(-AP-P:),---J.&oodtti-en, 
Flf.-IFA-employeoo--ar<il-r-ate<l-at100ally-,base<l-011--their--pe£fur-n1aooe-it1-<tehi<ilvit1g-r(:)SU!ts-ti1at-lead--10 
the-aooie-vemei'1t-,ef-tlw-F-J.II<-A',&·gool&.· 

GONSUL'.f1\T-ION--AM}..0Uf-REAGH 
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F-HFA=f;--Iminagemeat--was--pr-0'o'-ided--with-an--0ppOFtW1ttf·t0-pw-vide-tnput--t0-tl-1e-de~~lopmenl--0f 
this-stro-teg-io-plat1,···-fa.additwn;·F-HFA-r-eqMested-oomn.ent-fr-0m-emplo-yees--and-0ther 
st-aket1eWem--ttn0---the--pu~!w-On41-1e-OUFToot-F--HF-A--Sfrote-gi-e--Pl~--..'LJ()..J.6,tl-1r-OUgh---a--posttsg 
on our website over a 30 day period in July 2011 . All comments and suggestions 1.vere carefully 

revi.ewecl-tl-fld-inooi:pen.tted--iflte--this-'l:1J*lated-plafl·'>Vhefe-i1J,pre-l)fi&te:-
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PSPA Amendment Q&A 

GENERAL: 

[E ric & Matt) What is the purpose, necessity and meaning of these changes? 

• [This ~fJp.JJJdhltktlfigkJli ; igJtffr~~t tlNtJ'p.iiih~ illbt@it l .......... .... .... ............. ..... -.z · :f:.:mt1~~:it1J)!~i~ifJt1t~i ~tHf~im 
o F.irs t!._it \~OU.I~ ~~1ate the ~i~illmtik~'ffiea~JiyH'i udmgili:e. GSE i'dh~aiud~ (fr~~J1Vi~fi~~¥~~~cri11J!~~i~1 
o ~:::~:::::~::;~~ -~~-~;~:;~ ·;~~-i~~~ -~~~~~-~~ -~~-;;·~~ -~~-~~;;~;-~~~~------ ------ii~f lf :~i,:~~Ji~~·H,f ~~,· I 

• 

• 

• 

uxpayers for their investment in those finns. 

O Finally, it would reduce future draws under the PSPAs so that such draws would 

only be made when needed to fond quarterly net losses. 

In making these changes, Treasury has sought to support three key objectives: Kif~~g 
<1p,f11J a;iliie.).{f.i dI1c(F,re.~ic#.e. i\iiac;'[2lP!~~~~~g -~~~~Y.~!. /1_1_~~~-~~~~-~~1.<J_ (?)_ ~1!:>.l!~g_ ~~ _ ... _ -------
continued flow of mortgage credit during a responsible transition. 

Our conunitment to ensuring Fannie Mae and Freddie l\•lac have sufficient capital to honor 

all guarantees issued now or in the future and meet all of their debt obligations remains 

rn1changed. 

The Administration will not pursue policies or refonns in a way that would impair the ability 
of Fannie Mac and Freddie Mac to honor their obligations or diminish confidence in the 

solvency of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

(Adam) What are the current terms of the Senior Pre ferred Stock Purchase Agreements 
(PSPAs)? 

• The current capacity on Treasury's fonding conunitment under the PSP As equals $200 

billion plus the cumulative net worth deficits experienced during 2010, 2011, and 2012, less 

any stup lus remaining as of December 31, 2012. 

• At the end of 2012, the fonding commitment capacity under the PSPAs will be fixed 

pennanently, and the remaining PSPA capacity will be limited to approximately $149 billion 
for Freddie Mac and $125 billion for Fannie Mae. The remaining capacity is different for 

each GSE since it reflects the $200 billion commitment less the draws prior to 2010. 

• Any subsequent draws whether to fund a net loss and/or dividend payments to T reasury 
would reduce tl1e limited remaining PSPA capacity available to each GSE. 

..... 
;i§i,m. ~Iii( iiie~ii~ i WI••i •r,;~iJ\(~m,wcJc;-\~#id1} 
'ef.ii~"I!~ ~ tli~.Pi~~mt•ti~!l:49.i.'li?: 1'-WM J•••> 
liettei'loiiilj~l~re.jiiii,,;t~iiiiirfgiige:fiiliinciiig,~ci.i·· 

,t .brltrg:bac!l::jX'IY.ati!i~PfiaW~,• • ;;,;•,;;> >;;; •;•;;• • ;;; 
11:1::: ·:::.::.:::: ··· ····-·-···.···· ···· ··· ·.·-·111 111:-:: 1:1:···· ···· ··-··.·-·111 111: 
:-i~ii.iii"~r.~~(iiit6<ii:~iiiiii~<lji~ liii~ i>iiiiigf Y 
:tl).';> GSJ, to. j\;soli~,titi~t>Joi:1:10.~s ri\9re:~sgt'*i1,~J.)(: 
]J;.il;Lf~f)if ¥®M1~~f~ft~t tt~~.¥\?:f~~:· 
····· ····· ··· ··· ········· ·· ··· ··· ··· ····· ·· ·· ·· ··· ··· ··· ······ 

llA4~ml Wba~ ~®.$;:ilii$. ag~®~n!e.hi~li~h°ge.:~,ia\vhy~-__ __ _ ... _ ... _ ... __ __ __ __ ___ __ _ ... _ ... __ __ __ __ ___ __ _ ... __ / --f ~~~~:,,.tt~ii,4Ji iii~o~~~ij~iq; .... ..... ml 
• &pla,-e the fixed 10 pemnt dividend tvith a net wo-rth s1JJeep dipidend - Quarterly dividend payments 

starting in 2013 ·will equal the positive net word1 of tl1e GSEs (i.e., GAAP assets less 

liabilities at quarter end), less a defined Applicable Capital Reserve Amount. 
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• Accelerate the u,ind-donm of the retained invest!llent portfolios - TI1e required reduction rate for the 

retained .investment portfolios will be increased to 15 percent from 10 percent per annum 

beginning at year-end 2013 i1ntil such time that each GSE's portfolio reaches a target $250 
billion balance ($250 billion was set in the original PSPA) . 

• Require a11 annual risk management plan be delivered to Treasury - On an annual basis, each GSE 

,vill submit to Treasury a plan that details the steps it will take to reduce the financial and 
operational risk profile associated ,vi.th both their mortgage guarantee and retained 

investment portfolio businesses in order to he4) protect taxpayers from future losses. 

[Adam) H ow d oes the full income sweep operate? 

• Beginning with the fmancial results as o f 1 Q 2013, and each quarter thereafter, all positive 
net worth above the Applicable Capital Reserve Amount at each GSE will be transferred to 

Treasury in the form of a dividend. 

O Net worth is defined as net assets minus net liab ilities (per GAAP) 

o No dividends are paid when there is a net worth deficit or a positive net worth below 

the Applicable Capital Reserve Amount 

• Over time, this wi.ll result in all positive net income generated by the GSEs is paid to the 
govenunent and will likely exceed the amount that would have been pa.id if the 10% was still 
in effect. Furthermore, this amendment eliminates d1e circularity of payments and preserves 

for the GSEs their respective PSP A draw capacity. 

[Beth - need Pete r to review]J What are the e nforcement mechanis ms to e ns ure the GSEs 
me et these new re quirements? 

• The PSPAs and their amendments constitute legally binding contracts between the GSEs 
and Treasury. Therefore, these amendments, like the rest of the agreements are a valid and 

legally binding obligation of the GSEs to fulfill. 

• [If either party to the contract - the GSEs or Treasury - do not fulfill their obligations, they 

are enforceable in court.) 

• There are laws of general applicability, such as bankruptcy and insolvency laws, that could 

supersede in court and limit enforceability. [However, these are limited in nature and typical 

of financial contracts between two parties.] 

[Be th) H ow will this plan he lp families seeking mortgage c redit, troubled homeowners, and 
the broader housing marke t? 

• Aliliough there are signs of housing market stabilization, there are many troubled borrowers 
who contim1e to face hardship. These amendments help support the contim1ed flow of 

mortgage credit and bring greater stability to the housing market in several ways. 

2 
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• It helps to ensu re that mortgage credit remains available on reasonable tenns, beeat1'Se 

11t~i:k~t·r11rticir11nt~·will·e0t1~~·t{:)·h11ve--«>1tfiaen€t'·ut·the·G&&itbili:ty·t&'inret-tts 
guam:ntce·obligations:· Until the private sector reemerges as a significant source of financing 

for the mortgage market, the GSEs will serve the critical role of providing mortgage credit to 

first time homebuyers as well as those borrowers looking to refinance into a lower rate loan. 

Market.participants .will continue .to .have. confidence in the .GSEs. ability. to. meet.its 

gi.um1J.t1:s: .. Qb.l.igati.Q1J.~.,,in,.p.ilxt.hs:c,1M~e.1,:h.angj.t,1g.the.s:Ji.v.:is:km:J . .tQ.i1.1let:w.~et..~:w.e~.IU\':ill 
px1:.strYt .. G.S&'..b.on:mvi.ng.c.ap.acicy,.The.GSEs .. willno.loJ1ge..t11eed.to.b.ormiN .. fro.m.the 
T reasury .merely .to .meet .a.10 .percent dividend requirement. 

o It is important that credit worthy first time homebuyers are able to access mortgage 

credit so that they can help reduce excess housing inventory in many communities. 

O Refinancing helps put more money in families' pockets so they can pay off debt or 
use for other expenses. 

• rrhe ~~ ~~~~g~tri~~~:p1a$. ~g~~i}:~~,. ~( ~~~ .G~~. <?.~. ~~. ~~\l~l. ~~!>~~.i!>. ~-~~<:~.t~~ ~~ ........ .... . _,... ,. {:i:foini$nf (:BR5Ji Of~tioii<>:*l,i~owil~, l 
encourage activities that help troubled borrowers with loans guaranteed by Fannie Mae or 

Freddie Mac. This could include asset sales of troubled loans to specialty servicers, which are 
better equipped to assist borrowers with a m ortgage m odification or find other ways to keep 

families in their homes.) 

l[BiihJ;lla.w w.lltihi~if dt'a~~ ( h.Hr 6H6g p.rcN~il ~iiIMtii:OfoY.k ~& tll~ ihiir~ gd ni i~t t' .. .... . _ r - ., • 

• These changes, in combination with other conuuit:m ents by FHF A, such as gradually 

increasing guarantee fees, will help b ring pricing in line with private market participants so 

that they begin to again take mortgage credit risk. 

• As part of these changes, Fannie l\fae and Freddie Mac will be required to submit a risk 

management action plan each year that will provide clear goals and timetables for the GSEs 
to red uce the risk of the mortgages they guarantee as well as their mortgages they hold as 

investments in their retained portfolios. 

• We expect these plans to include ways that Rrivate sector will b• to take on.some of the 

G. S.E.~.~.mg.i;tg,t~.~r~4i.t risk.. ean-be--selel-er-mewecl--tt>-the-priva-te--seet-m:--iu.--oroer-to--be-tter 

proteet-~ ·ttS"well·ttS"-att-raet-pri""'-:tte·-investors-·b:tek·iflt<:rthe-mtttket: 

• ·····.~W.S~~li\#.i~{~~ t'it~~Mb.·~Jp/¥.tikii t~#f~~~-ti~fod·~¥.¢k.\~¥:~;~~~~-~µ~jfi 
1:1ieflid'pl'eusm:tfu:t:pnfat2-uiortw·mv~st(:Y.n;fi ;iw.s'clp't'iidiM~;;f:;Farutlc.;au~lfid.taic. 
~~~\~~:i~~~~s)-#l~-~11P~$.i#~~ff>f;~l~-~-i!1~-~h1gifiii~~~ 
mii!#.<it;~ ~~~ t9 ~~:~M~ fu ~~~fSti~~~$; L ........................................ __ ... -· 

(Adam) When will these c hanges become e ffec tive? 

• "Ibe amendment is effective immediately, and the dividend payment change will become 

effective starting with the first quarter 20 13 ean1ings. 
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(Adam) Without this amendme nt, do you think the Enterprises would become insolvent? If 
so, w he n? 

• Today, we believe that the GSEs arc folly able to meet all current obligations. However, the 

earnings 01-1tlook at the GSEs is difficult to fo1-ecast and is subject to speculation. 

• -·Give1t -ottr·inte!l:t·i:e-wina~e,,v-n-tli:e·GS&<:>ver··time;·cl1e-eia1Hmg:H).pereent-1.l:tvidencl 

strm:turc·-eould·potcntially·bceomc·l:lllsustainablc:··T hcrcforc;·'wc·madc-·thc·appropria-tc 

changc·tO·~haagc·clivi<lcnd ·tO··foll·itteome·~wccp-. 

• ·····Tuis·Changmg ilie 10 percent cliviclencl payment to a net worth sweep " rill help ensure 

finan cial stability of GSEs and that the taxpayer will be the beneficiary o f the income.Jf_the_i.!; 

net earnings should be insufficien.tJQ.pa~the 10 percent dividencl....th.e swee_p_will enable 

Jmm..lR...Fil.Y.-W.h~.u.hs,Y .. l;.fill.IDth.Q!.!tX~\Jiril;ig.a!!4itiQru!I.R.2xm.wi.n~.Jmm..tb.uKMMcy.Jb.ru: 
would.constrain .their overall_borrow·ings_a.pJtcizy . .I f they shoultl.perfonn well enough to.Jli!y 

a. dividend.greater .ilian 10 percent,. taxpayers. will recover. ilieir.investment sooner. 

• ..... Since.we .intend. to wind. do"'1.1. the .GSEs. over. time.,. the. GSEs .do .not.need. to. retain income 

in.excess. of.amounts .required.to.pay the.10.percent.dividend. 

(Ankur) \Vhat were the previous amendme nts to the PSPAs and why were those made? 

• Over last several years Treasury has taken steps to ensure financial stability of GSEs and 

help the housing market most effectively. 

• On September 6, 2008, FHFA, as regulator of the GSEs, placed both into conservatorship. 

0 At tltat time, their combined guaranteed mortgage-backed securities (MBS) 

outstanding totaled more than $5.4 trillion and their share prices had fallen sharply. 

o The goals of conservatorship, as stated by FHF A, included helping to restore 

confidence in ilie GSEs, enhmcing the GSEs capacity to fulfill their missions, and 

mitigating the systemic risk that had contributed directly to instability in the housing 

market. 

• At the same time that FHFA placed tlte GSEs into conservatorship, Treasury provided 

capital support by ente1iog into a Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement (PSPA) ,vith 

each GSE, acting through FI-IFA as ilieir conservator. The PSP.As were intended to provide 

confidence to the market that the GSEs woi1ld remain solvent. 

O The initial Treasury fundit1g conunitment was $100 billion for each GSE. 

0 In May 2009, Treasury increased the fundit1g conunitment caps to $200 billion for 

each GSE. 

0 In December 2009, Treasury replaced the fixed $200 billion cap with a fonnulaic cap 

that increases the amount of capital support available through the PSPAs by the 

amotmt of draws between January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2012. 
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(Adam) What are the reasons Treasury and FHFA did not get this right in December 2009? 
Why must we revis it this issue again? 

• Treasury believes the steps taken in 2009 were app1-opriate to best maintain the financial 

stability of the GSEs in order to best allow them to continue operating effectively. 

• Given their improvement in operating perfomrnnce and our intention to wind them down, 

we think the current steps being taken are appropriate. 

(Anb-ur] Can Treasury make further amendments to the PSPAs? If so, until when? 

• Treasury and fHFA have authoriLy to make changes to legal agreements, except for the 

amount of funding that can be provided. 

O Funding authority was fixed in December of 2009 with the expiration of Treasury's 

authority i1nder HERA. 

• Treasury and A-IF A do not anticipate additional changes at this time but the Achninistration 
will continue to monitor the situation and consider whether any additional changes to the 

PSPAs would be appropriate. 

What power does T reasury actually have over Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? 

• Under the Conservatorship mandate, Treasury has the responsibility for approving 
transactions at the GSEs that fall outside the ordinary course of business; however, Treasury 

does not control Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are under the 

conservatorship of their regulator, A-IF A. 

• As a member of the Federal Housing Finance Oversight Board (FHFOB), the Secretaries of 
Treasury and HUD provide policy guidance and recommendations to FHFA on a range of 

matters related to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

FIN ANCIAL I TAXPAYER IMPACT 

(Adam) How does this change impact taxpayers and the federal budget? 

• The federal budget will continue to maintain the existing non-budgetary presentation for 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, as it does for the other GSEs. 

o This is consistent with Governmental Accounting Standards that do not require 

consolidation if~~~~hiJ> ~d*tthfii t~~~JJfrL ................................................... ,· 
• All federal programs that provide clirect support to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, inchiding 

the Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements (PSPAs), are shown on-budget. 

(Adam) How does OMB's estimate of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's deficit impact differ 
from CBO's approach? 
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• ITTi:~2p\i~l~W~~f ~aj~~¥ ~J ;;i~ifu.!i:ili.~ri-iju.tl.gJ~~fip.~~~H:~11tjW,;JJ~[1s~;; M'~J~J 
r~~WM~~i 

o Th.i{:ii }~#~i;t~~~tlili Q9fi:i#ii~i:i@il\A~~t~tii-il~ $t~ti~il!ct/'.t!i~} if.ii ,itt; , <J1cti 
c.ons.olMatidh of ;ill' ditttj lt'b.,v.hdsfu1~ i.ohii=ot.1s. •te'm.p.ofaJW/ kiitl{to:tPabme t•rae-
~~ Jji~~M~c ~@i1g Jh~P.~P.9~·(),~~ c!~)ll'.¥.~cydw~r.#.p, l. ------------- ---- ---- __________ /--fcoin~ntJB~Ji Se~aiiiN~L .. ...... --- --- y l 

O However, all federal programs that provide dit-ect support to Fannie Mae and 

Freddie :Mac, including the Senior P1-eferred Stock Piu-chase Agreements (PSPAs), 
are shown on-budget. 

• !KJ[w.i ~1d¢~fatid.i[ f;:;t?9.~~-~~§~~~~;;-~f_~-~-<:i~!l:<c!!.~P-~~~-~f.f~~~-M~~-~!1:<:l.f.'~~1~~-N-~<:. ___ _...,, :j;~mnt cjitii,j ii[i~\i~diii~~~li~~~'.tihi} 
\ ii~iiitf:ii~ii?~iaiif :t::·:ii:::;/::r ;;;;; ::: ii·::;) 

are considerably higher than the Administration's because CBO defines the budget impact as 
capturing what a private entity would reqi1ire as compensation for assuming Famue Mae and 

Freddie Mac's commitments. 

• The compensation is represented in CBO's description as the difference in market value 
between Fannie ivlae and Freddie Mac's assets and their liabilities on a "risk adjusted" basis. 

• This "risk premium" assigned by CBO does not constitute a federal outlay, and is not 

comparable to the budgetary estimates of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's costs included in 
the President's Bi1dget 

• The Admiiustration presents the bi1dget impact as the estimated amount attributable to 
transactions between Treasury and Fannie Mae and Freddie lVfac t111der the PSP As. 

(Adam) How much bas the government's inves tment in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac cos t 
taxpayers to date? What is the ex pected lifetime cost? 

• ThroughJi111e 30, 2012, Faruue Mae has drawn $116.2 billion and Freddie Mac had drawn 
$71.3 billion, excluding the initial $1 .0 billion liquidation preference for which the GSEs did 

not t-eceive cash ptoceeds. 

• Fannie Mae has paid $25.4 billion in dividends back to Treasury and Freddie Mac has paid 
$20.1 billion in dividends back to Treasury. 

• As a result, the current net investment in the GSEs is $142.0 billion - $90.8 billion for 
Fannie Mae and $51.2 billion for Freddie. 

• The overall expected lifetime costs are inherently uncertain. Treasury will continue to work 

with FHF A and the GSEs to ensi1re ta.xpayers are appropriately compensated for 
investments to elate. 

• The proposed modifications are not p rojected to result in the Gove01m ent receiving less 
funds from Fannie l\•lae or Freddie i\ifac on a net basis over time. 

(Adam) How much PSPA capacity is remaining for each GSE ? 
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• After 2012, the funding conunitrnent cap under the PSPAs will be fixed pennanently, and 

the remaining PSPA capacity will be limited to approximately $149 bill.ion for Freddie Mac 
and $125 billion for Fannie Mae. 

(Beth) How does this change impact other preferred and common shareholders, inc luding 
community banks? Does this mean their investments are worthless? 

• The preferred and conunon stock holders of the GSEs do not have rights while the GSE s 

are in conservatorship. These amendments do not change that. 

• Because all positive net worth will be swept to Treasury going forward, preferred and 

common shareholders should not expect to receive any clividends or economic gains while 

the PSPAs are in effect. 

• Most commwuty banks have previously written-clown tl1eir preferred stock holdings and 
ilierefore these changes should not affect conu11u1uty banks financial positions. (Can we add 

a citation here to a tlrircl-party source???] 

(Beth) Doesn't this change m ean you could g ive the GSEs a bigger bailout by providing 
more headroom under the PSPAs? 

• These changes do not change tlie maxi.t11tu11 cap of PSPA support for eitlier GSE. However, 

it preserves ilie remai.tung capacity for tme busi.t1ess activity and oilier financial losses - its 

origi.t1al intended use - railier tlian using ilie capacity in a circ11lar fashion to pay T reasury ilie 

10%-.percent dividend. 

• By sweeping tlic foll income of the GSE s each quarter, T1-easury will receive no less from the 
GSEs as we would have ililder ilie previous 10 percent dividend. E ssentially, it will stop ilie 

GSEs from rlrawingf ro,nTreasury m order to p~ 1Treasury ilie 10%-.percent dividend. 

(Ankur) Why are you providing the GSEs w ith a capital buffer under this agreement? How 
docs the buffer work? 

• The declining capital buffer, mitially set to $3 billion, is provided to avoid extraneous 
quarterly draws on Treasury that would otherwise occur as a result of tlie volatility in 

earnings arising from the GSEs' nonnal course of business. The capital buffer will be 

declini.t1g each year going forward and reach zero by 2018. Thus, ,vi.thin six years, the entire 

capital buffer will be eliminated and paid to T reasury. 

HOUSIN G ANA.i'-JCE REFORM 

[Beth) Will this change reduce the urgency for fundamental long-term housing finance 
reform? Moreover, now that the GSEs are profitable again, can they jus t continue operating 
inde fmitely as a public utility? 
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• These changes are consistent with Treasury's policy to wind-down the GSEs. Sweeping the 

GSEs' ·positive net worth helps ensure that the GSEs will not be able to rebi1ild capital as 
they are wound down. 

• IFt1~tl~¥.~1t h.:'./&'.¥.~¢}h~n~~tJ~t1~Jkitinbv.Qr.ttJfih~Gssi•iJ~.zj~l~b.l~tkJikt\lt¢ 
h6.{1s.iliig fi.ilall.#e!~f#e,#.1## ~211'.fa1¥reifo#f!b,ri!p#f1## i~pWalrn#'~ agi:~~1i\ e1f d\lfi ci~ni 
fat~~ ·b.){~{1@.ig}h.#[ G.S.ij~}q}¢c,l.\Jc:~£!h~[s#.f t,{ l:b~ ¢.o.t.twi~ h'JltJ~fa{~)li:¢4 ~¢~/J.¢4 
pd,i;tto.µ8.~!hrJ fe~~eii.t P¥." x~a~!+ Ja~i¥.i p~i?tt\m. Rit1ret~ 1 lft?#.is. ffi.'e. iliafra~ilf#f qf 
ih.( G.~i:t~/i~t~1i~~~g()ij{ aj:\<l.;~ i~i~i(Jilt<l)(J~~~~ &.~ <lp¢iitl~ii.4t:fo~: ~i.md@ttiij 9t 
m.e.:~,:,f.;~:ts.i~:&.'y.:re.qwiimg:fili:~J~i1~1t:nJ;t'k.i~'.i~e,~t~d.Ji1~fa1{ tli:Jthe!tw'Ji~bltfo§ 
llff ~io~~Mf <>i.¥.cl.:~6.if~lfi~sf~'li~~d~»i#il,t>J# t4 ~i4;il~{i>h';tli~[G$:E.i, L ... _ ... __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. ___ .. _____ --- ,ifoioi~i t taRrili~ ii,i J itu/~~;J iliiw/ :iiooi liiliiii biicki>nviit~'riiii,wiiliii• : ·· =·· ,, . ,,. 

• However, we also recognize the housing market is still fragile and private capital has not yet 

retumed in a robust manner. These changes strike an important balance. They will allow the 

GSEs to continue to play a critical role supporting the housing market in the near-teon, but 
provide a road map for how they will be wotmd down going forward. 

• Along with other conuuitments by FHFA to increase guarantee fees, these changes should 

encourage the return private capital to the housing financing market and reduce the GSEs' 
market share. 

(Beth) How long is a reasonable transition? 

• Treasury supports a b:ansition to a long-tean housing finance system as soon as practicable. 
We look forward to working with Congress to detenn.ine what that end-state should look 

like and the steps needed to get there. 

(Beth) What information w ill be included in the "Annual Report on Taxpayer Protection" 
that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac submit to Treasury? What is the purpose of the report? 
Does it have any enforcement or accountability mechanism s? 

• The annual report will contain steps that Fannie l\fae and Freddie Mac plan to take in order 

to reduce the risk profiles of both the mortgages they guarantee businesses as well as those 

they hold as investments in their retained portfolios. They '",jfl have to lay out, in reasonable 

detail, specific goals, targets and timetables so both management and the conservator has a 
clear understanding of the wind-down strategy. We expect that these plans will change over 

time, but would include steps to reduce their risk profile. 

O For their Credit Guarantee businesses, the plan could include sales of mortgage 
credit risk to private investors so that taxpayers bear less of the burden. 

O For the GSEs retained portfolios, we expect the plans to indicate aggressive 

managing down their legacy assets in order to reduce risk of non-performing loans, 

complex securities, and other hard to manage assets to reduce the portfolio's risk 
over time. 
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• FHFA, as the GSEs' regulator and conservator, will oversee the implementation of the steps 

outlined in the report. In addition, each GSE will be required to assess the progress it has 

made in meeting the goals and timetables in the plans set forth in the previous year. [I'hese 
reports will be made available to the public.] 

[Eric & Matt) When is the Obama Administration going to submit a long-term housing 
finance reform plan? 

• As Secretary Geithner has stated, we're continuing to work to identify a bi-partisan path 

forward on housing finance refonn. 

• At the same time, we'll continue to put in place measures right now - including today's 

announcement - that help ensure continued access to mortgage credit for American 
families, promote a responsible transition, and protect taxpayer interests 

(Adam) What is the cunent status of the other housing finance initiatives Treasury and 
FHFA are working on, including REO-to-Rental, N PL sales, credit risk syndication, and 
others. 

• Treasury remains conunitted to our broader efforts that will restart the private mortgage 

market, shrink the govermnent's footprint in housing finance, and protect the long-term 

interests of tai'Payers. 

• Treasury continues to help FHFA and the GSEs think through the important challenges and 

questions raised by these efforts. 

HOMEOWNER IMPACT 

[Beth] How will these changes affect the cost and availability of mortgage credit? 

• rfbese changes will help to ensure that mortgage credit remains available and on reasonable 
tenns because private investors will continue to have confidence that Fa,mie Mae and 

Freddie Mac obligations - including their credit guarantees on their l\IBS - will be fulfilled. 

[Ankur) Will these changes in the PSPAs make it eas ier for families to buy a home by 
lowering the average FICO scores or high downpayment requirements currently required by 
lenders? 

• We believe that the agreements should give mortgage market participants continued 
confidence that the GSEs w;Jl fulfill their future obligations as they are wotu1d down. That 

should enable them to continue to play a critical role supplying mortgage credit to families in 

the near term tmtil more private capital retums to the market. However, access to mortgage 

credit remains tempered by still-fragile housing market and an economic recoveq that is not 
as fast as anyone would like. 
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• We are very attuned to the challenge faced by many families seeking to refinance or obtain a 

mortgage, especially fi~J .. !m~Jewe!!·ifleemc-and ~t--ti1·ne··knn;x::1Y~J!lth_homebuyers. And 
we are exploring ways to ease the situation. 

• That is also why we are seeking to balance our desire to wind-down the GSEs ~i~o~l{~~ 
pr#.:d.s~1>1~-:1-~th. ~<:. ~<:~1. f~~ ?.~P~i:i-~i!?!~. ~!1.~!>J):!~_i:i_ ~~ . ~-~-<?~~g~g<: -~~~~~ .'h!'_t_J~. ~~.r-~ .. ___ . _______ ,-- ii:~antcji:i.ijj ; EJMMi.w~kdwi ili<i aH 

:1ons,imii:fi,_;iitSiiiiiiiii=~<iiiftiJ.miii • • I n • • :1;: · ···· reliant on private capital. Any changes to the system should be taken with great sensitivity to 
both of these concerns. 

(Adam) FH FA recently announced it plans to raise GSE mortgage guarantee fees by the 
end of the year. Why is it necessary to raise the cos t of mortgage loans when the market is 
s till s trugg ling to recover? 

• 

• We will work to ensure, however, that the increases occur at a measured pace, allowing 

borrowers to adjust to the new market, preserving widespread access to affordable 

mortgages for creditworthy borrowers including lower-income Americans, and supporting, 
rather than threatening, the health of our nation's economic recovery. 

IMPACT ON THE HOUSIN G MARKET AND THE GSES 

[Adam) How will the net worth sweep reassure investors in GSE debt and help maintain 
investor confidence? 

• Treasury anticipates the financial markets will scrutinize the GSEs' e:1.pected losses and 
dividend payments relative to the level of available PSP A funding that remains. 

• Since the existing 10 percent dividend structure could become unsustainable, we made the 

appropriate change to the dividend with the positive net worth sweep. 

• This ,vill help ensure financial stability of GSEs and that the taxpayer will be the beneficiary 

of the income. 

• The GSEs continue to generate the bulk of their profits not in the singie-family segments 

but in the investment portfolio segments which generate interest income on securities and 
whole loans financed by debt. 

O In 2Q 2012, the portfolio segment for Freddie Mac generated a net income of 

$2.Sbn (versus $0.2bn for the single-family segment). For Fannie Mae the inves tment 
portfolio generated $1.Sbn (versus what would have been $1.3bn in the single-family 

business if the reduction in reserves was not recorded as income). 
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[Beth) Why are you giving up your leverage by agree ing to make this change without further 
concessions? Shouldn't you have used this as leverage to get the GSEs to do more to help 
homeowners (e.g. princ ipal reduction and/ or greater opportunities to refinance)? 

• Treasury continues to remain actively engaged with FHFA in exploring ways to help 
troubled homeowners. 

O For example, FHFA and Treasury have seen tremendous success with J-LI-\RP 

changes, with a significant pickup in HARP refinancing activity since Treasury 
worked with FHFA to improve the program in the Fall of 2011. 

• At-this·point·ift·tirne-,-·N.th9\lgb. . .Tre:miry·remains·-di3appoi:nted--with-FHFA1s·dee~iott-oo·:not 
hll'<'e·t:he-GSE-s--p,irlieip;ite-ift-the-HAMP--P-RA-pregrnm,-He-wever;·llSfH.f.A .i,$ an 

independent regi1lator and conservator of the two GSEs, .:JJ.14.FHFA is solely responsible for 
the ,1ltin1ate decision whether the GSEs can participate or not._-Treasurv_has asked FHFA to 

.rs:J;.o.nsid~J:i1~ .. d~J;mo.11.w .. o.QLbaY..c .. th~.~Sfa .. p.axJic;.iF.a1~.in.Jh~.H.6.MP . .PMp.i:QgxatU, 

(Ankur) What does this change mean for employees at the GSEs? When you say "wind 
down," what do you mean by that if the GSEs can still keep their systems, still retain people 
and s till have a capital reserve? 

• We believe that employees of the GSEs should not be affected by the latest PSP A 
amendment. Treasury has consistently stated its intention to wind down tl1e GSE s, and the 

latest PSP A amendment merely fonnalizes one aspect of the process by which that long
standing goal can be achieved. 

• \Vinding down the GSEs is not inconsistent with allowing them to retain the basic 

infrastn1cture required to conduct their clay-to-day operations, as tlus will allow the GSEs to 

effectively conduct business and completely repay the funds it has received &om 

Treasury/ilie taxpayer. 

(Adam] Will accelerating the wind down of GSEs' retained portfolio adversely impact those 
firms' operations or the hous ing market? 

• We do not believe tlus modification will adversely impact ilie GSEs or ilie broader housing 
market. However, we anticipate that the GSEs will have lower eamings from their retained 

portfolios due to the lower allowable annual balance. 

(Adam) Will these changes trigger any accounting revisions at the GSEs? 

• Treasury does not believe tlus change will trigger any accounting revisions at ilie GSEs. 

(Adam) Will any of the changes affect Freddie Mac differently from Fannie Mae, and if so, 

why, and is this good or problematic? 

• Both GSEs will be required to implement these changes. 
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TIMIN G / STRATEGY 

(Adam) How long will it take to wind down Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? Why not 
unwind Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac at a faster pace? Why did you not come out with a 
specific proposal for pace of unwind? 

• The pace ·will depend on market conditions. 

• We cam1ot forget that while we have made important progress stabilizing the housing 

market, this critical sector of the economy remains fragile. 

• Private capital has not yet fully retun1ed to the market, and the govenunent continues to play 

an outsized - though 1.mfortunately necessary role - in ensuring the availability of mortgage 

credit. 

• Proposals that prematmely constrain Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's ability to guarantee 

loans could limit the availability of mortgage credit, shock the economy, and expose 

taxpayers to greater losses on the loans already guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie i'vlac. 

(Adam) Why make this change now, particularly after the GSEs had such a profitable 
quarter? 

• Given our intent to wind-do'lt'U the GSEs over time, the existing 10 percent dividend 

structure ~iiw.~4t¢'fi.ii!illti~~~<aji¢ :1~1W~~t~~~leLT!i.~~~-~<?~, ~~. ~1?.~4~ .1?.~ .app~~P~-~ ~~- ..... ... __ .... -· f 1.~bi~ntt111fi.~jtli&%~&'. 
dividend ch~nge from 10% to a positive net worth sweep. 

• This w;Jl help ensure financial stability of GSEs and that the taxpayer will be the beneficiary 

of the income. 

[Ankur) Who had to s ig n off on this change? When did that happen? 

• The latest PSPA amendment was signed by the Secretary of the Treasury, Tunothy Geithner, 

and as the Conservator for each GSE, the Acting Director of FHFA, Edward Del\.farco. 

• \v'hile the fonnal doc1.unent execution occurred on [Friday, August 17], the amendment had 

been jointly drafted and reviewed by Treasury and FHFA. 

(Beth) How is your working relationship with FHFA? Did the negotiations over principal 
reduction complicate this agreement on the PSPAs? 

• Treasury and FHF A are currently working on many different issues in a productive mam1er. 

These include credit risk syndication, REO-to-rental initiatives, federal short sale programs, 

as well as other steps to red1.1ce taxpayer 1isk and bring back p1ivate capital. 

• Both Treasury and FHF A were required to consent to this transaction. 

[Beth) Why docs this agreement exclude any requirement for principal reduction at the 
GSEs? 
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• Treasury already pursued a course of action to encourage principal reduction by the GS& as 

part of their loan modification programs. Because the PSPAs are contracts between Treasury 
and the GSEs (throi1gh FHFA as their conservator), all changes to the PSPAs needed to 

receive support and agreement from all parties. 

(Adam) Can T reas ury djctate terms of PSPA amendments? What is role of eac h GSE and 

,vhat is the role of FHFA? 

• The Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 amended the charter acts o f the GSEs to 

give Treasury the authority to pmchase obligations and other securities issued by the GSEs, 

and to exercise, at any time, rights received in connection with such purchases. 

• "Ibe PSPAs are the contracts tmcler which Treasmy purchased the senior preferred stock 
certificates issued by Farnrie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

• In the PSPAs, Treasury received the right to amend the PSPAs, witJ1 the GSEs' agreement. 

• The terms of the senior preferred stock certificates authorize the GSEs, with the consent of 
two-tlrirds of the holders of the senior preferred stock (i.e., Treasury), to amend the tem1S of 
the se,rior preferred stock certificates. 

(Adam) Why are GSEs allowed to keep portfolios of $250 billion each in 2018 if they are to 

be wound down? 

• The GSEs provide important services to the mortgage market, in particular small lenders 
through their cash window and other warehousing. The GSEs also need to use their 

investment portfolios to fund delinquent loans bought out of trusts. 

• Given this fact pattern, we maintained the $250 billion level as the maximum retained 

portfolio size. 

• Until such time there is a decision on the ultimate resolution of the GSE's we think this is an 

appropriate figure. 

(Adam) When did T reasury fust think about these changes? When did we approach FHFA? 
What ,, ,as their reaction? 

• Witlrin the context of tlte Ac\minjstration's goal of '"wding clown tlte GSE s, we began 

exploring alternatives to the 10 percent cliviclencl, knowing that the ltq p}.i:[,eyi(cli;fid.i~d.i!}f~~ 
1*~W iBbl µiii~bll ~f thi hW~~{if f ~;~ '~iltfo~o.l .. _ ... _ ... _ ... _ ... __ .. __ ... _ ... _ ... _ ... __ .. __ ... _ ... ____ ... -· 

• We have been evaluating tlte GSEs financial profile since conservatorship. It has remained 
an ongoing focus for us to help make sure that the GSE s have sufficjent capital support. 

• \Ve don't comment on discussions between Treasury and independent regulators. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lecompte, Jenni 
Sunday, July 22, 2012 1:41 PM 
Miller, Mary; Wolin, NealDisabled 
Gibson, Campbell 
RE: Document for review 

Thanks Mary. Since we did not get this out Friday, my preference would be to put some more space between the expected 
principal reduction announce this week and our announce as detailed in the attached - perhaps identifying a good day next 
month and revisiting it then. Happy to talk more today or tomorrow if helpful. 

From: Miller, Mary 
Sent: Sunday, July 22, 2012 8:26 AM 
To: Wolin, Neal; LeCompte, Jenni 
Cc: Gibson, campbell 
Subject: FW: Document for review 

Wanted to make sure that you saw this as well. We have not made any decision to move ahead, and are waiting to hear 
from Deese. I walked hin1 through the reasoning on Friday and he ·wanted to think about it. 

From: Miller, Mary 
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 5:05 PM 
To: Valverde, Sam; Adeyemo, Adewale (Wally); Massad, Timothy; Stegman, Michael; Bowler, Timothy; Deese, Brian C. 
Cc: Woolf, Andrew 
Subject: Document for review 

This represents our collective thoughts on how to signal a plan to amend the PSPAs, w it h details to be built out later. 
Welcome your thoughts. The Secretary also asked t o see this. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ok 
Michael A. Stegman 

Stegman, Michael 

Sunday, July 22, 2012 10:36 AM 

Miller, Mary 
Re: Document for review 

Counselor for Housing Finance Policy 

202 622 0204 
202 622 0696 

Department of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20220 

From: Miller, Mary 
Sent: Sunday, July 22, 2012 10:32 AM 
To: Stegman, Michael 
Subject: RE: Document for review 

I just left him a voice mail to discuss. We may set up a call later if necessary. 

From: Stegman, Michael 
Sent: Sunday, July 22, 2012 9:58 AM 
To: Miller, Mary 
Subject: Fw: Document for review 

Isn't our timing wanting this to get out as in case things blow up this week in which case we won't be able to get tbis 
done at all? 

Also, if you get Ed t ook today and things don't go well thid week he is on record to work with us on PSPAs w hich would 
keep estrangement to minimum. 

Just some thoughts as you consider a reply to Deese. 

M ichael A. Stegman 

Counselor for Housing Finance Policy 

202 622 0204 
202 622 0696 

Department of the Treasury 

1500 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20220 
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From: Deese, Brian C. [mailto:Brian C. Deese@who.eop.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, July 22, 2012 09:43 AM 
To: Miller, Mary; Valverde, Sam; Adeyemo, Adewale (Wally); Massad, Timothy; Stegman, Michael; Bowler, Timothy 
Cc: Woolf, Andrew 
Subject: Re: Document for review 

I think the language here looks solid. Gene and I are concerned about t iming - moving this out quickly rather than seeing 
how this week goes and then doing it over the next month. So if you guys are landing on moving out fast we should 
discuss. 
Brian 
202 503 5603 

From: Mary.Miller@treasurv.gov [mailto:Mary.Miller@treasurv.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 05:05 PM 
To: Sam. Valverde@treasury.gov <Sam.Valverde@treasury.gov>; Adewale.Adeyemo@treasury.gov 
<Adewale.Adeyemo@treasury.gov>; Timothy.Massad@treasury.gov <Timothy.Massad@treasury.gov>; 
M ichae1 Steg man@treasu ry. gov < Michael .Steg_rna n@tr.e2su ry .gov>; Timothy. Bowler@treasu!YJJQY 
<Timothy.Bowler@treasury.gov>; Deese, Brian C. 
Cc: Andrew.Woolf@treasury.gov <Andrew. Woolf@treasury.gov> 
Subject: Document for review 

This represents our collective thoughts on how to signal a plan to amend the PSPAs, w ith details to be built out later. 
Welcome your thoughts. The Secretary also asked to see this. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Stegman, Michael 
Friday, May 11, 2012 3:52 PM 
Bowler. Timothy 
Stegman, Michael; Eberly, Janice 
RE: PR talking points 

TFG will meet privately with Ed on Monday. The whole memo will first crisply list our case for GSE participation in 
PRA-the studies, etc. 

The next piece is what leverage do we have over FHF A to get them to do PRA? 
The part I am asking you to do is to do bullets- not a whole lot of text around the PSPA issue. 

One option that TFG raised and dismissed was our holding up execution of the PSPAs-this, he decided, would play 
havoc with market, etc. 
So, he asked if any oftlte covenants were more important to him than to us- I don't think so, but I am not l 00% sure. He 
then asked whether we knew of anything that that either GSE or FHF A wanted from us that we could reasonably withhold 
unless they participated in PRA. 

So, the question is what's our leverage in getting him to do PRA? 

The PSPA bullets will go into the memo that Jan has lead on-

Michael Stegman 
Counselor for Housing Finance Policy 
U.S. Department of the Treasury 

From: Bowler, Timothy 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 3:45 PM 
To: Stegman, Michael 
Cc: Foster, Jeff; Chepenik, Adam; Mlynarczyk, Beth 
Subject: Re: PR talking points 

Yes 

Adding the team 

I am a bit confused 

Can you add some context to the below? 

I am a bit confused on what exactly we need to do 

From: Stegman, Michael 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 03:43 PM 
To: Bowler, Timothy 
Subject: FW: PR talking points 
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Tim 
Can you please get your team to put together bullets on the PSP A issues I raise in this note. This will be part of briefer for 
TFG private meeting with DeMarco on Monday. 

Mike 

Michael Stegman 
Counselor for Housing Finance Policy 
U.S. Department of the Treasury 

From: Stegman, Michael 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: Eberly, Janice; Miller, Mary; Massad, Timothy; Kingsley, Darius; Shore, Stephen; Scharlemann, Therese 
Cc: Adeyemo, Adewale (Wally); Patterson, Mark (DO); Lecompte, Jenni; Fitzpayne, Alastair; Bowler, Timothy 
Subject: RE: PR talking points 

Yes, but let's get clear what the PSPA issues were that were raised, so that we can add to Jan' s piece. TFG asked how 
important is it to us to get the PSPAs done quickly vs. how important it is to Ed. T im also asked how long can we wait to 
get the PSPAs done. Another thing I heard was whether we know of anything that FHF A wants from T reasury, inside or 
outside of the PSPAs, that would provide us leverage on the PRA issue. 

Do others have other notes on the PSPA issue that we should address? 

Mike 

Michael Stegman 
Counselor for Housing Finance Policy 
U.S. Department of the Treasury 

From: Eberly, Janice 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Miller, Mary; Stegman, Michael; Massad, Timothy; Kingsley, Darius; Shore, Stephen; Scharlemann, Therese 
Cc: Adeyemo, Adewale (Wally); Patterson, Mark (DO); Lecompte, Jenni; Fitzpayne, Alastair 
Subject: PR talking points 

TFG asked for ta lking points laying out the arguments on principal reduction for his Monday meeting . We' ll draft a first 
pass, based on the document we prepared earlier to ma ke the case for PR. We won' t have the language on the PSPAs, 
though. Can Domestic F inance cover that part? 

Thanks, 
Jan 
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HARDEST QUESTIONS 

I. Will the administration's plan raise mortgage rates? 
• Any credible reform plan to address the irresponsible aspects of the pre-crisis housing market will 

make credit less easily available. We are coming out of a system in which institutions did not 
hold enough capital and priced guarantees at a level too low to cover their risk. 

• \Ve will work to ensure, however, that reforms occur at a measured pace, allowing borrowers to 
adjust to the new market, preserving widespread access to affordable mortgages for creditworthy 
borrowers including lower-income Americans, and supporting, rather than threatening, the health 
of our nation's economic recovery. 

2. How will your plan affect access to the 30-year fixed rate mortgage? 
• Access to the 30-year fixed rate mortgage will be a key consideration in the long-term structure of 

housing finance. The 30-year :6.,xed rate mortgage has provided homeowners with a simple and 
stabk vehicle to finance their homes, and can protect American families from financial shocks. 

• The 30-year fixed-rate mortgage is a complex financial product tlhat is not common in other 
countries around the world. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have helped promote the availability of 
the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage in the United States by guaranteeing the credit risk of mortgages. 
This has allowed mortgage investors to take only the interest rate risk of the mortgage-backed 
security. Without a guarantee, few investors would prefer to buy 30-year fixed rate mortgages, 
and, therefore, the ability for credit-worthy Americans to have access to that product may be 
greatly reduced. 

• Designing a new system for housing finance will require making dlifficult trade-offs. Some of 
these options for a foture housing finance system reduce taxpayer risk by eliminating the role of 
the government beyond the FHA which would make the 30-year fixed more dif ficult to come by. 

3. What specific analysis have you performed to support the statements in the paper and when can 
you share those with us? 
• This is a really complicated issue as you know, and so we consulted ,,vith a wide range of 

stakeholders ranging from financial services providers to consumer groups and affordable 
housing advocates. In addition, within the Administration, we worked with HUD and NEC; the 
white paper reflects input from many different sources. Going forward, we ,vould be happy to 
work with you in analyzing various factors that could facilitate the deliberation by Congress 
regarding policy choices. 

4. How long will it take to unwind Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? Why not unwind Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac at a faster pace? Why did you not come out with a specific proposal for pace of 
unwiml? 
• The pace will depend on market conditions. We cannot forget that while we have made 

important progress stabilizing the housing market, this critical sector of the economy remains 
fragile. Private capital has not yet folly returned to the market, and the government continues to 
play an outsized - though unfortunately necessary role - in ensuring the availability of mortgage 
credit. 

• Proposals that prematurely constrain Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 's ability to guarantee loans 
could lin1it the availability of mortgage credit, shock the economy, and expose taxpayers to 
greater losses on the Joans already guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 
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5. How exact~y will Treasu1:v ensure that Fannie Mae and Freddie M<lc will have sufficient capital to 
meet their obligations in 2013 when the caps are set? What are the specific steps that you will 
take? 
• At the end of 2012, under the Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements (PSPAs) Fannie Mae and 

Freddie Mac entered into with Treasury, $275 billion of funding capacity will remain to fund any 
net worth deficits ($ 125 billion for Fannie Mae and $150 billion for Freddie Mac). Under the 
conservative baseline stress test forecasts conducted by FHFA, both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
are expected to have positive net income in 2013. This will mean that Treasury is not expected to 
need to fund any operating losses at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac after the expiration of the 
PSP A funding commitment. 

• To the extent that required dividend payments exceed net income, FHFA, as conservator, could 
consider not declaring dividends pursuant to the certificates of designation for the preferred 
shares, so that draws on the PSP As are not used to pay dividends, preserving as much funding as 
possible to cover any unanticipated losses at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

• \Ve expect that $275 billion, nearly twice the amount of net funding provided by Treasury to date, 
·will provide a substantial cushion for any unexpected losses and should give market participants 
confidence about the government's commitment to these institutions. 

6. Why increase pricing and not just reduce the conforming loan limit as some have suggested? 
• There are many levers that could be used to reduce the footprint of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

Relying on any one has its downsides: relying on loan limits alone, for instance, would create too 
dramatic a shift in the availability of credit to those who suddenly fall outside of the reach of 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

7. What power does Treasury actually have over Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? 
• Treasury does not control Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are tmder 

the conservatorship of their regulator, FHF A 
• As a member of the Federal Housing Finance Oversight Board (fHFOB), the Secretaries of 

Treasury and HUD provide policy guidance and recommendations to FHF A on a range of matters 
related to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and the conservatorship of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

8. Why does Treasury think it can compel independent agencies to follow its requests? Does this plan 
conflict with FHFA 's statutory mission as conservator? 
• Treasury cannot compel FHF A to act. The joint working group of FHF A and FHA will consider 

changes to pricing and other standards and will seek comment from the public. This working 
group will provide regular feedback to FHFOB and FSOC as reforms are in1plemented. 

• The Administration's plan is consistent with FHFA's statutory mission as conservator. 

9. What exactly is the FHFOB and what is Treasury's role in the FHFOB? 
• The Federal Housing Finance Oversight Board (FHFOB) was established by HERA to provide 

oversight and policy recommendat ions to the FHF A. 
• The FHFOB is comprised of the heads of four agencies, including the Secretary of the Treasury, 

the Secretary of HUD, the Chaim1an of the SEC, and the Director of the FHF A. The Director of 
the FHFA sen,es as the Chairperson of the FHFOB. 

• The FHFOB is responsible for advising the Director of the FHFA with respect to overall 
strategies and policies in carrying out his or her duties. 
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JO. What pa11s of your plan require legislation? 
• Without additional legislation, Treasury, in conjunction with other agencies, can make substantial 

progress towards responsibly reducing the size of the government' s role in housing finance and 
implement critical reforms to the housing finance market. 

• Dodd-Frank and HERA provide the Administration, FHF A, and other independent regulators the 
tools necessary to complete many critically important refom1s in the near-term. Determining the 
long-term role for government will require serious dialogue with Congress about a difficult set of 
trade-offs. In all end states, legislation is required to change Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's 
charters. 

11. What is your timeline for legislation ? Are you proposing legislative text? 
• We would be happy to work with Congress to provide any support necessary to advance 

comprehensive housing reform legislation. We believe that we should move as quickly as is 
prudent to provide certainty to our housing finance system and our economy. 

12. Since the Administration has no plan f or Fannie .Mae and Freddie Mac to emerge from 
conservators/tip, wlty hasn 't 0MB added these entities to the budget as if their operations were 
conducted by a federal agency? 
• The Budget maintains the existing non-budgetary presentation for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 

as it does for the other GSEs. This is consistent with financial accounting standards that do not 
require consolidation if ownership control is temporary. 

• All of the federal programs that provide direct support to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, including 
the Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements (PSPAs), are shown on-budget. 

13. How does OMB's estimate of Fannie and Freddie's deficit impact differ from CBO's approach ? 
• The 20 12 Budget maintains the existing non-budgetary presentation for Fa.1mie Mae and Freddie 

Mac. This is consistent with governmental financial accounting standards that do not require 
consolidation of an entity if ownership control is temporary, as it is for Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac during the period of their conservatorship. However, all of the federal programs that provide 
direct support to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, including the Senior Preferred Stock Purchase 
Agreements (PSPAs), are shown on-budget. 

• As we understand it, CBO's estimates of the deficit impact of Fa.1mie Mae and Freddie Mac are 
considerably higher than the Administration's because CBO defines the budget impact as 
capturing what a private entity would require as compensation for assuming Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac's commitments. The compensation is represented in CBO's description as the 
difference in market value between Fannie and Freddie ' s assets and their liabilities on a "risk 
adjusted" basis. This "risk premium" assigned by CBO does not constitute a federal outlay, and 
is not comparable to the budgetary estimates of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's costs included in 
the President's Budget. The Administration presents the budget impact as the estimated amount 
attributable to transactions between Treasury and Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac under the PSPAs. 

• The Budget assumes that Treasury will make cumulative investments in Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac of $224 billion from FY2009 through FY2012, and receive dividends of $55 bill.ion over the 
same period. These estimates are consistent with the "baseline" case in the range of potential 
draws announced by FHFA in October 2010. Starting in 2013, the Budget forecasts that Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac will have sufficient earnings to pay part but not all of the scheduled 
dividend payments. The Budget assumes additional net dividend receipts of $97 billion from 
FY20 l3-FY202 l. 
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14. Would OMB's estimate of F<mnie and Freddie's def icit impact differ from CBO's if Fannie and 
Freddie were treated as on balance sheet? 

• It is our understanding that in an on-balance-sheet analysis, OMB's estimate of the Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac's deficit impact would likely continue to be lower than CBO's estin1ate because 
of different choices for calculating the discount rate. 0MB ·would most likely use standard Credit 
Reform treatment, which does not allo,v for "market risk adjustment" of asset and investment 
values as conducted by CBO. The calculation of the "subsidy" provided by Faimie Mae and 
Freddie Mac is sensitive to the choice of discount rate. The subsidy is lower and possibly 
negative if a Treasury rate is used as the discount rate as required by Credit Reform treatment, 
rather than using a rate adjusted for market risk as is used by CBO. 

• Background on Credit Reform: 
The Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 (FCRA) (Title V of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act of 1990, Pub. L. 101 -508) was intended to improve the measurement of the budgetary costs of 
federal credit programs. Beginning in 1992, FCRA required the President's budget to use certain 
principles to reflect the cost ofdirect loan and loan-guarantee programs. Since under FCRA the 
budgetary treatment of a direct loan or loan guarantee must reflect the loan's "subsidy cost" ( the 
net value of the loan's cash/lows over the life of the loan, rather than in one year). the only 
amounts that are recorded in the Federal budget for purposes of calculating the deficit budget 
are subsidy cost budget authority and outlays. 

15. Would the different budgetary treatment for Fannie and Freddie cause CBO and 0MB to provide 
different scores for legislation that would affect those entities? 

• We believe that CBO's current on-budget ai1d the Administration's current non-budgetary 
treatments of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac' s costs in conservatorship potentially could result in 
legislative scoring differences. Given that we have proposed three different options for housing 
finance reform, we think that defining a specific budgetary treatment at this time for any 
particular reform structure would be misleading. As noted above, the Administration carefully 
considered whether Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac should be consolidated in the Government's 
finai1cial statements and classified as budgetary entities. We may change our determination at a 
future date based on new infonnation available at that time. The provisions of any legislation 
reforming Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will be critical to determining whether such a change in 
treatment is necessary. 

16. What steps are you going to take to promote a covered bond market? 
• There are a number of ideas that could be considered by Congress in enacting housing finai1ce 

reform - including covered bonds. Legislation could be helpful in promoting a covered bond 
market as an alternative funding mechanism for banks. 

17. What can you say about the future of the To Be Announced (TBA) market? 
• The TBA market provides or facilitates a variety of benefits to borrowers and lenders, including 

lower borrowing costs, the ability to "lock in" a mortgage rate prior to completing the purchase of 
a home, flexibility in refinancing, risk management, and the ability ilo pre-pay a mortgage at the 
borrowers' discretion. TBA trading greatly enhances secondary market liquidity and provides 
greater access to these markets for smaller lenders ai1d community banks. 

• The presence of a well-functioning TBA market will depend on the long-term path of reform. 
Without the presence of a guarantee, it is likely that liquidity in the TBA market \.vould be 
substantially reduced. 
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18. What does the experience of the jumbo mortgage market tell us about whether a privatized 
mortgage marlcet can serve the broader mortgage needs of America? 
• The jumbo market has effectively served Americans whose loans fall outside of the conforming 

loan limits. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the jumbo market did benefit from the 
presence of the TBA market for mortgages guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 
Origination of Jumbos was often hedged through the TBA market. 

19. The FHLBs have not required any bailouts. Why are any changes necessary? 
• Like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the Federal Home Loan Banks (FHLBs) are congressionally 

chartered government enterprises. Like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, they were allowed to nm 
large investment portfolios by funding themselves with debt that the market apparently perceived 
had USG support. 

• FHLB advances allow member ban.ks to take risks with such loans v,1hile shifting the cost of that 
risk to the FDIC and, therefore, indirectly to taxpayers. 

20. The FHLB system current pays 20% of its profits to pay off the debt from the Savings and Loans 
financial crisis of the 1980s. These debt obligations (R.EFCORP bonds) arefinal(v about to befal(v 
repaid 

Ouestion from the Right: Given the capital problems in some of the FHLBs that your White Paper 
highlights, can you allow the FHLBs to retain their profits without attempting to raise their 
effective taxes once the REFCORP obligations expire? 
• Congress required the FHLB system to fund certain obligations related to the Savings and Loans 

crisis . The terms of that obligation ·were set in statute and were changed by statute. Changes that 
affect obligations imposed on FHLBs would have to originate in legislation and the 
Administration wou Id work with the Congress to determine the best policy. I do think that the 
FHLB system could benefit from additional capital and that the various banks, 8 out of the 12 are 
under some sort of regulatory or voluntary plan with respect to capital, dividends or stock 
purchase, should continue to work with their regulator to increase their capital. 

Ouestion from the Left: The FHLBs also pay 10% of their profits to support affordable housing 
programs in their community. Given the need for additional support for affordable housing 
programs do you support. requiring the FHLBs to increase their contribution to affordable housing 
programs once the REFCORP obligations come off their books? 
• Support for affordable housing programs is critically important, a point which the White Paper 

makes. We also believe that it should be conducted transparently, accounted for openly and done 
in a manner which balances many important objectives, including that of creating affordable 
rental housing. Whether we are appropriately funding affordable housing, and whether more of 
the funding should come from the FHLBs, are questions that l want to "vork with the Congress to 
answer. 

21. Why is increased borrower equity being required at FHA and in a reformed housing finance 
system? Risky loan features during the bubble were not tied to low equity, but to poor 
underwriting, not escrowing for taxes and insurance, and payment shocks due to adjustable 
payments. 
• Lower LTVs provide protection against home price depreciation, so equity is less quickly wiped 

out by drops in home values. 
• LTV should be just one of a number of factors lenders consider in evaluating borrowers in a 

reformed housing finance system. Other factors often include: (1) housing cost-to-income and 
overall debt-to-income ratios; (2) credit scores; (3) whether the loan has an adjustable interest rate 
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and ·when and how much payments may increase; (4) how much savings an o·wner has available 
for unexpected expenses; (5) whether the owner has received counseling; (6) the condition of the 
property and its major systems; and (7) the e)\,1ent to which the owner' s future housing expenses 
will exceed previous housing expenses. 

22. How will proposed housing finance reforms address the racial wealth gap, and the severe losses in 
homeownership rates during the housing crisis that disproportionately impacted communities of 
color? 
• Unsustainable loans during the housing bubble disproportionately hurt low-income and minority 

borrowers and communities. Implementation of Dodd-Frank Act reforms, including the 
establishment of qualified mortgage standards and the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection, 
are important and integral early elements of housing finance reform to curb those abusive 
practices in the foture. 

• Access to mortgage credit for all credit-worthy families and all communities is a critical element 
in any long-term housing finance system. Any adjustments made to mortgage standards will 
affect individual borrowers and communities in America differently. We believe that any changes 
to the system should be taken with sensitivity to the potentially disparate impacts those changes 
might have, appropriately balanced against systemic risk. 

• We will also ensure that housing finance providers comply with antidiscrimination laws. We will 
work with Congress to establish increased data transparency in the secondary market, to t rack 
where and to whom mortgage credit is flowing. This data will help ensure that a ll mortgage 
market participants are complying with antidiscrimination laws. And we will consider ways to 
ensure that secondary market securitizers and guarantors senre all communities, consistent with 
primary market providers and safety and soundness. 

23. What role will FICO scoring play in any reforms of the housing finance system? 
• A reformed housing finance system should have stronger underwriting standards. FICO scores 

are one of several factors lenders should consider to determine a borrower' s creditworthiness. 
Because of Dodd-Frank reforms, and increased skin in the game by lenders, lenders shou ld 
engage in a more robust analysis of borrower creditworthiness in a future housing finance system. 

24. Aren't tax policy changes ll better way to provide targeted and effective support for lljfordability 
llnd access? 
• Tax policy changes were beyond the scope of the white paper. Moving forward, we ·will work 

with Congress to evaluate a range of proposals to achieve our goals of rebalancing support 
between homeownership and rental and providing targeted, transparent, and effective support .. 

25. 10% down payment is not an effective means to reduce risk at the GSEs as they are unwound. It 
unnecessari(v bloats FHA during the GSE wind down. 
• Slowly increasing down payments over time at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is an important step 

to help reduce taxpayer risk and increasing system stability. As Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's 
presence in the market contracts, the Administration will coordinate program changes at FHA to 
ensure that the private market - not FHA - picks up that new market share. 

26. Do you support the Affordable Housing Trust and/or Capital Magnet Fund? 
• The Affordable Housing Tmst (AHT) and Capital Magnet Fund (CMF) were set up under HERA 

to provide rental housing assistance in the fom1 of capital grants for the development of 
affordable rental housing and provide funds for CDFis and other non-profit organizations for 
affordable housing. 
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• The Administration supports a dedicated, budget-neutral financing mechanism to support 
homcmvncrship and rental housing objectives that current programs cannot adequately address, 
including the objectives of the AHT and CMF. This will ensure that USG support is explicit, and 
that taxpayers are not exposed to undue risk. 

• The HERA trust funds, including the Affordable Housing Trust Fund and the Capital Magnet 
Fund, should be part of topics in the conversation between Congress and the Administration on 
housing finance reform. 

27. What are your thoughts on legislation that would end HAMP early? 
Because of HAMP, struggling homeowners have more opportunities to stay in their homes than they 
would have two years ago. 

• Over 600,000 borrowers have started permanent modifications. These borrowers are 
experiencing real savings, a median of $520, and are more likely to perform in their 
modifications. At the end of Dec. 85% of borrowers were still currernt. 

• Hundreds of thou sands of homeowners are still struggling to save their homes. HAMP provides 
critical opportunities for long term and sustainable modifications. The proprietary modifications, 
while improved, do not provide as deep payment reduct ions or borrower protections. 

• HAMP provides a clear and transparent approach to modifications and mortgage assistance. This 
is critical for homeowners and counselors to ensure that homeowners are properly evaluated. 
Consider the infrastructure HAMP has in place to protect borrowers: 

o Requirement that all 60 day delinquent borrowers be evaluated for a mod that can provide 
median monthly savings of37%. 

o A requirement that if not accepted into HAMP, borrowers must be provided a reason and 
considered for a proprietary modification. 

o An escalations process that can negotiate with the servicer on behalf of the borrower. 
o Sound dual track protections so borrowers are not simultaneously being foreclosed upon 

while in a trial HAMP modification. 
• In addition, HAMP provides a comprehensive approach to assist struggling homeowners: a 

second lien program, short sale and foreclosure alternatives, unemployment assistance, and 
targeted assistance to hardest hit states. 

• Tennination of HAMP would increase the likelihood that we will return to environment where 
there was no servicer accountability, and great inconsistency in "work outs" and mortgage 
assistance offered. 

28. What are you doing to address the foreclosure crisis? What is the status of the Administration's 
foreclosure task force? 
• The Administration' s foreclosure task force, a group of eleven federal agencies, including 

Treasury, the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the state Attorneys General, are conducting 
ongoing investigations to review of foreclosure processing, loss mitigation, and disclosure at the 
nation' s largest mortgage servicers. 

• The foreclosure task force is working collaboratively to identify and fix the breakdowns in 
internal controls, documentation, and corporate governance practices associated with the 
mortgage servicing and foreclosure processes. 

• The agencies participating in the task force share a common objective of holding servicers that 
engaged in any wrongdoing foJ!y accountable for their actions. Because this is an ongoing 
investigation, it would not be appropriate to comment further at this tiime. 

• Errors in foreclosure processing and improper loss mitigation practices must be corrected 
immediately. Servicers that acted improperly must be held accountable and the system must be 
reformed to prevent these problems from occurring again. 
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• That is why Treasury supports national, simplified servicing standards to eliminate conflicts of 
interest and provide clarity and consistency to borrowers and investors regarding their treatment 
by servicers, especially in the event of delinquency. 

***THE BELOW IS FOR BACKGROUND PURPOSES ONLY-IT IS NOT TO BE 
INCLUDED IN TESTIMONY**: 
Under the leadership of the Department of Justice, and with Treasury co-ordinating, a group of 
federal regulators and State Attorneys General has been reviewing issues in connection with loan 
modifications and foreclosures, and considering potential remedies. It is anticipated that this may 
lead to a negotiated settlement with the mortgage servicers. Talks with the servicers have not yet 
begun, though the states have prepared a draft term sheet. This draft 11:erm sheet is currently being 
revised to incorporate comments from federal agencies. At the request of the AGs, it has not yet 
been shared with OCC or the Fed. The size, structure and number of institutions covered by a 
potential settlement have not been finalized. At the same time, the OCC has prepared a draft 
consent order. The OCC has discussed this order with the banks and appears to be preparing to 
move forward shortly. Recent coverage on prospective settlement terms has increased urgency to 
finalize the term sheet and initiate discussion with the servicers. 

29. Why are you punting on the end state after 2 years of work? 
• We have provided a comprehensive and aggressive plan to reform the housing finance system. 

These steps are absolutely essential to reducing the role of government on the housing market, 
reducing taxpayer risk and bringing private capital back into the market. 

• We need to be deliberate in our approach to further steps for reform given the fragility of the 
overall recovery and the housing market in particular. Detem1ining the long-tem1 role for 
government will require a serious dialogue with Congress about a difficult set of trade-offs 
betv,,een providing broad access to mortgages for American families, managing the risk to 
taxpayers, and maintaining a stable and healthy mortgage market . 

• And wfole the discussion about end states is important, we must be careful not to Jet it keep us 
from the immediate task at hand: we need to scale back the role of government in the mortgage 
market, and promote the return of private capital to a healthier, more robust system. 

30. How will your reforms help prevent further market concentration in a few financial institutions 
that are effectively TBTF and that exert anti-competitive pricing pressure on both the primary and 
secondary market? Won't the full privatization options unduly advant«;ge large institutions? 
• Potential impacts on consolidation in the financial system should be a consideration in 

determining the long-term structure of our nation' s housing finance system. This should be part 
of the conversation that we have together as this Congress moves ahead with legislation. 

31. In Option 2, how would the government backstop mechanism work during a crisis? How would 
you ensure that it is only scaled up during a true crisis and that its use is reduced when the crisis 
ends? 
• One option is to prescribe a limit to the amount of mortgages that can be wrapped by a guarantee. 

The fee for this guarantee should be allowed to change depending on market conditions. In good 
economic tin1es, the guarantee fee would be very high, but when the housing market deteriorates, 
it would be reduced. 

• Alternatively, the cost of the guarantee could be fixed, but the amount of mortgage product that 
could be '"'rapped could vary depending on economic and housing conditions. In good economic 
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times, there ·would be only a small amount of mortgage product able to be ·wrapped, but in 
stressfol times, this amount would increase 

32. Does the Administration have a preferred option among those it has proposed? Do you favor a 
government guarantee? 
• The Administration believes that the right course forward is one where the government facilitates 

access to mortgage credit for creditworthy Americans, but not at the cost of excessive taxpayer 
risk or financial instability. 

• We evaluate three proposals according to four key criteria: access to mortgage credit; incent ives 
for investment in the housing sector; taxpayer protection; and financial and economic stability. 

• \Ve ask Congress to work with us to determine the right balance of priorities for a new, 
predominantly private housing finance market as soon as possible. 

33. What analysis have you done I what support do you have to show that the government can 
accurate(v price the guarantee f ee in Option 3? 
• Removing the conflicts of interests between private shareholders' profit motive and public 

mission would make and government reinsurer materially different from Fam1ie and Freddie. 
• If the government did misprice the reinsurance, the system could be built with a mechanism to 

ensure that actors who participate in the system pay for any losses, and not taxpayers. 

34. Which options minimize systemic risk in the system? Specifical(v - To the extent that our largest 
financial institutions (and other very large or systemically significant firms) held or guaranteed 
any significant portion of the $5.5 trillion in mortgage loans currently financed through Fannie 
and Freddie, won 't greater privatization escalate the problem of "too big to fail," especial(v given 
the importance of residential mortgage debt? 
• There are ways to mitigate systemic risk in all three options and we should take those steps. 

35. I recently read a report on Bloomberg that the FSOC is considering designating insurance 
companies. What is Bloomberg talking about, and why can't I have a copy if Bloomberg has it? 

• T do not have the details of the Bloomberg report, and the FSOC has not publically released any 
report on this topic. 

• The public comment period just ended for FSOC's proposed mle for designating nonbank 
financial firms for heightened supervision by the Fed. As required by Dodd-Frank, and further 
explained in the proposed ntle, the process for potential designation ,viii be open and transparent, 
giving the institution both the opportunity to respond and the ability to seek review in court. 

• Congress charged FSOC with the task of considering risks to the financial system and fashioning 
appropriate responses, and determining whether certain institutions or market sectors pose a 
systemic risk to the economy generally. The FSOC takes this responsibility very seriously, and is 
,;vorking diligently to analyze and monitor any potential systemic risks. 

36. How can the government justify spending $162 million defending Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's 
top executives in civil lawsuits? 

• FHFA, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's conservator and regulator, detennined it had legal 
obligation to defend certain top executives in certain civil lawsuits. 

• As Acting Director DeMarco testified on February 151
h, FHF A is legaily obligated to cover the 

legal fees of certain officers of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in lawsuits over actions they took in 
perfom1ance of their official duties. Failing to cover their legal costs would only invite more 
lawsuits, and would likely increase ultimate cost to taxpayers. 
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37. Why is there any need at all for a government role in housing, given that other countries seem to 
get along fine without it? 
• International comparisons are difficult to make. While it is true that many countries don't 

directly support their housing finance systems through guarantees on MBS, they may provide 
support for the housing system in different ways. For instance, in many European systems, banks 
provide mortgage credit , and receive support from the government. Discussion of what countries 
do and don' t provide support for their mortgage markets is not as simple as many suggest. 

• It is also important to recognize that the US is one of the only countries in the world where the 
majority of mortgages are pre-payable, 30-year fixed-rate mortgages. 

38. What do you think about the Canadian housing finance system? Didn't it rely on substantially less 
government support? 
• About 70% of the Canadian mortgage market is funded by banks. Of the remaining 30% that is 

financed through the capital markets, most is explicitly guaranteed through a government-owned 
mortgage insurance company. 

• The Canadian system relies heavily on strict LTV restrictions to ensure stability. 

39. Do you think the Danish mortgage system provides an attractive model for the US? 
• The Danish mortgage market relies on heavily regulated mortgage banks who issue cover bonds. 

There are also additional strict LTV restrictions in the system. 
• The system is remarkably stable and consumers benefit from a high level of transparency, but it is 

important to remember that the government provides an implicit backstop for the mortgage banks. 
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HOUSING FINANCE FROM THE GREAT DEPRESSION TO THE GREAT RECESSION 

Fundamental Flaws in the Housing Finance Market 

What caused the crisis in the housing market? 
• No single cause can fully explain the crisis. Misbehavior, misjudgments, and missed opportunities -

on Wall Street, on Main Street, and in Washington - all came together to push the economy to the 
brink of collapse. Numerous structural flaws included: 

o Poor consumer protections allowed risky, low-quality mortgage products and predatory 
lending to proliferate. 

o An inadequate and outdated regulatory regime fai led to keep the system in check. 
o A complex securitization chain lacked transparency, standardization, and accountability and 

allowed lenders to pass toxic product through the system without regard for its risk. 
o Inadequate capital in the system left financial institutions unprepared to absorb losses. 

o The servicing industry was ill-equipped to serve the needs of borrowers, lenders and investors 
once housing prices fell . 

Were homeowners themselves to blame for the housing market collapse, because they took out loans 
they knew they couldn 't afford and made speculative investments on their houses? 
• There were many causes of the crisis and no one factor or player had full responsibility. 

• Borrowers bear some responsibility for their decisions to take on more debt. Some consumers took 
out unsustainable mortgages and used their houses as A TMs to access cash. Other consumers were 
steered into higher cost products when they were eligible prime loans. 

Is the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) to blame for the collapse of Fannie and Freddie and the 
overall financial crisis? 

• No. Claims that the CRA caused the housing crisis are not supported by fact. 

• Loans originated by CRA lenders show evidence of less risky lending practices. CRA lenders offered 
low income areas a higher percentage of fixed rate mortgages (28%) as compared to independent 
mortgage companies (18.2%). 

• Default rates on CRA loans were no higher than those on other similar loans that did not qualify for 
CRA. Studies indicate that loans made by CRA lenders within their assessment area were less likely 
to be in foreclosure than those made by independent mortgage companies. 

• Loans and securities backed by CRA loans represented a very small percentage of the loans that were 
originated in the boom years. More than half of subprime loans were made by independent mortgage 
companies not subject to CRA and another 30% were made by affiliates of banks or thrifts that were 
not subject to CRA examination. 

• CRA did not encourage lenders to buy subprime loans. According to economists at the Federal 
Reserve Board, in 2006, less than 2% of mortgage originations sold by independent mortgage 
companies were higher-priced, CRA-credit-eligible, and purchased by CRA-covered banks. 

• CRA was enacted in 1977 and the last substantial administrative changes took effect in 1996. The 
major expansion of subprime and Alt-A lending did not begin until 2004. 
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The Failure of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 

Did Fannie/Freddie cause the financial crisis by lowering their underwriting standards, allowing 
consumers to get loans they couldn't afford? 

• No. Rather than leading the market into subprime and other risky mortgages, Fannie and Freddie 
followed the private sector. Initially, Fannie and Freddie continued to guarantee primarily highly
quality, fully-documented mortgages, while the private sector generated increasingly risky mortgages. 
But as their market share declined (from 70% in 2003 to 40% in 2006), Fannie and Freddie pursued 
riskier business to chase market share and profits, just as house prices were peaking. 

o Increase in Alt-A loans in 2005-2007: About 75% of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac' s current 
Alt-A loans in the GSE guarantee book were originated from 2005-2007. Only 24% came 
from 2004 or earlier. In particular, of Freddie Mac's current Alt-A, 27% and 3 1 % were 
originated in 2006 and 2007, respectively. 

o Higher LTV lending increased in 2007: . Loans ·with LTV above 90% were 15% of all loans 
purchased in 2007, as compared to just 9% ofloans purchased earlier in the decade. Loans of 
LTV at or below 80% were just 75% of 2007 originations, while they had comprised 86% of 
originations in 2003 and 2005 

o Increase in share of loans ·with risky features in 2007: The share of Joans ,vith risky features 
such as a combination of low FICO score and high LTVs, increased at Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac in 2007. 

Were Fannie and Freddie's affordability goals a major cause of the financial crisis or of the failures of 
Fannie and Freddie? 

• No. A combination of fundamental structural flaws - not the affordable housing goals - bears primary 
responsibility for both the losses at Fannie and Freddie and for the broader financial crisis. 

• The mistakes that Jed to their losses closely mirrored mistakes in the private-label securities market, 
where affordability goals were a non-factor. Those mistakes include poor underwriting standards, 
underpriced risk, insufficient capital, and inadequate regulatory or investor oversight. 

• Furthermore, GSE acquired Joans had higher FICO scores and lower LTVs than the PLS backed 
loans: 

o FICO scores are higher in GSE-purchased loans: 84% ofGSE loans had FICO above 660, 
compared to only 47% in PLS backed loans. Only 5% of GSE loans went to borrowers 
belov.r 620 FICO, compared to 32% of PLS backed loans. 

o LTVs are lower for GSE-purchased loans: 82% of GSE loans had an LTV of 80% or lower, 
compared to 2/3rds of PLS backed loans. 

• Delinquency rates and default were higher on many private-label securiities and other loans held by 
banks and other private market institutions as compared to the loans held by Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac, including loans qualifying for the affordability goals. 

o Only 32% of seriously delinquent loans in Ql 2009 were attributed to mortgages insured or 
guaranteed by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and GNMA/FHA, despite the fact that these entities 
and agencies insured or guaranteed 67% of all outstanding mortgages. 

Why was oversight of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac so weak? 

• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's previous regulator, The Office of Federal Housing Enterprise 
Oversight (OFHEO), did not have adequate enforcement authority to constrain risky behavior. 
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• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's aggressive lobbying efforts successfully defeated efforts to have them 
regulated more effectively. 

Current State of the Housing Market 

Why hasn 't the Obama A dministration done more to help the housing market recover? 

• Since taking office in January 2009, the Obama Administration has helped stabilize the housing 
market and provide critical support for strnggling homeo\.vners. Without these initiatives, the 
downturn in the housing markets and the economy could have been far worse. 

• To help stabilize the housing market, the Administration implemented a series of broad actions, 
including: 

o Supported the First Time Homebuyer Tax Credit, which has helped 2.5 million American 
families purchase homes. 

o Provided more than $5 billion in support for affordable rental housing through low income 
housing tax credit programs and $6.92 billion. 

o Support for the Neighborhood Stabilization Program to restore neighborhoods hardest hit by 
concentrated foreclosures 

o Housing Finance Agencies Initiative to increase sustainable homeownership and rental resources. 

o Created the $7.6 billion HFA Hardest Hit Fund for innovative foreclosure prevention programs in 
the nation' s hardest hit housing markets. 

o Supported home purchase and refinance activity through the FHA to provide access to affordable 
mortgage capital and help homeowners prevent foreclosures. 

What are the signs of impact on the market of your housing initiatives: 

• Over 9.5 million Americans have refinanced to lower payments. 
• Refinance saving homeowners $150 on average a month, with aggregate savings of $28.5 billion 

since April 2009. 
• Over 500,000 homeowners are in pem1anent modifications. 
• Median HAMP payment reduct ion of over $500 per month. 
• We are seeing positive structural change in the mortgage market as a result of HAMP. 
• Hardest Hit Fund helping deliver help to states hardest hit by unemployment and home price declines. 

What can you say about HAMP? 

• To date, the Home Affordable Mortgage Program (HAMP) has achieved three critical goals: it has 
provided immediate relief to many struggling homeowners; it has used taxpayer resources efficiently; 
and it has helped transform the v,1ay the entire mortgage servicing industry operates 
o HAMP establishes a national, standardized modification program that is helping responsible, 

strnggling borrowers across the country stay in their homes. 
o HAMP has fundamentally changed the paradigm of how servicers work with delinquent 

borrowers, shifting from a debt collection model to an underwriting model. 
o \Ve continue to see challenges. Servicers were slow to implement HAMP, and must continue to 

increase the pace of permanent modifications. Recent improvements in the program have 
accelerated the pace of permanent modifications, and we are implementing adjustments to better 
address unemployment and negative equity. 
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o The HAMP solution still is the best option available to borrowers, and in light of the foreclosure 
irregularities it remains critically important that servicers focus on their efforts to evaluate 
borrowers for HAMP. 

GSE sources of losses and post-conservatorship book of business 

Note: The Conservator 's report included numbers as ofQ2 2010: 

GSE losses since conservatorship are almost entirely attributable to loans that were originated and 
guaranteed before conservatorship and that remain obligations of the entities. 

• The 2006, 2007, and 2008 vintages account for over 70% of all credit losses. 

• Less than l % of the post-conservatorship credit losses are a result of loans guaranteed in 2009 and 
2010. 

The FHFA Conservator's Report highlights that the bulk of capital reductions (over 70%) have come 
from Single Family guaranteed loans as of Q2 2010. 

• Many commentators tend to point incorrectly to the retained portfolios as the cause of Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac's collapse; while the losses were significant and were indicative of the risks Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac took, the Investment/Capital Markets (Retained Portfolio) segment has only 
accounted for 9% of the cumulative losses 

• The Single-Family Guarantee segment has been the largest contributor to capital reduction, 
accounting for 73% percent of capital reduction since the end of 2007. 

• The Multifamily segment accounted for 5% of capital reduction 

A disproportionally large amount of credit losses have come from loans in the guarantee book with 
risky characteristics 

• During the housing bubble run-up Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac sought to preserve their market share 
by guaranteeing loans with riskier characteristics including Alt-A underwriting st..:wdards, interest 
only payments, and high loan to Value (LTV) ratios. 

• Many of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's credit losses have been disproportionally concentrated in 
these buckets of loans with risky characteristics. For example, Alt-A represented about 10% of the 
amount outstanding (UPB) at each enterprise at the end of 2008, but have accounted for more than 
35% of the credit losses for both entities since January 2008. 

Under the supervisions of the FHFA, progress has been made on improving the credit quality of loans 
Fannie Mae and Freddie ftfac guarantee 

• Under the supervision of the FHF A, the credit quality of the post-conservatorship book of business 
improved dramatically versus pre-conservatorship: 

o Alt-A loans now account for 0% of the new book of business since conservatorship as 
compared to 22% for Fannie in 2006 and 22% for Freddie in 2007. 

o Low credit (<620 FICO) purchases are now only 1 % as compared to 6% for both Fannie and 
Freddie in 2007. 

o Average FICO of new business improved from roughly 715 in 2006 to 750 or more for both 
Fannie and Freddie. 
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o While >90% LTV mortgages are slightly up in 2010 from 2009, this is almost entirely related 
to HARP refis, which are a loss mitigation mechanism and actually reduces the risk of 
default. 

• Additionally, guarantee fees have been increased and Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have risk-adjusted 
their pricing. 

• The new, higher credit quality book of business from 2009 has seen sulbstantially lower cumulative 
default rates when adjusted for loan age 

TOWARDS A NEW SYSTEM OF HOUSING FINANCE 

Paving the Way for a Robust Private Mortgage Market 

Winding down Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac on a responsible timeline 

Explain ''price Fannie !v[ae anti Freddie Mac's guarantees as if they were held to the same capital 
standards as private banks or financial institutions"? 

• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac over time were required to hold far less capital then regulated private 
institutions. Since they did not have to maintain higher levels of capital, they could set the fee that 
they charged to guarantee mortgage-backed securities at artificially low levels. 

• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are currently pricing as if they were required to hold their statutory 
capital minimum of 45 basis points. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac v,,ill over time increase their 
pricing as if they had to hold 250-400 basis points of capital depending on the risk characteristics of 
the loans guaranteed, which is the level that other private banks would have to hold against the same 
risk. This will increase guarantee fees from approximately 25 basis points to approximately 70-100 
basis points over time. 

Is the plan for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to begin to re-build a capital base? 

• No. Treasury will ensure that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have sufficient capital to meet their 
obligations, but Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will not increase their capital as if they were being 
returned to their pre-conservatorship status. 

• Treasury remains committed to protecting taxpayers and ensuring that future positive earnings of the 
Enterprises are returned to taxpayers. 

What percentage of the market will no longer be covered when the temporary increases in conforming 
loan limits expire in October 2011? How much will their mortgage rates increase? 

• Looking at the numbers from 2010, approximately 50,000 loans (less than 5% of total mortgage 
originations in 2010) were loans within the temporary conforming loan increase. 

• It is likely that the private sector will have the ability to absorb this incremental supply through bank 
portfolio lending. 

What is physically going to happen to the operations at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac including the 
infrastructure, systems, and human capital? Is just letting these institutions wither away in the best 
interest of taxpayers? 

• FHFA and the administration will seek to maximize taxpayer recovery in Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac. Where appropriate, FHF A and the administration ·will consider selling certain business lines 
and pieces of the infrastructure to private entities. 
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• However, it is likely that certain pieces of the operation •.vill simply be wound down. 
• We will continue to work with FHFA to ensure that talent is retained so that mortgage credit 

continues to flow during the transition, and that wind down is successfttl and supports taxpayers' 
interests. 

If Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have room under the retained portfolio ceilings, and if m011gages 
cheapen, will Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac be able to purchase MBSfor their portfolios? 

• The Administration will ensure that Fam1ie Mae and Freddie Mac's retained portfolios are wound 
down at a pace no less than 10 percent per year. 

• Both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are ahead of this schedule and we support the efforts to continue 
to responsibly reduce the size of these portfolios. 

Are there any conclitions where the Administration would support a faster wind down of Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac's portfolios? 

• There is no rigid set of conditions that v,1ill be used to increase the pace of the portfolio umvind. 
However, we will constantly monitor the market, and if there is an opportunity to increase the pace of 
the unwind that will not disnipt markets and is in taxpayers' best interest, we could consider 
increasing the pace of disposition. 

• We recognize that a minimal retained portfolio supplies certain important fttnctions, such as 
providing liquidity to small lenders through the cash window and providing the ability to purchase 
delinquent loans out of MBS pools. 

What is the current size and composition of Fannie ~Mae and Fredclie Mac retained portfolios? 

• The current combined size of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's portfolios is $1.5 trillion. They consists 
of approximately $600 billion in agency MBS, $300 billion non-agency MBS, and $600 billion in 
mortgage whole loans. 

• As the agency mortgages are paying down and the agencies continue to buy delinquent loans out of 
pools, the composition of the portfolios has been changing such that mortgage loans comprise a larger 
proportion and agency MBS a smaller proportion. 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac hold a large percentage of REO on their balance sheets. What is your 
plan for removing those assets? 

• We recognize that the housing market remains fragile and we will not pursue policies that threaten to 
disrupt the recovery. The pace of REO disposition should proceed in a fashion that would not overly 
disrupt the market, negatively affect house prices, and further destabilize communities. 

• We will work with FHF A to consider all strategies for the disposition of these properties as long as 
those st rategies maximize recovery for tl1e taxpayer and do not disrupt the fragile housing market 
recovery. 

Returning FHA to its role as a targeted provider of credit 

Why is it necessary to make adjustments to FHA 's single family business? 

• This is necessary to bring private capital back into the mortgage market and reduce taxpayer 
exposure. As Fa,mie Mae and Freddie Mac increase their pricing, without corresponding changes at 
FHA. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's old business will flow to FHA rather than the private market as 
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FHA will become the cheapest source of mortgage financing in the market. This would actually 
result in increased risk for taxpayers and would not reduce the government's footprint. 

• Our goal is to return FHA to its traditional role as a targeted provider of mortgage credit and to reduce 
ta-xpayer exposure. 

But, FHA has not cost the taxpayers any money. Why are we concerned about scaling hack their 
footprint? 

• FHA currently has increased its market share to serve as a countercyclical source of credit in the 
housing downturn. Its current market share is 30% compared to a historic average closer to I0-15% 
and as low as 3% in 2006. The maximum FHA conforming loan limits were increased to $729,500, 
which represented a departure from FHA's traditional role as a targeted provider of mortgage credit 
and access to low and moderate income and first-time homebuyers. 

• While FHA has not required a bailout, the agency is currently operating below its statutory minimum 
capital requirement. If there were another downward shock to house prices, it is possible that 
ta-xpayers would face losses on loans guaranteed by the FHA. 

FHLBs 

How would the advance restrictions affect the FHLB system? 

• Advance restrictions would improve the stability of the FHLB system by preventing the system 
from becoming over exposed with respect to any one institution. During the lead up to the crisis, 
the FHLB system saw a significant increase in advances from some of the largest institutions, 
several of which were severely affected by the cris is. 

• Depending on the size of the advance cap and the use of advances, it might affect a few of the 
largest financial institutions. Our intention is not affect small or medium sized financial 
institutions. 

How would single district membership affect the FHLB system? 

• Single district membership would address one of the significant weaknesses of the FHLB system, 
the collateral arbitrage between FHLB banks. 

• Single district membership would have little effect on small or medium sized fmancial 
institutions, which are generally members of only one FHLB. It would require large financial 
institutions which are members of multiple banks, sometimes four or more, to choose a district. 
We would work with FHFA to ensure an orderly transition. 

Won't a large covered bond market favor large financial institutions and encourage even greater 
concentration in the banking sector? 

• We want to promote a deep and liquid private capital market for the availability of mortgage 
credit. We are open to alternative ways to encourage additional private capital into the market. It 
is premature to speculate what the effects of a potentially new market would be. 
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Restoring Trust and Integrity in the Broader Housing Market 

Is your plan to "ju: the flaws in the mortgage market" just to implement the Dodd-Frank Act? What 's 
new here? 

• The authorities and mandates handed down by Dodd-Frank are critical tools for bringing capital 
markets back into the housing finance system. They fix fundamental flaws in the housing finance 
system, including consumer and investor protection, conflicts of interest, and systemic risk oversight. 

• The Administration has recommended important reforms for mortgage servicing, Jien priority, 
disclosure, and to FHA and other government housing finance programs. These reforms include 
regulatory reforms, legislative proposals, and industry best practices. 

Reliance on current law and independent agencies 

Given her or his critical role in your plan, when will you appoint the FHFA. 's director? 

• The President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoints the FHF A Director. Congress and 
the President direct the timing of any appointment. Acting Director Ed DeMarco has done well in 
reducing risk to the taxpayers and fulfilling his role as conservator. 

Increasing transparency, standardization, and accountability in the securitization 
chain. 

How does Treasury 's plan interact with the Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRJlf) and Risk Retention 
rules mandated by Section 941 of Dodd-Frank? Will the rules app(v to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? 
Will the Administration's recommendations change once these rules are promulgated? 
• Reforming the securitization market and requiring "skin in the game" is critically important. 

• The risk retention rulemaking process is still underway and because rules have not yet been issued, 
we are not able to comment or predict what those rnles might look like or what effect the rnles will 
have on housing finance reform or the economy generally. 

• The Administration looks forward to working with Congress and the Section 941 rule writers to 
determine how the foture reforms should incorporate the risk-retention rules once they are issued. 

What were the conclusions of the Study mandated by Section 946 of Dodd-Frank on the 
Macroeconomic Effects of Risk Retention? 

• The study concludes that risk retention can help refom1 the securitization market, protect the public 
and the economy against irresponsible lending practices, and facilitate economic growth by allo,.,ving 
for safe and sound credit formation for consumers, businesses, and homeowners, resulting in market 
participants pricing credit risk more accurately and allocating capital more efficiently. 

• Risk retention alone cannot fix all of the flaws in the system, but it can help by aligning interests of 
participants in the securitization process and encouraging better underwriting standards. Dodd-Frank 
has a number of other reforms intended to address these and other problems that became apparent 
during the financial crisis. 

• There are many choices in designing a risk retention framework. The study discusses some of these 
choices and puts forth principles to use in determining how such a framework could be set. 
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What is the timing of the Section 941 risk retention rules? What is Treasury's role in the rulemaking 
process? When will a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) be released? Will there be an Advanced 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking? Will you meet the April dea,iline? 

• The Treasury Secretary, as Chaim1an of the FSOC, is the coordinator of the Section 94 1 mle writing 
process, but does not have rule writing authority. 

• At this point, we are not able to give an indication the timing of the release of either the notice of 
proposed mies or the final rules. The mle writers are working diligently to find consensus on all 
relevant issues. 

• While we cannot comment on timing of releases, there will be an NPR released with an adequate 
public comment period before any rules are finalized. We will welcome public comments at that time. 

Regulatory Oversight 

Why do we think the government is going to be more effective at regulating the housing market this 
time around? 

• As a result of the refonns that will be implemented as part of Dodd-Frank and the additional reforms 
proposed in this plan, regulation will be consolidated in the hands of stronger regulators who have the 
ability to effectively oversee and monitor entities in the housing finance system. 

How are you going to prevent predatory lending or liar loans and otlter consumer fraud? 

• The Dodd-Frank Act created the CFPB both to defend consumers from predatory and deceptive 
lending and to ensure consumers are able to understand the risks and obligations inherent in their 
financial transactions. 

Increased Capital 

Won't larger capital requirements lead to slower loan growth in the near term and slower economic 
growth? 

• Safety and soundness of the financial system is critical to promote our economy's vitality and its 
ability to take risk and promote innovation. Ultimately, we must strike an appropriate balance, 
instituting sufficient reforms to ensure a safe and sound system, while continuing to encourage 
innovation and sound investment. 

• As the recent crisis demonstrated, excessive and reckless growth can be destabilizing for the entire 
economy and is not in the country's long-term interest. 

How will the new framework put forth by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision affect the 
Housing Finance Market? Does the Administration's plan take these changes into account? 
• In July 2009, the BCBS strengthened supen1isory standards and increased regulatory capital 

requirements for complex securit iza.tions. The BCBS adopted several revisions to the regulatory 
frame·work known as Basel II to address some of the ma.in problems highlighted by the recent 
financial crisis. 
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• On December 16, 2010, the BCBS a1mounced stricter capital regulatory requirements for banks. 
These requirements arc commonly known as Basel III. Basel III is intended to improve the banking 
sector's ability to absorb shocks arising from financial and economic stress. 

• Basel III must be adopted by the individual regulators of each participatiing nation, and is by its own 
tem1S to be phased in beginning January 1, 2013. Basel III standards include requirements for banks 
to have: (i) heightened risk weight for some lower-rated and unrated securitization exposures; (ii) 
more conservative collateral haircuts for securitization collateral wii.th respect to counterparty 
exposure; and (iii) additional specific risk haircuts for securitization exposures when calculating the 
capital requirement related to market risk. 

• These reforms are consistent ·with the Administration' s commitment to increasing capital in the 
housing finance system and ensuring that sufficient capital is held by the private sector against 
resident ial securitization exposures going forward. 

Mortgage Servicing and Foreclosure 

What does the Administration mean by national servicing standards and which ones would the 
Administration support? 

• The Administration is leading a broader interagency process working to develop national servicing 
standards. 

• The work on this process is underway, including study of measures that would align incentives and 
provide clarity and consistency to borrowers and investors regarding their treatment by servicers, 
especially in the event of delinquency. 

• The Administration is also working with FHF A, in coordination v,;ith HUD and Ginnie Mae, to 
explore alternative compensation structures to align industry incentives and promote foreclosure 
alternatives ·when in the best interest of both the borrower and the credit guarantor. 

Does the Administration support a fee-for-service model for servicer compensation? 

• A fee-for-service compensation structure could help ensure scrviccrs have the appropriate incentives 
to invest the time and effort to work with troubled borrowers to avoid default or foreclosure. TI1e 
Administration is receptive to comments on whether there are other effective means of addressing 
these concerns as well. 

How does the Administration specifically propose to deal with lien priority issues? 

• Mortgage documents should require disclosure of second liens. 

• In addition, mortgage documents should define the process for modifying a second lien in the event 
that the first lien becomes delinquent. This ,;,.~II prevent a second lien from standing in the way of a 
first lien modification and help prevent avoidable foreclosures. 

• Finally, we could consider optio11S for allowing prin1ary mortgage holders to restrict, in certain 
circumstances, additional debt secured by the same property. TI1is would require a legislative change. 

A System with Transparent and Targeted Support for Access and Affordability 
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General access and affordability questions 

How can the USG provide targeted support for "hard-to-reach" segments wit/tout increasing its risk 
exposure? Aren't the "hard-to-reach" segments the least creditworthy? 
• Hard-to-reach segments can be served in a creditworthy and responsible manner. 
• Many private mortgage lenders, FHA, State HF As, nonprofits, and! CD Fis have a ll provided 

responsible underwriting to hard-to-reach segments with low rates of loss . 
• Many subprime borrowers could have qualified for prime loans but were subject to discriminatory 

pricing and predatory products. When given access to safe, stable, well-underwritten mortgages, hard
to-reach borrowers have consistently demonstrated an ability to meet their obligations. 

• Private credit markets, particularly secondary markets, tend to systematically under serve certain 
market segments because (1) secondary markets favor standardization, volume and information, 
making it difficult to introduce new products designed to meet the needs of underserved markets; (2) 
less standardized products are more difficult to underwrite and securit ize; (3) low-balance loans are 
less profitable to originate. 

• With respect to multifamily rental housing, Fannie Mae successfully targeted properties the private 
secondary markets seldom reach, including buildings affordable to moderate income families and 
buildings with government subsidies. Fannie Mae' s low rates of loss in its multifamily portfolio 
demonstrate that such segments can be served in a safe, sensible and effic ient manner. 

Sltouldn 't all high LTV lending be eliminated? Otherwise, we will just keep pushing homes on people 
who can't afford them and slwuldn 't be in them. 
• It is essential that home owners have sufficient financial resources to contribute a down payment and 

carry monthly mortgage and other expenses. Homeownership is not right for everyone. But not all 
high LTV lending is risky and providing homeownership opportunities for credit-worthy families 
should remain an important policy goal. 

• LTV ratios are only one factor in determining risk and should be considered as part of an overall risk 
profile. Appropriate borrower and loan characteristics can keep overall risk low even without a large 
down payment. 

• We should empower consumers to avoid unfair pract ices and make fully informed decisions. 
Requiring lenders to verify borw wer ability to pay ·will ensure that mortgages are more sustainable 
and affordable in a refonned housing finance system. 

FHA single family reforms 

Aren't higher down payments and premiums at FHA going to unfair(v restrict access to mortgage 
loans for creditworthy borrowers in need? Isn't increased down-payment .assistance a poor substitute 
f or your proposed reduced role and higher cost of FHA? 

• The Administration is committed to ensuring creditworthy first-time homebuyers and famil ies with 
modest incomes can access a mortgage. Government has an important role to play in ensuring that 
capital is available to creditworthy borrowers in all co1mnunities, including rural areas, economically 
distressed regions, and low-income communities. 

• It is important to balance two homeownership objectives: access and sustainability. Mortgage defaults 
and foreclosures are damaging to families and communities, as ,vell as to mortgage lenders, investors 
and the FHA and the taxpayers that stand behind it. 
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• Strengthening FHA's capital reserve account is necessary to enable FHA to manage housing 
downturns and to protect taxpayers. Reforms to FHA will ensure that creditworthy borrowers ·with 
low- and moderate- incomes will c-0ntinue to have access to mortgage credit. 

• We believe that the private sector should take the lead role in supplying mortgage credit to all 
Americans. FHA should provide an upper limit on pricing and encourage the private sector to 
e-0mpete successfully, as it did in the 1990s. Changes at FHA are necessary to gradually shrink its 
market share and allow the private market to grow. 

• We will seek ways to support down payment assistance, counseling and other mechanisms to allow 
creditworthy borro,vers without access to personal or family ,vealth to become homeo,vners. 

Multifamily/Rental reforms 

Why should the USG provide any support to multifamily rental finance? Wasn't the lesson from the 
crisis that government involvement creates larger booms and busts and exposes taxpayers to too much 
risk? 
• FHA. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have performed well with multifamily properties. 
• Many renters face serious affordability challenges. Half of all renters spend more than 30% of their 

income on housing - the most common affordability benchmark -- and a quarter spend more than 
half. And for low-income renters, adequate and affordable homes are increasingly scarce; for every 
100 e:,..1remely low-income American fami lies, for example, only 32 adequate homes are affordable. 

• Private credit markets have generally underserved multifamily rental properties that offer affordable 
rents, preferring to invest in high-end developments. 

• Government involvement in multifamily rental finance will be targeted, transparent, and seek to put 
private capital in the first-loss position. It will focus on supporting affordable rental options to low
and moderate-income famiJies, who face high rent burdens. 

During transition, will Fannie and Freddie continue their multifamily business? Without Fannie and 
Freddie's support, won't rents increase to unaffordable levels for middle- and lower-income 
Americans? Will you institute any substantial federal support for multifamily rental markets? 
• We will work with FHFA to ensure liquidity and steady financing remains available to the middle of 

the rental market, ,vhere housing is generally affordable to moderate-income families. 
• As we wind down Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, it will be critical to find ways to maintain liquidity 

in this segment of the market and to ensu re that new sources of capital enter the market. 
• FHA currently insures mortgages for multifamily rental properties, and will continue to do so. 

Furthermore, the Administration will explore ways to expand FHA's capacity to support multifamily 
markets. 

• We will consider a range of reforms, such as risk-sharing with private lenders and developing 
programs dedicated to hard-to-reach property segments, including the smaller properties that contain 
one-third of aU rental apartments. 

How specifically do you plan to expand FHA 's capacity in multi-fami(v lending? What does your 
proposal for "FHA risk-sharing with private lenders" in multifami(v housing mean specifical(v? 
• FHA would benefit from reforms that incorporate current best practices in the multifamily finance 

industry. These include streamlined underwriting and approval processes that require private lenders 
to share losses on loans the FHA insures. 

• New flexibilities related to internal infrastrncture, processes and human capital development and 
retention would be required for FHA to have expanded capacity. 
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• There are a number of ways in which risk sharing can be implemented. Overall, risk sharing with 
private lenders would put the lender at risk for at least part of the losses in cases of default. Fannie 
Mae's current multifamily business uses risk sharing to align lenders' incentives with their own and 
could serve as a model for future FHA activities. We will consider using a version of Fannie Mae's 
designated underwriting system (DUS). 

Won't an expanded FHA crowd out private capital? How is an expanded FHA consistent with the 
USG's desire to increase private capital in the housing finance system? 
• Potent ial reforms to FHA could include risk-sharing with private lenders, which would draw in 

private capital. 
• The private secondary market has not well served all segments of the multifamily market, most 

notably the small buildings (5 - 50 units) that contain one-third of all multifamily rental apartments. 
While encouraging private capital to engage in those markets remains important, we believe that FHA 
can help demonstrate how to serve those segments safely and profitably. 

Why have you not proposed an expansion of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) to produce 
and preserve more affordable rental housing? 
• Tax policy changes are beyond the scope of this white paper. 

Doesn't increased support for rental housing disadvantage rural and suburban communities at the 
expense of urban areas? 
• Support for rental housing is important in all communities, including urban, suburban, and mral 

communities. \Vherever located, rental housing should provide families access to good jobs for 
parents and quality schools for children and contribute to community stability. 

• Our proposal to support rental housing finance focuses on smaller multifamily properties for federal 
support. Smaller rental buildings are woven into the fabric of the suburban, mral and urban 
communities and are an important resource to working families. 

Secondary market access 

Why is secondary market access important ? 
• In a more privatized housing market, there is a risk that many communities may face contractions in 

mortgage credit. Underserved markets, including mral areas, economically distressed regions, and 
low- and moderate-income LMI borrowers and communities account for about one-half of all home 
purchase mortgages. LMI borrowers and communities alone account for over 40%. 

Isn 't your proposal to "make sure that secondary market participants reflect primary market activity" 
just Fannie/Freddie affordability goals by another name? 
• No. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's affordability goals were poorly designed and implemented in 

some important ways. 
o Mis-alignment with primarv market. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's goals were set as a share 

of their overall mortgage purchases, but did not reflect primary market lending activity, 
changing economic conditions, or even safe and sound lending practice. Future policy should 
better align activities in the primary and secondary markets, consistent with safety and 
soundness. 

o Better targeting o( underserved households and areas. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's goals 
were insufficiently targeted. They did not reach all undersenred market segments. They 
included middle-income communities and borrowers, and did not target rural communities. 
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o Consumer sustainabilitv. Prior to HERA, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac were allowed to 
count certain mortgages that were unsustainable for consumers towards their goals targets. 

• Establishing a system ,,.,here the secondary market reflects primary market activity will help credit 
flo·w to all market segments and geographies Going forward, secondary market access should be 
better targeted and financially sustainable for families, communities, and for financial institutions, 
and be consistent with safety and soundness. 

• Recognizing the dynamic interplay between the primary and secondary markets, we will work with 
Congress to determine the best measures to ensure that all creditworthy Americans in all communities 
are able to access mortgage credit in a reformed housing finance system. 

Won't secondary market access cause rates to rise f or middle-class families to subsidize people for 
whom homeownership isn 't appropriate? 
• No. Secondary market access does not imply unprofitable or unsafe lending. HomeO\vnership is not 

right for everyone, but the secondary markets should serve creditworthy borrowers in all 
communities. 

• The secondary market should support the full range of primary market activity. Because the 
secondary market \.Vould mirror the primary market, they should not distort underwriting standards or 
push inappropriate loans on would-be homeowners. In fact, secondary market access is an important 
tool to ensure that credit is flowing to middle- as well as low-income families in all communities, 
including rural and economically distressed areas. 

How does the proposal address racial and ethnic discrimination in the housing finance system? 
• We will work ,>.iith Congress to require greater transparency in the mortgage market, requiring 

securitizers to disclose infom1ation on the credit, geographic and demographic characteristics of the 
underlying loans they support. This will make it easier to detemune ·whether market participants are 
complying \.\iith their legal obligations, and also make clear to the public what communities these 
institutions are and are not serving. 

Doesn't your proposal for more transparency and data disclosure by securitizers place an undue 
burden on the private sector and unneces.<1ari(v raise rates for all American.<.? 
• Securitizers should collect loan-level data as part of their due diligence and performance analysis. 

Better and more transparent data will help protect consumers while also improving market efficiency 
and accountability. 

• Data disclosure can help the private sector identify new opportunities in markets it had previously 
overlooked. Data disclosure can help firms to improve metrics to assess the loan performance. 

New dedicated funding for targeted affordable housing 

Why should affordable housing programs receive a dedicated funding source? 
• The scale of affordable housing needs will require more support from the federal government. 

o Half of all renters spend more than 30% of their income on housing - the most common 
affordability standard - and a quarter of all renters spend more than half. 

o The problems are most acute for low-income renters. For every 100 very low-income renters, 
only 60 adequate rental homes are affordable and there are only 32 such units for every 100 
extremely low-income renters. 

o Increased down payment requirements in a reformed system may require more support for 
creditworthy borrowers to access mortgage credit. 
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Doesn't the federal government already have a large array of affordable rental and homeownership 
programs? 1¥hy should new programs be created and funded? 
• Current policies and programs do not fully support a range of critical needs in affordable rental and 

homeownership, including: 
o Supply shortages in affordable rental housing for the )O\,vest income families, similar to the 

Affordable Housing Trust Fund proposed to be capitalized in the President's 20 12 Budget; 
o Access to down payment assistance and counseling for creditworthy borrowers in a form that 

does not expose them or financial institutions to excessive risk or cost; 
o Scaling up proven nonprofit partnerships that can attract mucih larger amounts of private 

capital; and 
o Overcoming market failures that make it hard to develop a secondary market for targeted 

affordable housing mortgages, such as that for small rental properties and location- and 
energy-efficient mortgages. 

• New programs can better engage a range of partners with proven track records of success, including 
state housing finance agencies, non-profits, and CDFls. 

• To begin to re-balance support for homeownership and rental, greater support of renters and rental 
housing finance is appropriate. 

Do you support the HERA affordable housing programs, including the Affordable Housing Trust 
Fund and the Capital Magnet Fund? 
• The Administration's recommended uses of the dedicated funds are consistent with those of the 

HERA programs. The Affordable Housing Trust Fund primarily addresses the production and 
preservation ofrental housing by the lowest-income fami lies. The Capital Magnet Fund provides seed 
money that effective CDFis and nonprofit organizations use for affordable housing that attracts 
substantial additional funds. 

What funding sources is the Administration considering for its proposed set of affordable housing 
initiatives? How much funding would be involved? 
• The Administration will work with Congress to determine appropriate amounts and sources for 

dedicated, budget-neutral financing mechanisms. 

Shouldn't they be part of the regular appropriations process to be properly overseen by Congress? You 
are just trying to bypass proper government oversight of affordable housing, just like during the 
Fannie 1l1ae/Freddie Mac goals era. 
• Transparency in all affordable housing programs is an important component of reform. 
• Congress will retain all oversight powers over any targeted homeownership and affordable rental 

programs which use dedicated funding sources. 

A RESPONSIBLE PATH FORWARD FOR REFORM: TRANSITION 

Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements (PSPAs) Mechanics 

How does the Treasury financial commitment under the PSPAs work? 
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• Treasury's financial conunitment will increase until December 31, 2012 to cover any future 
deficiency amounts (net losses requiring a Treasury dra'vv) less whatever surplus remains by 
December 31, 2012. 

• Treasury' s financial commitment will not be reduced below $200 billion per institution. 
• For example, if a GSE has cumulative deficiency amounts before December 31, 2012 of $50 billion, 

the cap would increase to $250 billion. 
• However, the formula will also take account of any gains before December 31, 20 12 as well. So if 

either GSE has a cumulative Deficiency Amount of$50 billion, but also has gains of$20 billion, the 
cap would increase only to $230 billion. 

• In all cases, the cap cannot be lowered below $200 billion. So, for example, if either GSE had no 
losses and generated $50 billion of gains over the next three years, the cap would remain at $200 
billion. 

• The Q3 2010 draws of $0. 1 billion for Freddie and $2.5 billion for Fannie increased the caps to 
$212.4 billion for both institutions. 

Legacy Obligations 

Message to the Market: Our support for Fannie Mae and Frecldie Mac should be clear during this 
time of Transition 

• The Administration will not pursue policies or reforms in a way that would threaten to disrupt the 
ability of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to honor their obligations. 

• The 2009 amendments to the Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements should make it clear that the 
government will ensure that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have sufficient capital to perform under 
guarantees issued now or in the future and the ability to meet their debt obligations. 

• As the market improves and Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are wound dovvn, it should be clear that the 
government is committed to ensuring that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have sufficient capital to 
perform under any guarantees issued now or in the future and the ability to meet any of their debt 
obligations. We believe that under our current fonding amU1gements, there is sufficient fonding to 
ensure the orderly and deliberate wind down of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, as described in our 
plan. 

• The structure of the PSPAs provides a substantial margin of solvency for Fa1mie Mae and Freddie 
Mac which allows them to meet their obligations even in substantially more adverse economic 
scenanos. 

Fannie and Freddie employee retention and compensation 

Why do you say that you are going to "reward" the current employees of Fannie and Freddie for a 
successful unwind? 

• It is in the taxpayers' best interest that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have the ability to maintain the 
highest quality people and operations to effectively continue to support a stable housing market. 

• The greatest risk to the taxpayer is in contracting the availability of new mortgage finance in such a 
way that would destabilize the market A large departure of employees from Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac could potentially threaten the flow of mortgage credit. 
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Taxpayer Cost/ Repayment 

How much money are taxpayers are going to pour into these companies? 

• The level of losses that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac experience is highly dependent on the future 
path of house prices. 

• In October, FHFA coordinated an independent stress test for both Fanrue Mae and Freddie Mac to 
project forecasted draws from the Treasury / losses based on various inputs. 

• FHF A has identified three scenarios (using Moody's house price paths): (1) Stronger Near-Term 
Recovery, (2) Current Baseline, and (3) Deeper Second Recession. 

o The cumulative draws from Treasury by 2013 are forecasted under those assumptions to be 
$22 1, $238, and $363 billion, of,vhich $148 billion had been drawn as ofQ2 2010. 

o Total draws (net of dividends), are forecasted to be $141, $154, and $259B, respectively. 
o Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have drawn $153B from the Treasury as of Q3 2010 ($135B 

net of dividends). 
o So the additional draws (net of dividends) would be $6B under the recovery scenario, $19B 

under the base case, and $124B under the second recession scenario. 

How many loans do Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac currently guarantee in their single fami(v book? 
How do you view that number changing over time as pricing increases and these entities are wound 
down? 

• Combined, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac currently guarantee $4.4 trillion mortgages. 
• The ultimate pace of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's unwind will be a function of market conditions 

and the ultimate recommendations to FHFA. 

JJlhy aren't you cutting Fannie and Freddie's excessively high JO percent dividend rate on the PSPA? 
If it weren 't for the dividend, those firms would be profitable. 

• Treasury remains committed to protecting taxpayers and ensuring that future positive earnings of 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are returned to taxpayers as compensation for their investment. 

• According to the FHF A stress tests in the base case, the dividend payments will cover aJI positive 
earnings at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and return that money to taxpayers. 

JJlhy did you choose to waive the Periodic Commitment Fee? Isn't the Periodic Commitment Fee an 
opportunity to recoup some of the taxpayers' investments in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? 
• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are currently required to pay a dividend equal to 10% of the taxpayers ' 

total investment. According to the FHF A stress tests in the base case, both Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac are expected to require additional draws through the end of 20 11 to cover net income losses and 
required dividend payments meaning that no excess income would be available for taxpayer 
recoupment. 

• Given the size of the current draws from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, imposing the Periodic 
Commitment Fee would only lead to increased Treasury draws and not generate increased net 
proceeds for the taxpayer. 

Why not merge the assets of Fannie and Freddie to cut costs for taxpayers? 

• FHF A and the administration should consider managing certain assets of Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac jointly and outsourcing certain non-core operations functions in instances where that is in 
taxpayers' best interest. 
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• However, f amlie Mae and Freddie Mac have different systems and different risk management tools 
that aren't easily compatible. Undertaking a large scale prqjcct to consolidate all of the operations 
would take many years and result in large taxpayer expense. 

OPTIONS FOR THE LONG-TERM STRUCTURE OF HOUSING F INANCE 

How did you select these four criteria, access to mortgage credit, incentive for investment in housing, 
taxpayer protection, and financial and economic stability? Why not {x]? 

• These four criteria take into account the fundamental choices we face when designing a new system 
and assessing its impact on borrowers, lenders, and taxpayers. They provide a clear yardstick upon 
which different choices can be assessed so that the benefits and drawbacks can be weighed carefully. 

• However, all criteria should be considered, including [x) in any robust discussion about potential 
long-tenn solutions for our nation' s housing finance system 

Why did you include "access to mortgage credit" as a key principle for evaluating a future plan? You 
already stated that not everyone needs to own a home. Couldn't households rent instead of accessing a 
mortgage? 

• While the Administration is committed to a more balanced approach toward both rental and home 
ownership, ,ve will presenre the ownership option for a wide variety of households. Those households 
who have appropriate credit history and are in a financial position to purchase a home should have 
this option regardless of demographic or geographic location. 

• Although not appropriate for all households, homeownership provides a means by ·which Americans 
can accumulate savings by building equity in their homes. Although we witnessed excessive 
"cashing-out" of this equity when some households used their homes as if they were piggybanks at 
the height of the bubble, responsible equity building can be a gateway to the middle class. 

Why do we care about standardization in the mortgage market? 

• A standardized mortgage market allows consumers to compare products easily across states, which is 
of particular advantage when moving homes. 

• Additionally, as in most industries, there are advantages to uniformity, which could lower costs to 
consumers. 

• There are instances where tnlique mortgage products are appropriate and sustainable for borrowers. 
Where appropriate, the non-standard nature of the mortgage should be clearly documented and 
communicated to the borrower, so that he or she can fully understand and agree that the mortgage 
product indeed suits his or her unique circumstances. 

Why does government involvement in housing increase access to credit/or many communities? 

• By facilitating deep, liquid secondary markets, government involvement can expand the ability for 
small banks to sell their loans into the secondary market. 

• Secondary markets and mechanisms for accessing them are particularly critical for small and 
community banks, who have more limited access to funding sources besides deposits. 

• Without other mechanisms of access, small banks might be forced to rely on larger banks for 
secondary-market sources of funding, v,1hich would likely mean less attractive pricing for small banks 
and their communities. 
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Why does government support make investment in housing more attractive and distort cre,iit markets? 

• The presence of a government guarantee dramatically reduces the riskiness of the security to the end 
investor and increases the number of capital that investors are willing to devote to the sector. The 
guarantee both increases the amount of investors who are willing to participate in the market and the 
amount of capital that each investor devotes to the sector. 

Why do you claim that government support can help promote financial stability? The US had Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac yet our housing boom and bust was more severe than that in most other country. 

• Delinquency rates were much higher on mortgages originated outside of Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac, in the PLS market that did not have either government support or government supervision. 
Additionally, prices on agency mortgages were only minimally affected in the crisis, especially 
relative to the PLS market. Borrowers who qualified for mortgages that conformed to Famlie and 
Freddie's standards were able to access the market for mortgage credit through the entire cris is. 

• Many of Fannie and Freddie' s problems can be attributed to the fact that their government support 
was not transparent and was not priced. 

• In "normal" times, the presence of a government guarantee prevents investors from engaging in fire 
sales of securities in the same way that the FDIC prevents mns on banks from depositors. 

• In times of stress, the presence of the guarantee allows borrowers to continue to be able to access the 
secondary markets and have access to the credit that they need to sell their home and move or 
refinance their existing mortgage. 

Why are we so concerned about access to mortgage credit in a crisis? Aren't the reforms we are 
implementing going to dramatically reduce the probabili~v of future crises? 

• The reforms we are implementing will create a more safe and sound system that substantially reduces 
the probability of a future crisis. 

• This does not change, hO\.vever, the fact that government should consider the value of having the tools 
necessary to minimize the impact of a future crisis should one result from unforeseen circumstances. 

How much capital would move outside of the mortgage market and/or outside of the US if there were 
no guarantee in a future system? 

• It is difficult to determine exactly how much capital would flow away from the domestic mortgage 
market. However, at a minimum, it 's likely that several hundred billion dollars in investments in 
MBS from overseas investors would gradually flow into Treasuries. 

Option 1: FHA-only 

What approximate percentage of the market do you envision being covered .by FHA in such a plan? 

• The percentage of the market covered by FHA should be dictated by the types of borrowers who 
should be served, not by an abstract market share target. 

• We look forward to working with Congress to develop policy to reduce the market share of FHA 
significantly from today's current unsustainable levels. 
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Why does Option I reduce the government's abili~y to effectiveZv step in to ensure access during a 
crisis? The Federal Reserve played a stabilizing role during this last crisis. Couldn't they do the same 
in a future crisis? 

• While the Federal Reserve, Treasury or other agency could step in and provide support during foture 
crisis, there are several drawbacks to relying on such assistance in the future. Without a dear and 
transparent process established in advance, there is less certainty about how - if at all - support would 
be provided 

• The associated moral hazard of ensuring government support without explicitly charging for it could 
result in the private sector taking on more risk than it should. 

In Option 1, wouldn't the FHA drastically expand its market share if Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
were no longer an available option? 

• In a privatized market with the government role limited to FHA, in order to prevent all mortgages 
going through FHA, strict limits would be necessary to ensure that FHA only provides loans to low 
and moderate income borrowers. 

• By decreasing the confonning loan limit and increasing FHA guarantee fee pricing, the amount of 
market share that FHA will cover will decrease. 

Can the government credibly avoid stepping in amid a true crisis? Won 't the market still be left 
guessing if, when, and how the government might intervene under the "FllA only" model? 

• Predetern1ined rules will be needed to govern when the government would and 'vVould not step in 
during a crisis to avoid excessive risk taking and moral hazard. 

• Ensuring that the government takes no action over the course of many cycles is, however difficult to 
control and predict ex ante and should be taken into consideration when designing such 
predetermined ntles and reforms. 

Option 2: FHA with Additional Guarantee Mechanism to flex in times of stress 

Are options 1 and 2 radical(v different? 
• In Option 2, there would be an explicit mechanism to provide mortgage credit in a crisis. Option 1 

does not have this. 

• However, under nom1al economic conditions, Options 1 and 2 share many of the same benefits and 
drawbacks. 

Why do we need a separate mechanism? Would FHA and the Federal Reserve alone have the capacity 
to respond with sufficient speed and force during a crisis to preserve access to mortgage credit for 
American families? 

• \Vhile the FHA and Federal Reserve have played a significant role in backstopping the housing 
market during the recent crisis, they should not be counted upon in futu re crises. 

• The Federal Reserve is limited in its capacity to provide a liquidity backstop for all asset classes. 
Additionally, if the Federal Reserve stepped in during every crisis, it could promote fi nancial 
recklessness. FHA, while allowing a significant portion of Americans to access mortgages during the 
recent crisis, has taken on an unsustainably large market share, which the Administration is 
committed to reducing. If the FHA is allowed to increase its market share during every crisis, there 
should be proper structuring and pricing in advance to avoid greater taxpayer risk 
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In Option 2, how would the government backstop mechanism work during a crisis? How would you 
ensure that it is only scaled up during a true crisis and that its use is reduced when the crisis ends? 

• One option is to prescribe a limit to the amount of mortgages that can be wrapped by a guarantee. 
The fee for this guarantee should be allowed to change depending on market conditions. In good 
economic times, the guarantee fee would be very high. but when the housing market deteriorates, 
it would be reduced. 

• Alternatively, the cost of the guarantee could be fixed, but the amount of mortgage product that 
could be wrapped could vary depending on economic and housing conditions. In good economic 
times, there ·would be only a small amount of mortgage product able to be ·wrapped, but in 
stressful times, this amount would increase. 

How will you prevent a future Administration and Congress from changing the nature of the backstop 
so that it becomes a guarantee used extensively during all economic conditions? 

• While this is a risk for any reforms put in place, there are methods that this Congress and 
Administration can put in place to structure a backstop that can weather political change. 

• Other provisions could be considered to limit the ability of future regulators to interfere with the 
proper functioning of a backstop. They might include auction mechanisms for guarantees where the 
private market determines the appropriate price for a guarantee. Additionally, the amount of 
guarantee offered could change based upon certain economic indicators, to ensure that the guarantee 
properly adjusts for changing economic conditions. 

Option 3: Government Reinsurance with Private Mortgage Guarantors bearing significant first loss 

Won't the presence of a government reinsurer just institutionalize more bailouts and moral hazard? 

• An actuarially fair fee in return for reinsurance gives the government the ability to charge for the risk 
that it takes prior to any crisis. It also provides a mechanism to recoup losses. 

• A government reinsurance program would provide clearer "rules of the game" so stakeholders and 
investors are not stuck in a guessing game about if, when, and how the government might take action 
in future housing or financial crises. 

• The fact that the government is in a very remote risk position through the structuring of reinsurance 
reduces moral hazard risk to taxpayers. 

In the reinsurer option, won't there only be a handful of private mortgage guarantors that are all Too 
Big To Fail? 

• It will be essential to ensure adequate capital standards and strong regulation of the private mortgage 
guarantors to protect taxpayers. 

• Broad reinsurance will likely attract a larger pool of investors to the mortgage market, enough to 
support a number of private mortgage guarantors. If large number of mortgage guarantors take 
attritional risk, it will encourage competition, more appropriate and efficient pricing, and reduce the 
likelihood of"too big to fail" through competition. 

• It is important to note that the government reinsurance would only cover the loan or security itself, 
and would not be available to the mortgage guarantor . 
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• Additionally, if any of these entities is designated by the FSOC as systemically significant, they will 
be regulated by the Federal Rcscn1e, pursuant to Dodd-Frank. 

H ow would a government reinsurance scheme be different from the old Fannie/Freddie syt,tem? 

• A well-capitalized set of private mortgage guarantors ·would put substant ially more private capital at 
risk of first loss in front of the tax.payer than Fannie and Freddie, who held insufficient capital. 
Instead of building capital resenres by retaining earnings, Fannie and Freddie disbursed their profits 
to managers and shareholders. 

• An explicit g1.1arantee would be more transparent. 

• A priced guarantee ·with a put-back mechanism and a first-loss position would encourage robust 
undenvriting. 

• Removing the conflicts of interests between private shareholders' profit motive and public missions 
would make and government reinsurer materially different from Fannie and Freddie. 

H ow will you prevent private mortgage guarantors from competing on market share and engaging in a 
"race to the bottom" with Lower underwriting standards, especial(,, over the course of multiple housing 
cycles? 

• The fact that these institutions are the first to bear losses related to borrower delinquency or default 
gives them a strong incentive to maintain credit standards . 

• The deterioration of underwriting standards in the recent crisis was caused by several factors that will 
no longer issues under this plan. 

o Mortgage guarantors would be wholly private ent ities, unable to use public resources to 
absorb losses. 

o Additionally, in the previous system many mortgage chain parti,cipants were able to pass all 
of the credit risk to the entity that purchased the loans. In this model, the mortgage guarantor 
would retain significant (and first) credit exposure. 

• Stronger oversight ·wiJJ also help maintain robust credit standards through multiple economic ups and 
downs. 

• The explicit credit risk associated with government reinsurance would also encourage federal 
policymakers to consider potential budgetary effects, and will encourage them to maintain rigorous 
oversight of the industry. 

Where will the reinsurance f ees go when they are collected? 

• There are two leading options. Reinsurance fees could be returned to general revenue fund as is done 
by GNMA, or they could be placed into a separate trust fund, as the FDIC does with the Deposit 
Insurance Fund (DIF). 

H ow is the reinsurer different than GNMA? Would the reinsurance be accomplished through GNMA? 

• The function of the re insurer is very similar to that of GNMA, and we could consider having GN MA 
become the reinsurer. 

OTHER 
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Why doesn't this plan address concentration in the lending industry and how that affects access to 
affordable mortgage credit? 
• The Administration supports drawing on compet itive forces to lower consumer lending rates, whether 

through reduction of the governmental presence in the mortgage market or through ensuring 
competition among private mortgage guarantors. 

Why didn 't the Administration address the Mortgage Interest Deduction (MID) in the paper and will 
the President address it in his budget? 

• We are not actively considering a change to the MID, and the Administration considers tax refonu to 
be a separate issue. That said, we are taking a holistic view of housing finance reform, and all 
reasonable reforms will receive due consideration. 

International comparisons 

How do homeownership rates in tlte US compare with other countries? 

• The US has average homeownership rates compared to other countries 

• However, the US also has substantially greater access to mortgage credit, illustrating that there are 
other factors that influence homeownership rates. 

How much securitization of mortgages is there in other countries? 

• The US mortgage market is unique in its reliance on securitization as a funding source - 60% of 
outstanding mortgages in the US are funded by securitization 

• The next biggest users of securitization are Australia, Canada, Spain, Netherlands, and the U.K., but 
MBS securities account for less than 30% of the mortgages outstanding in all these countries 
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FACTSHEET: HOUSING FINANCE REFORM BY THE NUMBERS 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 

• Buy, bundle, and guarantee residential mortgages as mortgage-backed securities (MBS). 

• Guarantee millions of Joans, currently totaling $4.4 trillion as of December 20 10. 

• Traditionally guarantee about half of new mortgages, but their market share temporarily declined 
during the housing boom, as private-label securitization swelled. 

• Hold investment portfolios of $1.49 trillion in mortgage-related loans and securities, about 20% of 
which in private-label MBS. 

• Fund their investment portfolios with $ l .522 trillion of debt at Jow interest rates because of the 
perception of USG support. 

• Have traditionally drawn a large portion of their profits from their investment portfolios. 

• Concentrate their activities in single-family mortgage loans, although also both securitize and invest 
in multifamily loans that finance rental housing. 

The Federal Home Loan Bank system (FHLBs) 

• A cooperative composed of 12 regional banks that are themselves O\.vned cooperatively by private 
financial institutions domiciled in their individual districts . 

• 600 members each, on average, from small community banks to large commercial banks. 

• Currently $500 billion "advance" loans outstanding to members, collateralized by high-quality 
mortgage-related Joans and securities. 

• In the crisis, the FHLB advances ballooned to over $1 trillion, providing an important source of back
up fLmding to their members. 

• Hold investment portfolios of about $330 billion in mortgage-related Joans and securities. 

• Fund their advances and investments with $814 biJlion of debt at an exceptionally low interest rate 
because of the apparent market perception of USG support (like Faimie and Freddie, the FHLBs are 
congressionally chartered). 

• Allo,v members to take risks with mortgage loai1s ·while shifting the cost of that risk to taxpayers via 
the FDIC. 

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) 

• Guarantees loans that are then bought and bundled as privately-issued securities, which are 
guaranteed as by Ginnie Mae (the Government National Mortgage Association). 

• Traditionally focuses on first-time and lower-income homebuyers, in part through lower requirements 
for down payments than Fannie and Freddie. 

• Guarantees millions of loans, currently totaling over $1 triJlion. 

• Traditionally guarantees only l 0-15 % of new mortgages, but the FHA' s market share has swollen to 
nearly 30% during this housing crisis; 

• Ginnie Mae also stamps MBS backed by loans guaranteed by the VA (about 15% of recent GNNIA 
issuai1ce) and the USDA (mraI housing, under 10% in the last two years). 

Multifamily / Rental Housing 

• One-third of all Americans are renters - about l 00 million people. 
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• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's market share in multifamily lending expanded from 40% in 2007 to 
80% in 2009 as market conditions eroded and private lenders collapsed or withdrew. 

• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's aggregate multifamily investment portfolios totaled $347 billion in 
mortgage-related loans and securities, about 70% of which in whole loans and 30% in mortgage
related securities (as of September 30, 2010). 

• About $42 billion of multifamily loans are guaranteed by Fannie or Freddie but held by private 
investors. 

• Risk Sharing: Fannie delegates underwriting but requires 33% risk retention of underwriters, while 
Freddie assumes all credit risk after detailed credit review. 

Affordability & Access 
• Over 40% of home purchases are by low/moderate-income families and communities. 

• Almost 50 million renters now spend more than 30% of their income on rent (the most common 
benchmark for affordability); and one-fourth spend more than 50% of their income on rent - double 
the share in 1960. 

• For every 100 very low-income renters, there are only 60 rental homes that are both adequate and 
affordable rental homes; for every 100 extremely low-income renter there are only 32 such units. 

Housing Market: fragile but signs of stabilization 

• House prices remain fragile as the FHF A purchase-only index remains below its November 2009 
level after changing little in the fall of 2010. 

• Low mortgage rates continue to keep affordability indices at record high levels. 

• In 2010, single-family sales were at their lowest level s ince 1997. Ne\v and existing home sales 
increased in December, but remained below levels seen in lH 2010. 

• Inventory of existing homes has fallen to 8 months' supply, still double the pre-boom average. 

• Mortgage delinquency rates have leveled off, but remain quite high, with over 9% of all mortgage 
loans delinquent in the third quarter of 20 IO - about twice the historical average. 

• New foreclosures have temporarily declined as lenders review internal procedures related to 
foreclosure processing, but the number of foreclosures currently in process is roughly equal to the 
number completed since 2009, and analysts predict that in the ne"-1: several years, the total number of 
completed foreclosures may triple. 

• Homeowners in HAMP permanent modifications perform well, with re-default rates below industry 
norms. 

Concentration 
• Currently, the top 5 mortgage originators control more than 60% of all oriigination. This is triple their 

market share in the early 1990' s 
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